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Abstract

A Layered Queueing Network (LQN) is a recognized performance modelling technique

for performance prediction and evaluation of distributed systems. However, at present

LQNs do not handle models with state-based behaviour such as timeouts and aborts,

called ‘decisions’ here. This research extends LQNs by incorporating decisions into

the model. The XML input language used to describe LQNs has been extended to

handle these decisions. Both the LQN simulator, lqsim, and analytic solver, lqns,

were then modified to solve models with decisions.

The analytic solver uses decomposition and mean value analysis to solve models.

Unfortunately, mean value analysis cannot be used to solve models with state-based

behaviour. To overcome this limitation, a new approach called Dynamic Parameter

Substitution (DPS) is used where intermediate results found while solving the model

are used to alter the input parameters for subsequent iterations of the solution. To

accomplish this goal, Layered Queueing eXperiment (LQX) language functions were

derived to handle timeout and retry decisions and to handle fair-share queueing. The

results from solving models using DPS were compared to results found from hybrid

modelling, simulation, and where feasible, Petri nets.

This research also improves the accuracy of the LQN analytic solver when solv-

ing models with traffic dependencies, namely interlocking and sub-chain dependent

behaviour. Interlocking occurs from the decomposition of the model into submodels;

a single customer from an upper submodel may appear as two or more customers in

lower level submodels. Some forms of interlocks were handled by the previous solu-

tions, but with some limitations. Sub-chain dependencies are hidden more deeply in

LQN models, and are handled for the first time. Sub-chain dependencies occur when

traffic from multiple independent clients share a common intermediate server then

diverges to lower level servers when this server is acting as a source of customers.

This research presents a generalized solution to handle more general cases of inter-
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locks and sub-chain dependencies. The results of the improved solution have good

accuracy compared with simulation results and the problems of the extraneous delays

and infeasible utilizations are eliminated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A major cause for the failure of many large distributed systems projects today is a lack

of performance [53]. Predicting system behaviour in the early phase of system devel-

opment before systems are built can reduce the risk of failure because it is too costly

to repair or redesign the system late in the development cycle. Early performance

predictions can detect the design flaws, locate potential bottlenecks which may seri-

ously affect the system performance, and determine proper system deployment and

system configuration.

Software Performance Engineering (SPE) [195, 196, 197], which is the pioneer of

the model-based performance analysis [11, 56, 172] and Model-Driven Performance

Engineering (MDPE) [82, 115], applies performance models into software systems at

very early stages of software developments. Using performance models, SPE is able

to plan the system capacities, locate the potential bottlenecks in the system, and

predict system performance. Furthermore, with these performance models, perfor-

mance analysis and evaluation can be done at any stage of the development process,

the time required for the analysis is small, and it is relatively low cost compared to

other methods [109, 195]. Consequently, the risks of improper design or failures to

deliver the system can be significantly reduced. Research related to SPE developed

1
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various performance modelling methodologies (analytic or simulation) or formalisms

(queueing-based networks, state-based networks) to study system behaviours and im-

prove system performance.

Performance models and their underlying solution techniques also are the fun-

damentals of model-based performance evaluations [53, 123, 172] and model-driven

engineering. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [71, 104, 117, 199] has become lately

an important way to develop software systems, predict and evaluate system perfor-

mance, and study performance related issues.

Layered Queueing Networks (LQN) [74, 81, 183, 219, 220], are a well recog-

nized and powerful method [223] in performance evaluation of many distributed sys-

tems [63, 113, 140, 141, 161, 170, 175, 191, 209, 226]. It is particularly well suited to

model systems using blocking remote procedure calls (RPC) [26], which are common

in distributed systems. LQN models are also used to predict and evaluate many web

services [41, 75, 148, 192, 206] and optimize and manage resource provisions in the

clouds [8, 131].

Performance modelling is the subject of this research. This research was focused

on improving the accuracy of the LQN underlying analytic solution in some particular

cases and enhancing the LQN modelling power to handle state-based behaviour.

1.1 Motivation

In general, the LQN analytic solution (LQNS) is able to produce quite accurate

performance evaluation results. However, LQNS may produce less accurate results

in some special cases with the occurrence of traffic dependencies. Also, LQN models

have limitations to model state-based behaviours, for instance, making decisions in

handling exceptions [91]. This work was motivated by the problems in the existing

LQN analytic solution and the limitation of LQN models, and efforts have been made
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to improve the accuracy of the LQN analytic solution with the presence of traffic

dependencies and to enhance the modelling power of LQN models to handle state-

based behaviours.

1.1.1 Making Decisions

Handling exceptions is an important form of making decisions. Decisions are made

depending on dynamic execution behaviour and performance results. For example,

in a web server system with facilities to handle timeout exceptions, client requests

time out if the processing time exceeds the timeout threshold. A timeout exception is

raised to handle the release the resources that a timeout request is occupying before

it leaves the system. The threshold of the timeout is an important requirement for

the system design and capacity planning. For the designer, two questions may be

asked:

1. What the capacity of the system is if the probability of timeout requests is less

than 5%, for example?

2. What is the probability of timeout requests, if the system runs under some

system configurations?

The first question can be easily answered by a queueing-based formalism. However,

queueing-based formalisms face difficulty in answering the second one. Since the

decision of whether a timeout exception being raised depends on the current system

state at that moment.

1.1.1.1 Methodologies Comparison

Making decisions at some points inside a network is a weakness of queueing-based for-

malisms. Therefore, queueing models are only suitable for modelling exceptions when
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the probabilities of exceptions being raised are known before the model is solved. How-

ever, exceptions are often raised because of the results that the performance model

produces. For example, excessive response times can lead to timeouts and excessive

utilization can lead to lock request failures. This is the major limitation of queueing-

based formalisms being used to model systems that have state-based behaviours or

dynamic execution behaviours. LQN, as an extension of queueing networks, also faces

the same difficulties in modelling systems with state-based behaviours.

Therefore, systems with state-based behaviours have to be modelled by state-based

methods, for example, Petri nets (PN) [151, 165, 166] and their variants. However, one

well-known problem of state-based methods is their scalability. Even a moderately

sized system may have infeasible computation costs, and become unsolvable.

Some attempts have been made to use queueing-based formalisms to model dy-

namic system behaviour. For example, Zhang [228], used the results provided by

previously solved LQN models and fed them to some kind of controller, which could

make decisions based on this feedback to generate a new set of system parameters.

These decisions can be used to adjust the system architecture [228] in order to realize

self-adaptive system architectures [227].

In order to evaluate and predict the systems with state-based behaviours, a hybrid

approach defined by Shanthikumar [190] can be used. In this method, a queueing

model is used to solve quickly most of the overall model, and a state-based or a

simulation approach is used to model and solve the part with a state-based behaviour.

For example, Wu [224] developed a hybrid approach, which combines LQN models

with Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) [1, 142] models to handle exceptions

in resource allocation activities.

Hybrid approaches are being increasingly looked at to model and evaluate the

performance of those systems with state-based behaviours. However, combining mul-

tiple methods together inevitably increases the complexity of the overall solution.
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First, regarding model composition, the system under question has to be expressed in

different modelling languages, one corresponding to each of the formalisms. Second,

as for model recognition, the entire model or any submodels in different formats may

need to exchange information with each other. This can be achieved through an inter-

mediate modelling language, which can be understood by all the involved methods.

However, the model translations and transformations required by a hybrid approach

may have to use some existing tools which are external to the hybrid solution. The

computation cost is another concern of hybrid approaches because multiple solution

techniques (solvers) have to be invoked in every iteration. The results produced by

each of the solvers are often exchanged by files when switching iteratively among the

solution spaces. Using files to exchange data means that file operations happen re-

peatedly in every solution space and when switching between solution spaces in every

iteration.

Another reason for this research abandoning hybrid solutions is that hybrid ap-

proaches are not suitable for LQN models. This fact was shown by the author’s

previous work [133], in which a hybrid solution combining LQNS and LQSIM (the

LQN simulation tool) was developed to solve LQN models with processors using fair

share scheduling faster than simulation. This hybrid solution works properly only for

the models without traffic dependencies. The problems related to traffic dependencies

lead to the second motivation for this research.

Wu [224] used GSPN to solve a reduced model which emphasizes the decisions to

be made, and to find the probabilities of branches of each decision. It employed LQN

to solve the entire model by importing results of submodels found by the Petri nets

solver. However, his hybrid solution failed to escape from the problems of accuracy

and scalability because of the reasons mentioned above.
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1.1.1.2 Method of Dynamic Parameter Substitutions

Making a decision is a result of the consideration of a current system state. Most

performance results derived from various performance models are mean values or

probabilities. From these observations, the probability of an exception being raised

can be found through some performance parameters in the form of mean values, if

their relationships are interpreted correctly. This builds the foundation of the method

of Dynamic Parameter Substitution (DPS). The probabilities of raising exceptions

are referred to as dynamic parameters because they are related to dynamic execution

behaviour. DPS maps dynamic parameters to other performance results which can

be found by Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [181].

Dynamic Parameter Substitutions (DPS) was developed in this research to evalu-

ate decisions in handling exceptions in LQN models. The method of DPS was inspired

by setting up multi-run experiments of LQN models using the Layered Queueing eX-

periment language (LQX) [150]. LQX is a programming language with a syntax

similar to C, and was developed to design multi-factor experiments and to control

the output of execution results of experiments as specified by the user. In fact, the

multi-factor input parameters specified by LQX are not limited to a set of user pre-

defined values. Therefore, the results of performance parameters (in mean values)

from the previous execution can also be transformed into a new set of input param-

eters for the next execution. This means that if dynamic parameters are defined as

multi-factor input parameters, they can be changed based on the results from the

previous execution during the LQX execution. The substitution is achieved by map-

ping functions between dynamic parameters and specified performance parameters.

Dynamic parameters reach their final value after the evolution of LQX iterations.

In summary, DPS is an iterative method to solve state-based behaviours by associat-

ing them with dynamic parameters, then mapping these dynamic parameters to other

performance parameters (in the form of mean values) through predefined substitution
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functions.

The advantage of using DPS to handle state-based behaviours is that the modelling

power of LQN is greatly enhanced without suffering the scalability problem. The

probabilities of taking a normal execution path and raising an exception are calculated

via MVA [181], rather than from state probabilities. Consequently, scalable and

fast solutions become significant advantages of this research. Being able to handle

decisions equips LQN models to provide modelling facilities to evaluate the system

behaviours during exception handling in network communication protocols or passive

resource allocations. It is also able to evaluate the impact of the fair share scheduling

policy to the entire system since the fair share scheduling is being increasingly used

in many systems with the requirement of ‘quality of service’ (QoS ).

However, using DPS to handle state-based behaviours has disadvantages. Since

the relationships between dynamic parameters and their associated performance re-

sults vary upon decision types, the processes of revealing the relationships and estab-

lishing those mappings have to be worked out individually for each type of decisions.

This drawback also leads to concerns of the generality and the coverage of the deci-

sions handled by DPS.

Fortunately, these drawbacks can be eliminated by using pre-defined decision pat-

terns. In this work, decisions with predefined mappings are defined into LQN decision

patterns. These predefined mappings are developed as substitution functions in LQX

and are invoked through each corresponding pattern. Since the decisions defined in

this work are based on those scenarios commonly used in many distributed systems, it

means that the coverage of LQN decisions is able to model the systems using these de-

cision patterns. The coverage will be increased as more decisions patterns are defined

and more dynamic parameter substitution functions are discovered. Furthermore,

the defined patterns and their substitution functions may be reused and extended

when defining new decision patterns to extend LQN models to handle more complex
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behaviours in the future.

1.1.1.3 LQN Decision Patterns

The decision patterns defined in this research are based on Wu’s patterns in [224]

with an important addition. Wu identified four patterns of handling exceptions in re-

source allocations: queue, abort, finite-retries and infinite-retries in [224]. The queue

pattern is essential “no exception”, so the requests wait until allocations succeed.

The abort pattern ends callers request prematurely. The infinite-retries keeps trying

until the resource request is successful. Finally, the finite-retries pattern makes a

fixed number of tries before giving up. In addition to these four patterns, Time-

out, as an important constraint in the specifications of communication protocols or a

performance requirement of many systems, is defined as the fifth LQN decision.

This research generalizes Wu’s patterns to handle more general cases of exceptions.

It shows that abort decisions can be treated as a special case of timeout decisions

when the timeout limit is zero. In addition, finite-retries and infinite-retries can be

generalized with timeout features.

The LQN decision patterns not only hide the implementation of substitutions

from modellers, but also provide templates (used in input files of LQN models) for

modellers to ensure easy model constructions. With templates of LQN decision pat-

terns, modellers only need to vary the values of input parameters within a template to

specify their own decisions. These templates simplify the modelling process in terms

of model compositions and relieve the burden from modellers.

1.1.2 Traffic Dependencies

Traffic dependencies arise when solving a LQN model analytically by subdividing the

original model into a set of submodels, then solving each submodel independently of

each other. There are two types of dependencies, interlocks [72, 220] and sub-chain
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dependencies described below.

The reason that traffic dependencies affect the LQN analytic solution is that LQN

uses decomposition as the fundamental mechanism to generate layers and creates a

submodel corresponding to each layer. Each submodel is solved individually using

MVA and client chains in each submodel are considered to be independent of each

other. However, this assumption is not true in many systems, because of traffic

dependencies between layers. Therefore, when models are solved using the method of

decomposition, interlocking and sub-chain dependencies become inevitable. Not only

does ignoring traffic dependencies seriously affect the accuracy of the LQN analytic

solution to certain models, but also, the existence of traffic dependencies in LQN

models makes hybrid solutions yield inaccurate results, which was shown in [133].

Interlocks, which are artifacts of the analytic solution using multiple submodels,

arise because some requests originating from the same client at an upper layer, arrive

at a lower layer server through different paths. By not accounting for interlocks,

too much delay is introduced into the queueing network, resulting in overestimated

residence times and underestimated throughput. The effect is particularly noticeable

with a small number of interlocked clients [72].

Interlocking is recognized as a phenomenon which must be considered, and in some

cases had been handled previously in Woodside et al.’s solver [220], Rolia and Sevcik’s

solver [183], and Franks’ solver [81]. The current LQN analytic solver, LQNS [74, 76],

handles more general cases of interlocks. However, it fails to handle some newly

identified cases of interlocking, as well as sub-chain dependencies.

As opposed to interlocks, a sub-chain dependent client at a lower layer appears

when customers from some independent sources at some upper layer submodels arrive

and are blended together at a common server. If this server is acting as a source

of customers to other servers, it becomes a sub-chain dependent client. Without

considering the sub-chain dependent problem, large errors occur especially when the
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numbers of customers from the involved routing chains are imbalanced.

The research focuses on the newly identified interlocking cases in LQN models

to improve the LQNS solver to handle all the interlocking cases properly. These

improvements include correcting new interlocking cases and improving the accuracy

of the corrections to the previously handled cases. The sub-chain dependencies are

corrected by distinguishing the maximum possible number of customers arrived from

the sources at an upper layer.

1.2 Contributions

Contributions are divided into two broad categories, one focused on accuracy and the

other on enhancing modelling capabilities.

1.2.1 Traffic Dependencies

The first part of this research is handling traffic dependencies to improve the overall

accuracy of the LQNS solver. The contributions are:

1. A general solution to all identified forms of interlocks was developed. The new

solution consists of a two-level adjustment: the upper-level adjustment is active

at the upper layer, where the common client is, and the lower-level one at the

layer where the interlocked server is.

2. The upper-level adjustment removes the excessive queueing delays caused by

included service demands to the common client at the upper-level submodel.

Without upper-level adjustments, the current LQN solver distributes the queue-

ing delays at both levels of submodels incorrectly. Missing upper-level adjust-

ments is also one of the reasons that causes low accuracy of hybrid approaches

related to LQN.
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3. The work evaluated interlocking effects at a lower level, through interlocking

probability, interlocking ratio and interlocking relationship. The lower level ad-

justment was refined by using these variables to improve the accuracy of cor-

rections to interlocking effects.

4. Sub-chain dependencies were fixed by correcting the maximum possible number

of arriving customers from a routing chain as well as each of its sub-chains. Con-

trolling the correct number of arriving customers also has the effect of reducing

the impacts of some forms of interlocks; therefore, this correction was integrated

into LQNS, along with the corrections to interlocks to form an improved general

solution of LQNS to handle traffic dependencies.

1.2.2 Decision Making

The second part of this research focuses on handling the decisions in exception han-

dling (within the resource allocation context) in LQN models. The contributions are

as follows:

1. The modelling capability of the LQN technique has been enhanced by incor-

porating decision patterns into LQN models using the DPS approach. These

patterns allow LQN models to model and evaluate the systems with decisions

in a simplified and efficient manner without suffering the problem of scalability.

2. ‘Timeout’, a commonly used decision, was defined as the fifth LQN decision

pattern, in addition to the four decision patterns of Wu. The templates corre-

sponding to these decision patterns were defined to simplify model compositions

for modellers.

3. The LQN simulation tool, LQSIM, was extended to simulate all the LQN de-

cision patterns first. The LQSIM results were verified by a Petri net solver,
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GreatSPN [7, 47, 48] and another simulation tool, CSIM. Therefore, LQSIM

is able to provide accurate and comparable results to evaluate the accuracy of

those analytic results found by LQNS at any size of LQN models.

4. The mappings between dynamic parameters and certain performance results

(in the form of mean values) were created for each decision pattern. The dy-

namic parameter substitution functions corresponding to those mappings were

implemented through LQX functions.

5. The LQN analytic solver, LQNS, has been built to handle more state-based

behaviours by providing the mechanism for defining and handling dynamic pa-

rameters analytically. As a result, the processors (or other resources) with a

fair share (FS ) scheduling [116] policy can be handled analytically by LQNS,

while handling the fair share scheduling was previously implemented only in the

LQN simulator (LQSIM ) in [132].

1.2.3 Published Papers

The following is a list of papers which are published by the author during the research.

1. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Analytic Solution of Fair Share Scheduling in

Layered Queueing Networks. In 13th European Workshop on Performance En-

gineering (EPEW 2016), (Accepted). Chios, Greece, October 5-7, 2016.

2. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Modeling Decisions in Layered Queueing Net-

works. In 48th Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2016 (SCSC 2016),

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, July 24-27,2016.

3. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Improved Chain Calculation for Sub-chain Depen-

dencies in Layered Queueing Networks. In 15th IEEE International Conference
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on Scalable Computing and Communications (ScalCom 2015), Beijing, China,

August 10-13, 2015.

4. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Improved interlock correction when solving lay-

ered queueing networks using decomposition. In IEEE 28th Canadian Con-

ference on Electrical and Computer Engineering (CCECE 2015), Halifax, NS,

Canada, May 2015.

5. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Hybrid performance modeling using layered

queueing networks. In CMG-2012, volume 1, pages 85–93, Las Vegas, Nevada,

USA, December 3–7, 2012. Computer Measurement Group.

6. Greg Franks and Lianhua Li. Efficiency improvements for solving layered queue-

ing networks. In Proc. 3rd WOSP/SIPEW International Conference on Per-

formance Engineering (ICPE 2012), pages 279–282, Boston, MA, USA, April

22–25, 2012.

7. Lianhua Li and Greg Franks. Performance modeling of systems using fair

share scheduling with layered queueing networks. In Proceedings of the 17th

IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation

of Computer and Telecommunications Systems (MASCOTS 2009), pages 1–10,

London, September 21–23, 2009.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

1. Chapter 2 provides background information related to the research.

2. Chapter 3 describes the improved analytic solution to handle interlocks and

shows that their effects are greatly reduced.
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3. Chapter 4 discusses the developed method to overcome the sub-chain dependent

problem.

4. Chapter 5 presents an online bookstore application system, which has both

interlocks and sub-chain dependencies, to evaluate the effectiveness of the im-

proved solution.

5. Chapter 6 explains how LQN models are extended to handle decisions through

LQN decision patterns in both the analytic solution through LQX and the LQN

simulator LQSIM.

6. Chapter 7 describes how to use the DPS approach to analytically evaluate

processors with a fair share scheduling [116] policy in LQNS and through LQX.

7. Chapter 8 summarizes the research and also describes future research directions.



Chapter 2

Background

This section provides the necessary background knowledge which is related to this

research. First, the concepts and techniques of model-based performance analysis

and model-driven performance engineering are described. Then, the major analytic

performance techniques and Mean Value Analysis are explained. Next, LQN models

and their solution techniques are explained, which are the subject of this research.

After that, a description of hybrid modelling techniques follows. Finally, related

works for modelling decisions in the context of exception handling are described.

2.1 Model-Based Performance Analysis and Tech-

niques

Model-based performance analysis [11, 56] is a successor of Software Performance

Engineering, SPE [195, 196, 197]. It applies performance modelling into any stage of

software system design to predict system performance, locate potential bottlenecks

and identify possible designing flaws.

More recently, as Model-driven engineering (MDE) [71, 104, 117, 199] becomes an

important way to develop software systems, model-driven performance engineering

15
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(MDPE) [19, 82, 115, 172] has emerged, which combines model-based performance

analysis and model-driven techniques.

2.1.1 Model-Based Performance Analysis

Model-based performance evaluation methodologies are grouped into three categories:

analytic, simulation and hybrid modelling. Simulation is able to model more com-

plex or some specific system behaviour. However, execution time and computational

resource consumption are concerns that can limit its use when evaluating large-scale

systems. On the other hand, many analytic solutions surveyed in [11, 94] can solve

models in fast and efficient ways. However, they have to use assumptions or approx-

imations, so accuracy is a big concern for these methods. Consequently, models with

more complicated system behaviour do not have precise analytic solutions today.

Hybrid performance modelling techniques, as an alternative choice, have drawn

the attention of many researchers in recent decades. Hybrid modelling techniques aim

to model systems with more complex behaviour. More precisely, Hybrid Simulation/

Analytic models bridge the gaps between analytic solutions and simulations, while

multi-formalism hybrid techniques take advantages of multiple analytic formalisms

to model those systems which a single technique alone cannot or has difficulties to

solve. Analytic and hybrid performance modelling methodologies are described in

Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5.

2.1.2 Model-Driven Performance Engineering

Model-driven performance engineering uses model-driven techniques to transform

software architecture models into performance analysis models [115]. Therefore, the

core activities of model-driven techniques are model transformations [59, 86, 169].

Those transformed performance models are solved by model-based performance tech-

niques. The major model-driven techniques are:
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1. From software architects to performance models [222]. Software architects are

represented by the UML diagrams with requirement specifications (e.g. per-

formance annotations), such as the UML profiles: SPT (Schedulability, Perfor-

mance, and Time Specification) [157], and MARTE (Modelling and Analysis

of Real-Time and Embedded Systems) [158]. The performance models can be

generated from UML diagrams are: queueing models in [12, 57], LQN models

by UML2LQN [93, 173], performance evaluation process algebra [101] (PEPA)

by [205] or Petri nets by [5, 23, 24, 193], and their variants, for example, coloured

Petri nets (from UML activity diagrams) in [200].

2. Palladio Component Model (PCM) [20, 21]. PCM is an architecture modelling

language to describe Component-based Software Architecture (CBS), which is

a successor of Object-Oriented Software Architecture. PCM models can be

automatically transformed into various performance models, such as queueing

models, Petri net models by [65], LQN models by PCM2LQN [124], and queue-

ing Petri net models (QPN) [17, 18] by PCM2QPN [144].

3. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [119]. MDA is a framework based on UML

to generate three types of meta-models: computational independent models

(CIM), platform independent models (PIM) and platform specific models (PSM) [147].

In MDA, a CIM model, a conceptual model which specifies the business con-

text and requirements of a system under design, is first transformed into a

PIM model, and then the PIM model generates a PSM model through model

transformation techniques [86, 169].

All the activities of MDE and MDPE eventually evaluate systems through model-

based performance analysis. These performance models, which can be analytic, sim-

ulation, or hybrid models, and their solution techniques are fundamental building

blocks of all the performance evaluations.
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Therefore, LQN performance modelling and analysis is the subject of this research,

more precisely, this research is focused on enhancing the LQN performance models

and improving their solution techniques.

2.2 Analytic Performance Modelling Techniques

In the model-based performance tools [11] that exist today, analytic performance

techniques [94] can mostly be classified into three categories: queueing-based, state-

based, and process algebra techniques.

2.2.1 Queueing Networks

In computer systems, jobs or processes compete against each other with a limited

number of resources (hardware or software). Queueing Networks (QN) [10, 129] are a

natural choice to model this behaviour. In a queueing network, resources are modelled

as server stations, while jobs or processes are clients or customers, and clients are

connected to stations by routing chains. A queueing network (with a single customer

class) is either open, in which customers arrive from outside the system, then wait and

receive service, and then leave the network; or closed, in which no customers come

from outside (all customers stay in the network forever), and when after receiving all

services, customers spend some time to think then repeat the cycle again.

A product-form solution for queueing networks was first discovered by Jack-

son [107] for single client open class networks. It states that the distribution of

a network state can be represented by a product of the distributions of each of

the individual nodes [85]. Later, the product-form solution was extended to closed

queueing networks with exponential servers by Gordon and Newell [92], and to the

BCMP networks, by Baskett, Chandy, Muntz and Palacios [16]. Beyond BCMP

networks, production-form solutions were also extended to some other QNs, such as
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G-networks [70, 83, 84], which allow positive and negative customers in the networks

and QNs with batch arrivals and batch services [95, 96].

Convolution [33, 127, 179, 180] and Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [181] are two

computationally efficient algorithms for product-form solutions. The key part of the

convolution algorithm is the calculation of normalization constants, which are used to

scale all the state probabilities. However, convolution algorithms have numerical in-

stability problems. Similarly, RECAL [55] also calculates normalization constants but

uses a recursive algorithm based on chains. Casale [36] developed an exact algorithm

for computing normalizing constants of closed multi-class product-form networks, by

solving a linear system of equations.

Mean Value Analysis is based on the relationship between the mean waiting time

and the mean queue length with one customer less, as stated by the Arrival The-

orem [189]. MVA is able to find the mean values of performance metrics without

calculating state probabilities. MVA has been a primary solution for production-form

queueing networks. The Approximate MVA (AMVA) solutions, Bard-Schweitzer [15,

186] and Linearizer [43] AMVAs are two major iterative AMVA solutions, which are

described in more detail in the next section. MVA also has some other implementa-

tions, for example, a recursive implementation based on chains, Mean Value Analysis

by Chain (MVAC) [54].

More recently, Casale introduced the Method of Moments (MoM) [38], which is

an exact algorithm for solving closed queueing networks with multi-class and a large

population. MoM recursively solves higher-order moments of queue-lengths by a

linear system of equations instead of mean values. These equations are those used

to calculate normalization constants in RECAL [55] and LBANC [44]. MoM only

requires log-quadratic time and log-linear space in the total population size [38],

whose computation costs are less than MVA, since MVA computation complexity

grows combinatorially as the product of class populations. Apart from MoM, Casale
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also proposed a new algorithm called CoMoM [37], which can efficiently compute

normalization constants for the closed queueing networks with a large number of

classes. However, Method of Moments may potentially be affected by numerical

problems. MoM was also generalized by Casale in [39] to overcome the inefficiency

problem of MoM when the number of queues and classes grow simultaneously.

Tools for solving queueing networks are QNAP [208] (discontinued), an integrated

toolset Java Modelling Tools (JMT) [25, 40], and a library package qnetworks [143].

Solutions to queueing networks were also integrated into some performance modelling

and analysis tools or frameworks, such as the hierarchical evaluation tool HIT [22]

and the Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance Evaluator

(SHARPE) [185].

2.2.2 Extended Queueing Networks

Normal QNs have difficulties in handling synchronization, simultaneous resource pos-

session, and splitting of customers, because these situations do not have product-form

solutions, so some extended queueing networks (EQN) have been developed. Simul-

taneous resource possession has arisen in many distributed systems and is handled

by the Method of Surrogates [108], Stochastic Rendezvous Networks (SRVN) [219,

220], SRVN by Task-Directed Aggregation (TDA) [171, 174], the Method of Layers

(MOL) [183, 184], Layered Queueing Networks (LQN ) [74, 81], Ramesh’s decompo-

sition [177]. The common technique used by these EQNs (excluding Flow-Equivalent

QNs), is that they all decomposed the entire network into a set of submodels. How-

ever, they used different layering strategies, which were compared in [76].

Among all these EQN solutions, Layered Queueing Network (LQN ) [74, 76, 81],

(which combines SRVN [171, 174, 219, 220] and MOL [183, 184]), is widely used to

solve models of distributed systems with layered architectures, for example, client-

server systems [63, 140, 161, 170, 191, 209]. LQN is a popular choice because it is
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particularly well suited to model systems using RPC [26].

2.2.3 State-Based Solution Techniques

As an important State-based formalism, Petri nets (PN) [90, 151, 165, 166], is a

mathematical modelling language, which was invented by Carl Adam Petri [166].

Petri nets and its variants are suitable to model synchronization and concurrency in

distributed systems. Petri nets use places, transitions and arcs to construct networks

and represent systems. Places may contain a discrete number of indistinguishable

tokens; tokens move from one place to some other places when a transition is fired.

The distributions of tokens represent system states.

Petri nets have many variants to extend their modelling power. In a Coloured Petri

net (CPN) [110, 111, 112], tokens are distinguishable in order to carry information. A

stochastic Petri net (SPN) [149] allows that a PN has exponentially distributed tran-

sition rates in order to represent the duration of activities. A generalized stochastic

Petri net (GSPN) [1, 142] can have transitions with stochastic or deterministic timing

characteristics.

Petri nets are solved by numerical solutions to their underlying continuous-time

Markov chains (CTMC). This can result in state space explosion, even in some mod-

erately sized systems, thus limiting their use. Some tools used to solve stochastic

Petri nets are GreatSPN [7, 47, 48], SPNP [51, 103, 207], DSPNexpress [138] and its

later version TimeNET [229, 230], and PIPE2 [31, 64].

Queueing Petri Net (QPN) [17, 18] is another formalism which combines a queue-

ing network and coloured generalized stochastic Petri nets. However, QPN is not a

hybrid modelling approach because it is an independent and formally defined formal-

ism. Since QPN combines the expressiveness of queueing network and stochastic Petri

nets, QPN can be used in performance evaluations of distributed systems with simul-

taneous resource possession, blocking behaviour, and asynchronous processing [122].
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QPN is able to describe some complex scheduling behaviour of some server queues.

However, QPNs, as an extension of PNs, also potentially has the state explosion prob-

lem when solving large sized systems. The QPN simulation solver (SimQPN ) [120]

was firstly developed to solve QPN models. More recently, the QPN modelling en-

vironment (QPME ) [121, 198] was developed, which integrated the QPN graphical

Editor (QPE ) and the Simulator (SimQPN ).

2.2.4 Stochastic Process Algebra

Process Algebra (PA) [9] is a formal language to model concurrent systems con-

currency and dynamic system behaviour and prove the structure and behaviour of

systems [101]. PA has two primary constructs: actions and processes, to build system

specifications, then complex system behaviour can be combined through operations.

The compositional language provides benefits for model solution as well as model

construction. A system can be decomposed into a set of subsystems, which can be

replaced by a collection of small parts that have equivalent behaviours.

Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) [52, 100] and Performance Evaluation Process

Algebra (PEPA) [101] were introduced by Hillston in 1996. PEPA extends classical

process algebra by using random variables to represent the duration of actions [102].

PEPA is a formal description language for compositional performance modelling using

stochastic process (Markov process) to describe the underlying SPA. Tools support

PEPA are PEPA Workbench [89] and TIPPtool [98].

2.3 Mean Value Analysis

Mean Value Analysis (MVA) is based on the Arrival Theorem [189], which states that

when the N th customer from a chain k arrives at a server m, it sees N -1 customers

already there. Mean Value Analysis of a closed network can be solved by an iterative
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solution of equations (2.1)∼(2.3). The mean residence time Wm,k(N) for a customer

from a chain k at a server station m is found by using (2.1). The throughput Xk(N) of

the system for chain k is calculated by using (2.2). Finally, the queue length Lm,k(N)

at the station m for class k (with population N) is obtained by (2.3). MVA can be

solved exactly or approximately depending on the calculation of Lm,k(N−ej) in (2.1),

which is the queue length of the chain k at the server m with one customer removed

from a chain j.

Wm,k(N) =











Sm,k ; Delay servers

Sm,k + Sm,kLm,k(N− ej) ; Queueing servers
(2.1)

Xk(N) =
Nk

∑M

m=1 Wm,k(N)
(2.2)

Lm,k(N) = Xk(N)×Wm,k(N) (2.3)

2.3.1 Exact MVA

Exact MVA [178, 181] recursively calculates each queue length Lm,k(N) at the full

population N, starting from zero customers, which means equations (2.1)∼(2.3) have

to be calculated for all of the possible populations. Therefore, memory and compu-

tation complexity are the two concerns of Exact MVA, and when it is used to solve

networks with large populations, the computational costs may be prohibitively high.

Linearizer [43] and Bard-Schweitzer [15, 186] approximate MVAs are two widely

used AMVA techniques and both have substantially reduced computation costs.

2.3.2 Bard-Schweitzer AMVA

Bard-Schweitzer AMVA [15, 186], also referred to as proportional estimation (PE ),

iteratively solves a queueing network at the full customer population N. In Bard-
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Schweitzer AMVA, it is assumed that Lm,k(N−ej) is proportional to Lm,k(N). There-

fore, the queue lengths Lm,k(N− ej) at station m for each chain k with one customer

removed from chain j, is estimated using (2.4).

Lm,k(N− ej) =











Lm,k(N) ; k 6= j

Nj−1

Nj
Lm,k(N) ; k = j

(2.4)

The estimated Lm,k(N − ej) is used to calculate the mean residence time Wm,k(N),

throughput Xk(N) and the mean queue length at the full population Lm,k(N) in the

next iteration. Compared to Exact MVA, Bard-Schweitzer AMVA is far more efficient

in space and time, because Bard-Schweitzer AMVA only calculates the queue lengths

at populations N and N-1. However, Bard-Schweitzer AMVA often has large errors

because the estimated Lm,k(N− ej) is not a simple ratio of the number of customers

in chain j. Bard-Schweitzer AMVA was extended to multi-server stations by Suri

et al. in [202]. Bard-Schweitzer AMVA is implemented by the algorithm called

SchweitzerCore in the LQN analytic solver LQNS, shown in Listing 2.1, in which all

the Dmkj(N) at line 9 are zeros. The convergence test is based on the difference of

the queue lengths between any two successive iterations, shown in (2.5) from [43].

max
m∈M,k∈K

|LI
m,k(N)− LI−1

m,k (N)|

Nk

≤
1

4000 + 16|N|
(2.5)

2.3.3 Linearizer AMVA

Linearizer [43] AMVA improves the accuracy of the Bard-Schweitzer approximation

by applying a scaling factor Dm,k,j to the estimation of the Lm,k(N − ej) rather

than using the simple ratio of
Nj−1

Nj
. The scaling factor Dm,k,j(N) is a value used to

adjust the proportion that one customer contributes to the length of a queue, and is
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Listing 2.1: SchweitzerCore(N)

1 bool convergence = false;

2 while ( !convergence ){

3 /* Estimate L(m,k) */

4 for( m = 1; m <= M; m ++){

5 for( k = 1; k <= K; k ++){

6 F[n, m, k] = L[n, m, k] / N[k];

7 for( j = 1; j <= K; j ++){

8 nk = ( j==k )? (N[k] - 1) : N[k] ;

9 L[nej , m, k] = nk * (F[n, m, k] + D[n, m, k, j]);

10 }

11 }

12 }

13 /* One -step MVA */

14 step(N);

15
16 convergence = termination_test ();

17 }

calculated by (2.6).

Fm,k(N) =
Lm,k(N)

Nk

Dm,k,j(N) = Fm,k(N− ej)− Fm,k(N)

Lm,k(N− ej) = (N− ej)k(Fm,k(N) +Dm,k,j(N))

(2.6)

In order to find Dm,k,j(N), Linearizer has to calculate all the queue lengths at

both the full customer population N, and N − ej (i.e., one customer removed from

chain j) for all client chains, to calculate Fm,k(N) and Fm,k(N− ej) in (2.6). At each

of the population, Linearizer uses the Bard-Schweitzer approximation to solve the

queue lengths for all client chains. Therefore, the Bard-Schweitzer AMVA is a special

case of Linearizer AMVA, with Dm,k,j(N) = 0 .

Linearizer AMVA is implemented by executing Schweitzer Core algorithm multi-

ple times.

1. Schweitzer Core is executed using the full client populations N.
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2. Schweitzer Core is executed K times (K is the number of client chains). Each

of these executions is under a population N − ej with one customer removed

from each client chain j (1 ≤ j ≤ K).

3. The scaling factors Dm,k,j(N) are calculated, and Schweitzer Core is run again

with the full population (N) after the scaling factors Dm,k,j are applied to the

estimation of all the queue length Lm,k(N− ej).

2.3.4 Variants of AMVA

More recently, some variants of approximate MVA algorithms were developed. Wang

and Sevcik [214] developed two AMVA algorithms called the queue line (QL) and the

fraction line (FL) algorithms, which are based on Bard-Schweitzer AMVA. The FL

algorithm can produce results with a higher accuracy compared with Bard-Schweitzer

AMVA in the experiments on multi-class networks with a cost of less efficiency.

As for the variants of Linearizer, E Silva and Muntz developed a fast AMVA called

Improved Linearizer [67] which is faster than the original Linearizer [43] by a factor of

C (the number of client classes). Later, Schweitzer et al. developed another AMVA

algorithm called Queue Shift Approximation (QSA) [187]. The number of levels of the

QSA determines the level of accuracy of the QSA algorithm. Two-level QSA requires

the calculation of queue length at the full population N and the population with one

less customer N-1, while the three-level QSA also need to calculate the population

with two fewer customers. Two-level QSA is less accurate than the original Linearizer.

Three-level QSA has a higher accuracy than Linearizer but at a higher computation

cost, since it needs to calculate all of the queue lengths at the population of N-2.

More recently, Wang et al. developed the General Form Linearizer (GFL) [215]

algorithm. Linearizer and QSA are considered to be two special cases of GFL. The

two-level GFL algorithm was proved to have the same numerical properties and com-

putational complexities as the Improved Linearizer [67] algorithm. Their experiments
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showed that these two-level GFL algorithms are generally faster and accurate than

the Improved Linearizer.

2.4 Layered Queueing Networks

Layered Queueing Networks have evolved from active servers [221], Stochastic Ren-

dezvous Networks (SRVN) [171, 174, 219, 220], Layered Queueing Network (LQN ) [81],

to the Enhanced LQN (ELQN ) [74, 76]. (This entire research is based on Franks’s

ELQN analytic solution. ELQN is referred as to LQN in this thesis.) LQN is

particularly suitable for solving performance models of distributed systems with a

client-server architecture, in which remote procedure calls (RPC ) [26], are typi-

cal inter-process communications. With this type of software systems, clients are

blocked as they wait for replies to requests. Furthermore, some of the servers may

make further requests to other servers in order to complete the requests they have

received. LQN models have been used successfully in performance evaluations of

distributed databases [175, 191], CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Archi-

tecture) [88, 163], middleware [140, 170, 209], systems with distributed replicated

servers [161, 162], web services [41, 75, 148, 192, 206], and resource provision in

clouds [8, 131].

The modelling artifacts of LQN models, the LQN analytic solver (LQNS ), the

LQN simulator (LQSIM ) and its simulation engine PARASOL [153, 154], and the

LQN eXperiment language (LQX ) [150] are briefly introduced in the following sec-

tions.

2.4.1 LQN Components

Major elements in the LQN models to construct systems are processors, groups, tasks,

entries, requests, phases and activities. A LQN model is graphically represented by
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a directed graph consisting of the processors, tasks, entries and requests [77]. An

example of a LQN model is shown in Figure 2.1.

client

client
[1]

(1)

client1 {$n}

client1
[1]

(1)

client
{inf}

t1 {10}

e1
e2
[1]

(1.5) (1)

a1
[0.1]

(2.5)

b1
[0.1]

(2.5) (1)

b2
[0.1]

c1
[0]

client1
{inf}

d1

d1
[1]

p1

d2

d2
[1.2]

d3

d3
[0.8]

d4

d4
[1.5]

&

&

Figure 2.1: An example of LQN model notations.

Processors are pure servers that only accept requests, and are used to model

hardware devices, such as CPUs or disks, on which tasks or processes consume time.

Processors are represented by circles, for example, processors client and p1 in Fig-

ure 2.1. The scheduling policies of processors recognized by LQN are First Come

First Serve (FCFS), Processor Sharing (PS), Priority with preemption (PR), Head

of Line without preemption (HOL), and Fair Share (FS) scheduling [116]. As for FS

scheduling, only Completely Fair Share Scheduling (CFS) [164] was implemented in

the LQN simulator, LQSIM, and the PARASOL simulation engine in the author’s

previous work [132]. The analytic solution of FS scheduling in the LQN analytic

solver is described later in this thesis.

Groups (not shown in Figure 2.1) are used to model FS scheduling behaviour of
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processors. All the tasks run on a processor with a FS scheduling policy, are divided

into groups. Each group has a share, and the ‘share’ for a group is distributed evenly

among the group’s tasks.

Tasks can be both clients and servers. LQN tasks are used to model software

modules, software resources (threads, buffers, or locks) and even some hardware op-

erations. Tasks are represented by large parallelograms, for example, tasks d1 and

d2 in Figure 2.1. Multi-server tasks represent homogeneous threads that allow par-

allel execution. Server tasks or processors with multiple copies are referred to as

multi-servers and are represented by stacked parallelograms or circles, for instance,

the infinite processor client and the server task t1 (in the center of the figure). The

multiplicity of a reference tasks (task client1 in the figure) represents the number of

customers in the model.

Entries are used to model the different services provided by a task, and are repre-

sented by small parallelograms within a task parallelogram, for instance, entry d1 and

e2 in Figure 2.1. Entries perform the actual services provided by a task and consume

time and resources. For a processor, server entries are referred as device entries and

are used to consume time for the tasks running on the processor.

LQN processors, tasks and entries are connected by requests, which are shown

using directed arcs in a network graph. Requests can be:

1. synchronous, which is represent by a solid arc with a solid arrowhead;

2. asynchronous [177], which is represented by a solid arc with an empty arrow-

head;

3. forwarding, which is represented by a dashed arc with a solid arrowhead.

All the requests in Figure 2.1 are synchronous. Synchronous requests, like remote

procedure calls, block senders until replies arrive while asynchronous requests do not
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block senders. Forwarded calls do not block the intermediate tasks because replies

are sent to the original sender.

Activities [78] are used to model internal concurrency with behaviour of fork-join,

or internal loops within a task. The sequence or the order of the execution of activities

is modelled by ‘precedence’ in LQN.

In addition to the explicit parallelism through multi-threading and fork-joins, early

replies are another way to provide concurrency. A second phase [155] is a mechanism

that allows early replies to senders and is supported by some distributed operation

systems. Phase-one (PH1) is a synchronous phase used to perform the services in

which senders are blocked. Phase-two (PH2) is an asynchronous phase and can be

used to perform some clean-up operations without the sender’s participation after

the reply is sent. Early replies reduce the blocking time of senders and allow parallel

execution of a sender and a receiver. Early replies can also be used to model software

artifacts, like buffers [80]. LQN allows three phases at maximum on clients and

servers [79, 80].

LQN also supports distributed replicas [74, 161], and the quorum scheme of repli-

cations [159, 160].

2.4.2 Layered Queueing Networks Solver: LQNS

The Layered Queueing Networks Solver (LQNS ) [74, 76, 81] is an analytic solution to

LQN models. It uses hierarchical decomposition and the method of surrogates [108]

to solve LQN models. A LQN model is solved by splitting the model up into a set of

submodels, then solving each of these models using Mean Value Analysis [181].

For example, Figure 2.2 is a LQN model of a simplified client-server system; Fig-

ures 2.3a and 2.3b show the decomposed submodels for the LQN model in Figure 2.2

using LQNS. Other EQN solvers [114, 145, 183, 220] construct submodels differently

based on the layering strategies; however the solution approaches for submodels are
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Figure 2.2: A two-tier client-server model (with results).
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Figure 2.3: The decomposed submodels of the model in Figure 2.2.

the same. The comparisons of these layering strategies were presented in [76, 81].

Each submodel has a corresponding queueing model. Figure 2.4 shows the two

queueing network models corresponding to the two submodels in Figure 2.3. In each

submodel, client tasks make requests to server tasks or processors, so clients tasks

become chains while server tasks and processors are stations in the corresponding

queueing model. Any of the server tasks in the original model as a server station only

appears once among the queueing models, while it may be included in several queueing

models as a client chain. The number of customers in each chain is determined by

the multiplicity of the corresponding client task, with the exception caused by the

existence of sub-chain dependencies described later in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.4: Corresponding QNs to the submodels in Figure 2.3.

The residence times found from solving the queueing model in Figure 2.4b, which

is the lower submodel, is used as a surrogate delay [108] in the queueing model in

Figure 2.4a, which is the upper layer submodel. Similarly, the utilization of servers

in Figure 2.4a is used to find the think times in Figure 2.4b. The two submodels are

iteratively solved until the entire model converges.

Listing 2.2 shows the steps of LQNS to solve a LQN model. This algorithm

iterates over each of the submodels until it converges on a solution. Different MVA

solutions can be used in LQNS when solving each submodel (in Line 8 in Listing 2.2),

such as Exact MVA, Bard-Schweitzer AMVA, or Linearizer AMVA and its variants.

The algorithm terminates when the root of the sum of mean differences in utilization

(
√

∑

∆U) of all the entities in the model is less than a user-defined value, or the

pre-defined iteration limit is reached. This approach generalizes to any number of

layers. LQNS scales very well regarding both the number of nodes in the network and

the number of customers that can visit these nodes. Furthermore, the approximate

Mean Value Analysis solutions in LQNS can be very robust even when many of the

underlying assumptions of product-form queueing networks are violated.

On the other hand, LQN models can also be solved using a variety of approaches
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Listing 2.2: LQNS Algorithm.

1 begin

2 Read input file and create DOM model;

3 Create LQNS model;

4 Generate layers;

5 Create submodels for each layer;

6 do while (not convergence ):

7 for each submodel s:

8 Solve submodel s using an MVA;

9 Save waiting times for submodel s;

10 Set think times for submodel s+1;

11 Save results to DOM and write to output file;

12 end

including simulation, Markov chains and fluid approximations [204], and process al-

gebras [203].

2.4.3 PARASOL: LQN Simulation Engine

PARASOL [153, 154] is a discrete event-driven simulation [13, 14] engine. It is efficient

in simulating distributed and parallel systems. It provides basic building blocks of

hardware components to construct hardware systems or network environments. These

basic components are nodes, hosts, tasks and groups and the communication facilities

like buses, links and ports, shown in Figure 2.5.

A node (or processing node) may contain one or more processors, which are re-

ferred to as hosts. Nodes are used to simulate single core or multi core processors.

The communications between hosts within the same node are through two-direction

buses, while links are one-direction communication channels to connect two nodes.

Similar to the LQN groups, Parasol groups are also dedicated to simulate fair

share scheduling. A CFS processor [132] has two ready-to-run-queues, one for ready

tasks, and one for groups. The groups with most remaining shares stay in front of the

group ready-to-run-queue. Each group has several tasks, which are evenly sharing

the group share.
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Tasks are processes running on a host. Any process (kernel or non-kernel), or

user-defined tasks can be modelled by a Parasol task.

Inter-task communications are all performed through ports. Ports are places

to queue messages to be received by tasks. Every task has a std port to receive

messages, and a reply port to receive replies to the requests sent by this task. Both

ports are created when the task is created. Some tasks may own some additional

ports, which are either private ports, or shared ports shared by multiple tasks. For

example, a multi-server task has a ready port to check the availability of its workers.

A message is sent to a port through a system call ps send(), and is accepted from a

port through another system call ps receive(). Messages queued at a port, may be

received in a FIFO, LIFO or random order. Messages are often sent to a destination

port directly in a one-hop manner. However, some messages may be re-sent to another

destination port after it is received. Sending a message in this multiple-hop manner

is used to simulate some complex behaviour of tasks. For example, in Section 6.3,

multi-hop messages are used to simulate decisions in the simulator, LQSIM.
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Figure 2.5: PARASOL Meta Model. (From [132])

A Parasol task may be in one of six states: ready, computing, blocking, sleeping,

suspended (not in the figure), and hot states, shown in Figure 2.6 from [73]. A task

enters the computing state, (consuming time on a host) through ps compute(), and
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Figure 2.6: PARASOL Task States (Reduced). (From [132].)

enters the sleeping state through ps sleep(). The hot state is a special running state

which user-defined simulation code is running (which would invoke ps compute() and

ps sleep()). Transitions between states are caused by Parasol system calls or the

occurrence of certain events.

2.4.4 LQN Simulation Tool: LQSIM

The LQN simulation tool, LQSIM is designed for simulating LQN models using

PARASOL simulation engine. Parasol nodes, groups and task objects are created

for all of the processors, groups and tasks defined in LQN input models. The mul-

tiplicity of a LQN processor determines the number of hosts for the corresponding

Parasol node.

2.4.4.1 LQSIM Tasks

LQN tasks are the primary modelling artifacts of LQSIM. Listing 2.3 from [132] is a

typical service routine of a single server task, and it also shows the basic template of

implementing LQN tasks through PARASOL.

The code shown in Listing 2.3 is a typical service routine of a single server task.

The main loop of a single server task begins with receiving a message on its std port.

The message contains the information of the service entry and the reply port of the

sender (reply to). Line 5 is used to spend time on its own service. After the
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Listing 2.3: Main task loop. (From [132])

1 while (true){

2 message msg_in = receive(std_port );

3 bool not_done = true;

4 while (not_done) {

5 compute(msg_in.entry );

6 entry dst = choose_dst(msg_in.entry );

7 if (dst != nil) {

8 message msg_out;

9 msg_out.entry = dst;

10 msg_out.reply_to = reply_port;

11 send(dst.std_port , msg_out );

12 receive(reply_port );

13 }else{

14 not_done = false;

15 }

16 }

17 send(msg_in.reply_to , nil);

18 }

completion of its own service, the task either makes further requests to another task

through lines 8∼11 or replies to the sender through line 17. If a further request is

required, the task is blocked by waiting for the reply at line 12.

The other LQSIM tasks are:

1. Reference Tasks are the client tasks of LQN models (at the top layer), which

generate customers into the network. Reference tasks use the same task tem-

plate in Listing 2.3, except omitting lines 2 and line 17, because they do not

accept requests from other tasks. The think times of customers are simulated

by using ps sleep().

2. Multi-servers are not supported by PARASOL directly. Rather they are com-

posed of a queue task acting as a dispatcher and a number of worker tasks.

Multi-servers are described in the next section.

3. Infinite servers are similar to multi-servers except that worker tasks are cre-

ated as needed without limit. Therefore, worker tasks are always available to
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the dispatcher (the queue task), so requests never queue at the dispatcher.

4. Worker tasks are server tasks but owned by a multi-server task, infinite-server

task or a semaphore task. Workers for a multi-server use a similar template code,

shown in Listing 2.3, with one addition line:

send(worker port).

This line is inserted before line 2 to inform the dispatcher of the multi-server

task that the worker task is available and ready to accept requests.

5. Semaphore and Signal tasks were implemented in LQSIM in [73] to model

passive resources. Semaphores and signal tasks are similar to multi-server tasks.

2.4.4.2 Multi-Server Tasks

In LQSIM, a multi-sever task comprises a queue task as an intermediate dispatcher

task and a number of worker tasks, is shown in Figure 2.7. Worker tasks are used to

perform the actual services and reply to the original sender directly. The number of

workers is determined by the multiplicity of the multi-server task.

Users {10}

client
[1]

(1)

server {m}

e1
[1]

(a) LQN model

Users {10}

worker {m}

(1)

e1
[1]

client
[1]

(queue)

multi−server
[0]

(b) Translated PARASOL simulation

Figure 2.7: Multi-server task transformation in LQSIM.

The dispatcher is used to accept requests from clients, and then forwards these

requests to any available worker, which is shown in Figure 2.7b. If no worker is

available, the requests are queued at the dispatcher. The dispatcher task runs on its
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Listing 2.4: Queue task loop.

1 while (true){

2 message msg_in = receive(std_port );

3 message worker = receive(worker_port );

4 send(worker.std_port ,msg_in)

5 }

own node so that it never blocks waiting for a host. It has two ports, one is std port

for accepting incoming requests, and one is worker port for receiving the messages

from its workers, which indicate which workers are available. The service loop of the

dispatcher is shown in Listing 2.4. The dispatcher must receive messages on both

ports at line 2 and line 3 in order to proceed to forward the request from the client

to a free worker. Otherwise, if no worker is available, the dispatcher queues up the

client’s request and waits for available workers; or if no request is available, it waits

for a client request and queues up free workers.

2.4.5 Layered Queueing Experiment Language: LQX

The Layered Queueing eXperiment Language (LQX) [150] was developed to run mul-

tiple factor experiments. LQX is written as a part of a LQN input model file in the

XML format. The changeable input values are defined by using $-variables in model

input files; these variables are set using a LQX program. $-variables may be applied

to multiple variables in an input model, and one variable can be used to update multi-

ple parameters simultaneously. The LQX function solve() is used to solve the model

and can be invoked explicitly after all of the $-variables are defined, or is implicitly

invoked if solve() is omitted in an LQX program.

LQX is a high-level language with syntax similar to C. LQX supports many of lan-

guage constructs of C, standard mathematics functions, random variable generation

function, and file handlers for I/O operations. LQX has four data types: numeric,

boolean, string, and object; user-defined types are not supported in LQX. LQX also
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is dynamically typed language with a strong type checking (all mixed-type expres-

sions have to be type-casted explicitly). More details can be found in the LQN user

manual [77].

In LQX, the object type is used to access the results of LQN objects defined in an

input model. Objects are processors, tasks, activities, entries, phases, and calls. These

objects are read-only and are accessed by calling LQX built-in functions, through this

dot operator to access result attributes such as throughput and utilization.

When combined with LQX, LQNS uses four levels of iterations to solve a LQN

model:

1. LQX calls solve().

2. Solve() calls Linearizer over all queueing submodels until convergence, which

is shown in Listing 2.2 on Page 33.

3. Linearizer calls Bard-Schweitzer at populations N and with one customer re-

moved from each chain k, N− 1k, for a submodel.

4. Bard-Schweitzer calls core() to find the residence time at the servers until

convergence. Response times (Wm,k) at each server m are found by using the

function wait(m).

The first two levels of iterations are referred as to LQX iterations and submodel

iterations respectively. The last two levels of iterations together are referred as to

MVA iterations. These notions of iterations are used in Section 7.3 to specify the

total number of iterations of the DPS approaches.

In [76], all of the inner iterations (Step 3 and Step 4 above) were removed leaving

only the outer iteration to execute in the MVA iterations. For fixed rate and infinite

servers, this approach produced the same results as the more expensive technique.

The LQX iteration is the outermost iteration, which is used to perform input param-

eter substitutions in order to run multiple experiments. It is also the place where the
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DPS substitutions take place (discussed in Section 6.4 and 7.3). However, in LQX,

there is no requirement to solve a model to completion before changing parameters,

which means the computation costs may be reduced even further.

2.5 Hybrid Performance Modelling

Hybrid performance modelling combines two or more solution techniques as an in-

tegrated unit to perform evaluation activities. Hybrid performance modelling has

two primary categories, one is Hybrid Simulation/Analytic modelling (HSA), and

the other is Multi-Formalism Hybrid Performance (MFHP) modelling. Hybrid mod-

els appeared as early as the 1970s in [118, 128, 188], which were examples of HSA

modelling, and aimed to compensate the high execution costs of simulations.

2.5.1 Hybrid Simulation/Analytic Modelling

Hybrid Simulation/Analytic (HSA) modelling was described by Schwetman [188], and

defined and classified by Shanthikumar and Sargent in [190]. HSA modelling combines

simulation models and analytic models, organizes and controls the sequence of model

invocations, coordinates the data exchanges between submodels, and determines the

combination of the results. According to the classification of Shanthikumar and

Sargent, there are four classes of HSA models [190], which are:

1. Class 1 HSA models consist of an analytic model and a simulation model, which

are completely independent of each other. Their solution procedures are also

independent without any intermediate use of results from each other. The

system behaviour of the HSA model can be determined by the results of the

analytic model or the simulation model.

2. Class 2 HSA models consist of an analytic model and a simulation model, whose

solution procedures are combined or interact with each other. The system
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behaviour of the HSA model is determined by the joint results of the analytic

model and the simulation model.

3. Class 3 HSA models use an analytic model as the primary model. The simu-

lation model serves as a subroutine and provides some intermediate results for

some parts of the system, which are used to determine or adjust some of the

input parameters of the primary analytic model.

4. Class 4 HSA models use a simulation submodel as the main model. The results

from solving the analytic model are fed into the simulation model.

This classification of Shanthikumar and Sargent can also be a guide to classify

multi-formalism hybrid performance modelling, which extends HSA modelling to

combine multiple analytic performance modelling techniques into a hybrid modelling

framework, described in the next section.

Most of the previously developed HSA models were in the area of optimization

and production planning [34, 35, 130], and performance evaluation of computer sys-

tems [27, 49, 125, 126].

2.5.2 Multi-Formalism Hybrid Performance Modelling

Multi-Formalism Hybrid Performance (MFHP) modelling combines multiple solution

techniques into a single framework. For example, SMART [50] (Simulation and

Markovian Analyzer for Reliability and Timing) is a unified performance evaluation

framework integrated QNs, SPNs [149] and simulation; SHARPE [185] integrates di-

rected acyclic task precedence graphs, QNs, Markov and semi-Markov models, and

GSPNs [1, 142]; and Möbius [58, 61] (a multi-level and multi-formalism modelling

framework) integrated the techniques, such as QNs, LQNs, GSPNs, and CPNs [110].

MFHP modelling is a hybrid performance modelling framework enabling the co-

operation of multiple formalisms with each other. The cooperation, which includes
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solver invocations, data exchange, and convergence control, is accomplished by a con-

troller inside a framework. The first preliminary MFHP was IMSE [99] (Integrated

Modelling Support Environment). It combined several solvers into one package, but,

none of its solvers in the package exchanged data with the others. Subsequent MFHPs

exchanged data between solvers and used the framework to control the overall solu-

tion. In MFHP modelling, some frameworks may also need some external model

transformation tools to recognize the multiple formalisms, or an intermediate model

file format as a bridge for exchanging data among the various formalism after invoking

the solvers.

Similar to HSA modelling, MFHP constructs a set of submodels to describe an

entire system. These submodels may be represented and solved by multiple formalism

or techniques in an MFHP framework. When some submodels represent only parts

of the system, the consistency between the submodels and the equivalency between

the exchangeable performance metrics can be a challenge.

2.5.3 Hybrid Modelling Related to LQN

In [224, 225], Wu proposed a Hybrid Performance Modelling Methodology (HPMM),

which combined LQN and GSPN [1, 142] models into the Möbius hybrid framework,

to cope with the systems with decisions made in exception handling. A system is

constructed into a LQN model and one or more GSPN models, in which GSPN

models are used to handle the decision logic. Two solvers, SPNP [51, 207] for GSPN

and LQNS for LQN models, are invoked iteratively until the entire model converges.

There are also other works combining the LQN analytic solution with simula-

tions using HSA modelling. Verdickt et al. [210] developed a Class 4 HSA modelling

framework, which integrated the LQN analytic solver into the network simulation

tool NS-2 [106]. The throughput of network entries calculated by LQNS are used

to update the packet rates in the network simulation model and the delays found by
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simulation are used to update the network delays in the LQN model.

On the other hand, Chişe and Jurca [49] developed a Class 3 HSA model, which

combined simulation with an analytic solver using formalism similar to LQN. How-

ever, in Chişe’s model, all the calls from higher level servers are ‘forwarded’ to lower

lever servers so the hybrid solution fails to capture the blocking effects of synchronous

RPC [26] interactions.

Another Class 3 HSA model was developed by Li and Franks [133], which combined

the LQN simulation and LQNS to model some specific behaviour or features, for

example, fair share scheduling. The advantage of this hybrid model is that no model

transformation is required and the data exchange is easier, since the hybrid model

only uses LQN models. At the same time, simulation is only used to solve a subset of

the entire model, where the special behaviour exists. Therefore, the major part of the

system is solved analytically by LQNS, the efficiency and scalability of LQNS will be

maintained in this hybrid approach. However, the performance metrics defined in the

analytic model and the simulation submodel may not be equivalent in some systems,

because of the existence of traffic dependencies among the LQN analytic submodels.

2.6 Modelling Exception Handling Decisions in Re-

source Allocations

Exception handling is an important form of decision. Exceptions are defined as “Of

the conditions detected while attempting to perform some operation, exception con-

ditions are those brought to the attention of the operation’s invoker. The invoker is

then permitted (or required) to respond to the condition.” [91].
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2.6.1 Wu’s HPMM for Handling Decisions

Wu’s work [224] is closely related to this research. He developed a Hybrid Perfor-

mance Modelling Methodology (HPMM) to handle the exception decisions in re-

source allocations. His hybrid solution combines two modelling techniques, LQN and

GSPN [1, 142].

His hybrid models were constructed from Use Case Maps (UCM ) [3, 4, 32] sce-

narios. UCM is a visual notation to describe causal relationships between responsi-

bilities [3], which are operations or tasks in a system. UCM is widely used to bridge

requirements and system designs. Each responsibility in a UCM scenario becomes a

behaviour cell with scores for these two techniques. A score of behaviour can be high,

medium and low, which depends on how well a selected formalism is able to model a

behaviour, how fast the model is solved, as well as the scalability of the chosen for-

malism. The scores for each kind of behaviours corresponding to LQN and GSPN are

predefined in [224]. For example, LQN has ‘high’ scores on the responsibilities with

queueing behaviour, and ’low’ score on the responsibilities with decisions, while GSPN

is the other way around. Two or more adjacent responsibilities with high LQN scores

are grouped together and become an aggregated responsibility. Therefore, the size of

a GSPN submodel can be reduced as it is generated from a UCM scenario with aggre-

gated responsibilities. All the timed transitions in a GSPN submodel corresponding

to those aggregated responsibilities have to get their mean service demands from the

results from solving the corresponding LQN submodel.

The LQN submodel in the hybrid model is the entire model of a system, ex-

cept that the decisions are represented by probabilities of all execution paths. These

probabilities of branch paths are obtained by solving the corresponding GSPN sub-

model. The LQN submodel can be generated by UCM2LQN [167], which is a model

transformation tool in UCMNavigator [146]. In each solution iteration, the LQN and

GSPN submodels are solved alternatively; data are exchanged between submodels.
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The HPMM framework controls the solver invocations and data exchanges.

Wu’s HPMM has some disadvantages:

1. From the hybrid method itself, the HPMM does not enhance the modelling

power of the LQN modelling technique (or queueing-based formalism) to handle

decisions. Rather, in the HPMM, LQN is a method which is used to solve a

part of hybrid models.

2. Overall, the hybrid solution is a state-based method. Therefore, it may still

face the state explosion problem.

3. From the aspect of use, a hybrid modelling technique may be more complex in

terms of model composition. Using hybrid modelling requires that modellers

must have a good knowledge of both techniques, which are used to construct

performance models. Understanding performance models expressed using dif-

ferent methods is essential to evaluate the correctness and usefulness of the

entire hybrid model.

4. From the execution aspect, two submodels in two modelling techniques require

two completely separate solution environments. LQNS and SPNP [51, 103],

the solvers for LQN and GSPN submodels used in the HPMM, are invoked

alternatively in each solution iteration.

5. Reading input files and writing to output files occur in every invocation of

LQNS and SPNP. Also, data exchanges between GSPN and LQN submodels

performed in every iteration, also require file I/O operations to retrieve data

from an output file of one submodel to modify input parameters in an input file

of the other submodel.

Compared to Wu’s work, the method used in this research aims to extend the LQN

models themselves to handle decisions. It does not complicate model compositions
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at all because it does not require any external tools or techniques to recognize or

model a decision. The probabilities of execution paths of a decision are modelled

using dynamic parameters, which are specified in an input file through the templates

of pre-defined decision patterns. The substitutions of all the dynamic parameters

are performed internally through substitution functions. These dynamic parameters

are recalculated in each iteration. From this point of view, the computation cost is

increased, only by the number of iterations needed for achieving convergence with the

dynamic parameters.

2.7 Summary

This section provides the necessary knowledge related this research. First, a brief

description of major model-based and model-driven performance methodologies was

presented. All the activities of MDE and MDPE eventually evaluate systems through

performance models, which can be analytic, simulation, or hybrid models. Then, the

major analytic performance techniques and hybrid performance modelling frameworks

were also described. Next, the subject of this research, LQN performance modelling

technique, was explained. Finally, the related work of modelling decisions in the

context of exception handling was described.
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Interlocks

Interlocks are an artifact of the analytic solution of a LQN model when using the

method of decomposition. With this approach a LQN model is subdivided into a

set of submodels, and then each submodel is solved independently of each other.

Interlocks arise because some requests that originate from the same client at an upper

layer arrive at a lower layer server through different paths.

This chapter enumerates all identified interlocking cases. First, the interlocking

phenomenon in LQN models and the problems with the existing interlock correction

are described. Then, the improved general solution is explained and verified. Next,

sending interlocks and the interlocking impacts to the solution of LQN models with

second-phased services are addressed. Finally, the improved solution is applied to

two models which combine multiple interlocks.

3.1 Interlocking Phenomenon

Interlocking [72, 220] is a traffic dependency that arises because a single customer from

an upper submodel appears in two or more places as a client in a lower level submodel.

Each client in the lower-layer submodel is a separate chain in the corresponding

queueing model, so in effect, a customer is competing against itself. By not accounting

47
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for interlock, too much delay is introduced into the queueing network of the lower

submodel, resulting in overestimated residence times and underestimated throughput.

Figure 3.1b shows the difference, in terms of ( sim−lqns
sim

× 100), between the analytic

solution (‘lqns’) and simulation (‘sim’) results when interlocking is not taken into

account when solving the two-tier client-server model shown in Figure 3.1a. Note

that the largest error occurs when there is only one customer in the model. The non-

interlocked solution finds contention delays at the common processor when in fact

there is none. The effect is particularly noticeable with a small number of interlocked

clients [72].
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Figure 3.1: Interlocking effects on a client-server model.

Interlocks may take different forms when they occur in LQN models, which are:

1. Split interlocks. The flow originated from a common source is split, then through

multiple paths (intermediate tasks) arrive at a common server, which is referred

to as an interlocked server. Split interlocks are the most common interlocks

appearing in LQN models. The model in Figure 3.1a is a typical example of a

split interlock.

2. Sending interlocks. Both the intermediate server(s) and the common source

make requests to the same interlocked server in the same submodel. The differ-
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Figure 3.2: A model that combines all forms of interlocks.

ence between sending interlocks and split interlocks is that the common source

of a sending interlock is a direct client of the interlocked server.

3. Interlocks with external contentions. The interlocked server directly receives

some requests (flows) that are completely unrelated to the interlocked flows.

4. Mixed interlocking flows. There are two cases: first some non-interlocked flows

merge into interlocked flows and arrive at the interlocked server through inter-

mediate task servers; the other is that the flows originated by multiple common

sources arrive at an interlocked server.

The LQN model shown in Figure 3.2, combines most of the interlock cases. First,

there are two split interlocks, which are tasks c1, task s0, entry e1 (task s1), and

tasks c2, entry e2 (task s1), task s2. Since both of these two split interlocks arrive

at processor p0, they actually construct the second case of mixed interlocking flows.

Next, tasks c4 and s3 have a sending interlock, and task s4 generates “external” flow.

Finally, the split interlock from the client c1 has mixed flows due to task c0. This

model has two submodels; Submodel 2 is the submodel where interlocks occur.

Sending interlocks are considered in Woodside’s solver [220]. The current Franks’s
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LQNS solver [74] handles more cases, such as sending and split interlocks, and part of

mixed interlock flow. However, the interlocks with external contentions are a newly

identified type of interlocking effects and were not handled previously.

A common source of a split or sending interlocks can either be a single entry or

a common task. In the case of a common task acting as a common source, multiple

entries directly or indirectly make requests to the interlocked server throughput mul-

tiple paths. If it is the case in a sending interlock, it is referred as to a Type3 sending

interlock and discussed in Section 3.3, since it was not handled previously either.

In order to present the rationality of the improved solution to handle all these

interlocks, the problems existing in the current solver are described in the following

section.

3.1.1 Problems in the Current Solver

The corrections to interlocks in the current LQNS are done as follows. Equation (3.1)

shows the queue length calculation for MVA [181] where Lmk is the queue length for

chain k at station m, N is the population vector by chain, Wmk is the waiting time

for chain k at station m and λmk is the flow to station m for chain k.

Lmk(N) = λmkWmk(N) (3.1)

The overall throughput λmk in (3.1) can be split into two components: the non-

interlocked flow λNOIL
mk , and the interlocked flow λIL

mk. To correct for interlock, the flow

of one interlocked customer is removed from the queue length calculation, giving:

Lmk(N) =

(

n− 1

n
λIL
mk + λNOIL

mk

)

Wmk(N)

=

(

1−
1

n

λIL
mk

λmk

)

λmkWmk(N)
(3.2)
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According to (3.2), all the interlocked flows (without mixed interlocked flows) from a

common source receive the same amount of adjustment. The fraction of
λIL
mk

λmk

, which

addresses mixed interlocked flows, is found by the Path Finder [72]. The Path Finder

is used to locate the paths in the model consisting of nested remote procedure calls

from an originating client task to a server. These paths are located by following the

requests made from one task to the next using a depth-first recursive search. By

incorporating the call rate information associated with each request while tracing a

path, the flow component originated by any parent to any entry can be determined.

However, two problems have been identified with the existing interlock adjustment

in the current LQNS:

1. The waiting times at intermediate tasks are incorrect, though the residence time

at the clients (or overall throughput) is usually quite accurate.

2. Flows from sources which are not associated with the interlock called external

flows can cause severe overestimation of utilization.

3.1.1.1 Incorrect Distribution of Waiting Time

Figure 3.1a shows a simple model that is used here to demonstrate the effect of split

interlocks. A customer from client c0 can visit either s0 or s1, but not both at the

same time, when this model is partitioned into two submodels for solving analytically.

The one customer from c0 is treated as two customers in submodel 2 because s0 and

s1 are independent.

Figure 3.3 shows the difference in the throughput and selected waiting times from

solving the Figure 3.1a model, from one to ten clients using the algorithm from [72].

With one client, the existing interlock correction algorithm is “perfect”; all interlocked

flow is removed and no false contention is introduced. However, when the model is

solved with more than one client, the existing algorithm initially overestimates the

waiting time in submodel 1 and underestimates the waiting time in submodel 2. As
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Figure 3.3: Comparing the existing interlock correction and simulation (Figure 3.1a
model).

the number of clients increases and the interlock effect is diminished, the error in

both estimates drops, though tends towards underestimation. The largest error of

the mean queueing delays happens when there are two customers.

3.1.1.2 Interlock With External Contention

Figure 3.4a shows a processor which has contention not only from a common ‘inter-

locked’ task but also from an ‘external’ source. Figure 3.4b shows the utilization for

the interlocked processor p1. This processor is a fixed-rate, single server so its maxi-

mum utilization cannot exceed one. However, with the existing interlock calculation

enabled, its computed utilization always exceeds this limit.

The problem with this model is that both flows from tasks s0 and s1 (chain 1

and chain 2) are fully interlocked (i.e., λmk = λIL
mk) since the reference task c0 has

only one customer. Therefore, using (3.2), Lmk(N) = 0 for both client chains 1 and

2. Consequently, when a customer from s2 (chain 3) arrives, it sees nothing in the

server queue at all times, which it is not correct. In reality, the customer arriving

from s2 may see a customer from either s0 or s1, but not both at the same time. A

customer arriving by way of either s0 or s1 may see the one customer from s2 in the
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Figure 3.4: An interlock with an external contention.

server queue.

3.2 Improved Interlock Calculation

The previous section has shown both the need to correct for interlocks and deficiencies

in the existing algorithm. This section shows an improved approach which:

1. applies adjustments to the upper level submodels where the intermediate tasks

are acting as servers, in addition to the adjustments made at the lowest level

submodel;

2. takes into account of the existence of external contention, which means the

interlocked server may accept some non-interlocked flows; and

3. applies the interlock adjustments to the queue length with one less customer

Lmk(N−ej) rather than Lmk(N), where Lmk(N−ej) is used to found the mean

residence time of chain k at a queueing server m in (2.1).

This new approach is divided into a lower-level and an upper-level adjustments

described next.
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3.2.1 The Lower-Level Adjustment

The lower-level adjustment is used to remove the contention caused by having a

customer from a higher level submodel being represented by two or more chains in the

lowest layer submodel where the customer may contend with itself. This adjustment

is similar to the previous throughput interlock technique [72, 220].

To address all the cases of interlocks described earlier, three variables, namely the

Interlocking Probability (Pr(IL)), Interlocking Ratio (IR), and Interlocking Relation-

ship (ir), are introduced.

3.2.1.1 Interlocking Probability

The Interlocking Probability is the fraction of an interlocked flow caused by the ad-

ditional chains in the lower submodel; this is the flow to be removed. In (3.2), the

interlock probability can be expressed as

Pr(IL) =
1

n
(3.3)

However, the interlock probability is not a simple ratio, as shown in (3.3). For

example, in Figure 3.1a, the probability of intermediate tasks s0 and s1 competing

with each other is the product of their utilization Us0 and Us1, if they are independent.

However, this probability is not the actual probability of these two tasks being busy

simultaneously, Pr(s0, s1). The difference between these two probabilities is where

the ‘impossible’ interlocked flow hides. The ratio of these two probabilities equals

to 1 − Pr(IL), as Pr(IL) is the part that has to be removed. The joint probability

Pr(s0, s1) can be obtained from solving a Markov chain. However, this approach

does not scale since solving the Markov chain for finding the interlock probabilities

amounts to solving the Markov chain corresponding to the complete model.

To eliminate the problem by solving a Markov chain, an approximation is used
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Figure 3.5: An invalid case because of interlocking with only two customers in the
model. (Task S1 and S2 are shaded (in blue) to represent that they are busy.)

for finding the interlock probabilities, which does not require finding the state prob-

abilities. This approach, shown in (3.4), uses a simple ratio of the various queueing

times found during the solution of the network.

Pr(IL) =











1−

(

q
upper
i
δiSi

)

QL
δi > 0

1 δi = 0

(3.4)

where:

δi :is the difference between the populations of the common source and an interme-
diate server task i;

qupperi :is the mean queueing delay to server i;

Si :is the mean service demand of server i;

QL :is the sum of queue length of all the intermediate server tasks receiving requests
from a common source.

Figure 3.5 is used to explain the (3.4), which shows a case of impossible inter-

locking flows. Figure 3.5a shows the contention between tasks S1 and S2 at the
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lower-level submodel, when they are both busy. Figure 3.5b shows an impossible flow

of interlocking when there are only two customers in the model, which was not de-

tected by the previous solution. After Submodel1 is solved, the residence time for S1

includes waiting at P2, due to contention from the customer at S2 (and vice versa).

The problem is the case 2 (Figure 3.5b) and customer 1 arrives at S1, there can be

no queueing delay at P2 because S1 is a single server. Therefore, any queueing delay

found from solving Submodel 2 must be removed from S1 when solving Submodel1.

This also means that if there are contentions at P2 at Submodel 2, which is shown in

Figure 3.5a, there can be no queueing delay at both S1 and S2 at Submodel 1. There-

fore, the flow, which arrives at S1 during the contention (qupperi ), must be removed

when solving Submodel 2. This is the reason why (3.4) uses the queueing delays at

the upper level, qupperi , to estimate the interlocking probability Pr(IL). The fraction

of
q
upper
i

δiSi
in (3.4) is used to approximate the percentage of utilizations that needs to

be removed. Also, as the number of customers at the common source increases, the

fraction of
q
upper
i

δiSi
is decreased by the denominator δi. The denominator QL is used to

remove the effect of the common source task.

Equation (3.4) is for single intermediate servers only. When δi = 0, there is only

one customer from the common source, so all of the queueing delay occurring at the

lower level must be removed, thus Pr(IL) = 1. When δi > 0, the part
(

q
upper
i

δiSi

)

in (3.4)

is used to approximate the probability that the task i cannot see any requests from

other intermediate servers when it issues a request to the interlocked server.

Table 3.1 shows the interlock probability derived from the results simulating the

model in Figure 3.1a and the interlock probability found using the approximation

in (3.4) for various service time values for task s1. The approximation is sufficiently

accurate and far better than the approach in (3.3), which use Pr(IL) = 0.5 for all

cases. Furthermore, Pr(IL) changes with the number of customers, unlike the old

approximation.
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Table 3.1: Interlocking Probability for the model in Figure 3.1a.

Test
Case

Interlock Probability Pr(IL)
Simulation Approximation
s0 s1 s0 s1

1 0.207 0.411 0.230 0.433
2 0.286 0.348 0.321 0.383
3 0.328 0.302 0.371 0.345
4 0.354 0.266 0.402 0.316
5 0.371 0.238 0.424 0.292
6 0.384 0.216 0.440 0.273
7 0.394 0.197 0.452 0.256
8 0.402 0.182 0.462 0.242
9 0.408 0.168 0.470 0.231
10 0.414 0.156 0.477 0.220

3.2.1.2 Interlocking Ratio and Interlocking Relationship

The second variable, Interlocking Ratio (IR), is the amount of interlocked flows among

the entire flow arriving from a single client chain:

IRmk =
λIL
mk

λmk

(3.5)

If a flow from a single chain k has IRmk = 1 or 0, this flow is either an entire interlocked

flow or non-interlocked flow. If IRmk is in between (0,1), this flow is referred to as a

mixed interlocked flow from chain k. Mixed interlocked flows received at an interlocked

server may refer to one of the following two cases:

1. all incoming flows received by the interlocked server m, contain a part of or an

entire interlocked flow, which means:

∀k : 0 < IRmk ≤ 1

This case indicates that external contention exists at some intermediate servers

at higher levels in the model.
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2. one or more non-interlocked flow(s) exist among the incoming flows received by

the interlocked server m, which means:

∃j : IRmj = 0, and ∀k : 0 ≤ IRmk ≤ 1

This case shows the existence of external contention at either the interlocked

server or higher level intermediate servers. The processor p0 in Figure 3.2 is an

example of an interlocked server having the case 2 mixed interlocked flows.

The third variable, Interlocking Relationship (irk,j) differentiates the “relevance”

between a chain pair k and j (chain j is the chain with the incoming customer). This

variable can have a value of either zero or one.

If irk,j is 0, then chain j and chain k are irrelevant. This case includes three

situations:

1. Both chains k and j have (entire or mixed) interlocked flows, but from different

sources;

2. Only one of chains k and j has an interlocked flow;

3. Neither of chain k nor chain j has an interlocked flow.

If irk,j is 1, then chain j and k are relevant. In this case, chains k and j may belong

to the same split interlock or the same sending interlock; or only part of both flows

has the same source.

Figure 3.2 in the previous section also shows all possible cases of the interlocking

relationships may appear between chain pair k and j. The flows from chains e2 and

s2 are interlocked because of the shared upper layer task c2, therefore, they can see

each other partially. Similarly, client c4 is a parent of client s3, which belongs to the

same sending interlock [72]. Flows from c4 and s3 are not able to see each other, but

they can see the customers from the other client chains. On the other hand, the flow
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from s0 contains only part of the interlocked flow originating from entry e1 of chain

s1. Finally, the flow from chain s4 is irrelevant to any of the other chains, so it is

able to see customers from them all.

Both interlocking ratio and interlocking relationship are used together to distin-

guish which flows a customer may see when it arrives from chain j. The interlock-

ing ratio IRmk and interlocking relationships irmjk are obtained by the Path finder.

The interlock probability measures how much of each flow an arriving customer may

see. Therefore, the lower-level adjustments are performed based on these parameters,

which are explained in the next section.

3.2.1.3 The Lower-Level Adjustment

The example shown in Section 3.1.1.2 shows that adjustments made directly to

Lmk(N) are incorrect because the mean waiting timeWmk for chain k at serverm does

not reflect the queueing delays caused by the external flows seen by an interlocked

flow from chain k. Therefore, the adjustments have to be made before calculating

the mean waiting time Wmk. The new solution is performed by adjusting the queue

length with one less customer, Lmk(N− ej), instead.

In (3.2), a flow (λmk) may contain two parts, the non-interlocked flow, λNOIL
mk , and

the interlocked flow, λIL
mk [72]. The latter flow needs to be adjusted by the factor

1− Pr(ILmk) to remove the flow that does not exist. Let λ′
mk represent the adjusted

flow, then the rate of adjustment rlowermk (the ratio of λ′
mk and λmk) is found by the

following:

λ′
mk = λNOIL

mk + λIL
mk(1− Pr(ILmk))

= λmk(1− IRmk × Pr(ILmk))

rlowermk =
λ′
mk

λmk

= 1− IRmk × Pr(ILmk) (3.6)
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However, the relationship between the incoming customer and the customers already

in the queue must be taken into account, which is addressed by both the interlocking

ratios and interlocking relationships, and shown in (3.7).

rlowermk = 1− Pr(ILmk)× IRmk × IRmj × irmkj (3.7)

The existence of the external contentions can be addressed by IR and ir. If any of

the flows from the chain pair k and j have a non-interlocked flow, irmkj is 0 and one

of IRmk and IRmj or both will become zero. Therefore, they can see the unadjusted

flows of each other. The product of IRmk and IRmj is used to measure the portion of

a flow from chain k that can be seen by chain j, in the case where the chain pair k and

j have the same source. The interlocking relationship, irkj, is especially essential for

the case of flows from the chain pair k and j when both have interlocked flows which

come from different sources originally. Since both IRmk and IRmj are greater than

zero, these two flows are not able to see each other or only see each other partially.

The use of irkj (which is 0 in this case and indicates these two flows are irrelevant),

allows these two interlocked flows to see fully each other.

This adjustment rate rlowermk is used to modify the Lmk(N−ej) that have ‘impossible’

customers. Since the arriving customer should be able to see all the customers from

its own chain, i.e. k = j, Lmj(N− ej) does not need to be changed.

L′
mk(N− ej) =











Lmk(N− ej) k = j

Lmk(N− ej)× rlowermk k 6=j
(3.8)

From (3.8), if a customer arrives from a chain with non-interlocked flow only, this

customer sees all unadjusted Lmk(N−ej) from any other client chains, because IRmj

= 0 and irmkj = 0. Conversely, if a customer arrives from a chain with an interlocked

flow, 0 < IRmj ≤ 1, it sees all unadjusted Lmk(N − ej) from any irrelevant chains
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with a non-interlocked flow or an interlocked flow, and sees either nothing or part of

Lmk(N−ej) from those relevant chains with interlocked flows, depending on Pr(ILmk)

and IRmk.

For Bard-Schweitzer approximate MVA [186], the queue length with one less cus-

tomer is estimated using n−1
n
, then (3.8) becomes:

L′
mk(N− ej) =











Nk−1
Nk

Lmk(N) k = j

rlowermk Lmk(N) k 6=j
(3.9)

The complexity of these newly added variables, which are used to calculate in-

terlocking effects in the improved solution, is worth to mention since these variables

have an influence on the efficiency of the LQNS solver. First, the variables, ‘Inter-

locking Probability’ (Pr(ILmk)) and ‘Interlocking Ratio’ (IRmk) are based on client

chains and are calculated once within the LQN submodels in every iteration. These

Pr(ILmk) and IRmk are passed into MVA submodels and remain as constants during

the MVA iterations. The calculations of interlocking Probabilities and interlocking

ratios replace the counterpart estimation that existed in the previous solution. The

variable ‘Interlocking Relationship’ (irm,k,j) is based on pairs of client chains. The

calculation of the interlocking relationships is through PathFinder [72] and is per-

formed only once during the entire solution. Therefore, the improved solution does

not adversely affect the efficiency of the analytic solution.

3.2.2 The Upper-Level Adjustment

When interlocking occurs, the intermediate servers in an upper layer submodel be-

come load dependent. The mean residence time (Wi) for a request at an intermediate

server i is the sum of its own execution time (Si), the mean queueing time for all

requests already in the server’s queue, and the Mean Residual Life (MRL) time of
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the request currently in service, which is shown in (3.10).

Wi(N) = Si + SiQi(N − 1) +MRLi (3.10)

Where, Qi(N −1) represents the queue length, not including the customer in service.

If the service time is assumed to be exponentially distributed, the Mean Residual Life

equals the mean service time of the request a being served by the server i. However,

the mean service time by the server i may contain some nested queueing delays when

it makes further requests to some lower level servers. If these nested queueing delays

have the same source as the request currently in service, the MRL of this request may

vary upon the number of customers in the queue.

Assume that the intermediate server s1 only receives requests from one client task

c0, the common source of all intermediate servers, for example, the model shown in

Figure 3.1a. Suppose the client task has N customers, and there are N −1 customers

already in the queue for the server s1. If the N th customer also is going to this server,

at the moment of arrival, the mean remaining service time of the request in service is

its own actual service demand without any nested queueing delay. The reason is that

none of the customers can be found in any other queue in the system. The nested

queueing delays in MRL result in excessive residence times (Wi) at the upper level.

Therefore, the MRL error only happens when all the customers from the common

source are in the same queue of server i, and this is proportional to the probability

that all customers from the common source are in the same queue at the same time.

This effect only becomes significant when there are a small number of customers at

the common source. Furthermore, the probability that all of the customers being in

the same server queue at the same time decreases exponentially as the number of

customers at the common source goes up. For example, for the model in Figure 3.1a,

the probabilities are less than 0.3, 0.1 and 0.03 for 2, 3 and 4 customers respectively.
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3.2.2.1 Calculating Upper-Level Adjustment

The upper-level adjustment only applies to the flows from the common source, since

the key point of the interlock calculation is handling the flows originating from a single

source. (It is the common source that issues the interlocked flow which takes multiple

paths and arrives at a common lower-level server). At the upper-level submodels, only

the flows from the common source arriving at the intermediate servers are affected

by interlocks and need to be adjusted. Therefore, all the calculations at intermediate

servers use single chain calculations only.

The purpose of the upper-level adjustment is to remove the extra queueing delay

caused by the nested queueing delays in the MRL. For example, in Figure 3.1a, with

only 2 customers at the common source c0, the mean queueing delay at the lower

level, qloweri , contributes nothing to the mean queueing delay qupperi .

If the number of customers N for a common source is greater than 2, qloweri affects

qupperi only when all N customers are in the same server queue. Therefore, the extra

queueing delay at an upper level, ∆Wi(N), found by (3.11), is the part of qloweri

caused by those same source requests at the lower level with the probability of all N

customers in the same server queue:

∆Wi(N) = ∆MRL = Pr(ni = N)× qloweri (3.11)

Using MVA, the mean waiting time at a server i was shown in (3.12), where Li(N−1)

is the sum of queue lengths with one customer removed. Thus, the difference in the

mean waiting time at the intermediate server i can be represented using the difference

in the queue length with one customer removed, shown in (3.13).

Wi(N) = Si + Si × Li(N − 1) (3.12)

∆Wi(N) = Si ×∆Li(N − 1) (3.13)
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By combining (3.11) and (3.13), the upper-level adjustment rate rupper can be ex-

pressed as:

rupper =
∆Li(N − 1)

Li(N − 1)
=

P (ni = N)× qloweri

Li(N − 1)× Si

(3.14)

To avoid calculating the probability of all customers from the common source being

in the same queue simultaneously, the fraction of Li(N−1)
(N−1)

is used as an approximation

to the probability. Then rupper can be calculated using (3.15).

rupper =











qlower
i

Si×
(N−1)

N

N > 1

0 N = 1
(3.15)

The advantages of using this approximation are:

1. there is no need to calculate the state probabilities;

2. the adjustment rate is calculated only once at the beginning of an MVA solution;

3. using a similar adjustment to the queue length with one customer less, simplifies

the solver implementation and improves the solver’s efficiency.

3.2.2.2 Existence of Mixed Interlocked Flows

Mixed interlocked flows can refer to both cases mentioned in Section 3.2.1.2. The

existence of mixed interlocked flows results in qloweri containing some nested queueing

delays caused by non-interlocked flows at a lower level. These delays should not be

removed during the upper-level adjustment.

The effective qloweri , is the one used to deduct the extra queue length at an upper

level, and is denoted as qlower
′

i . It is obtained by finding the rate of the lower level

queueing delay caused by non-interlocked flows, (NIRmk), using:

qlower
′

i = qloweri × (1− NIRmk) (3.16)
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At a lower level, LNOIL
mk (N − ej) is the part of the queue length (with one customer

removed from chain j), caused by non-interlocked flows only, and found by (3.17).

Then,

LNOIL
mk (N− ej) = Lmk(N− ej)× (1− IRmk) (3.17)

NIRmj is the fraction of the total LNOIL
mk (N− ej) and the total queue length, and can

be found by (3.18) when the interlocked server has a processor-sharing (PS) queueing

discipline, and (3.19) if the server has a FIFO queue.

NIRmj =

∑K

k=1 L
NOIL
mk (N− ej)

1 +
∑K

k=1 L
′
mk(N− ej)

(3.18)

NIRmj =

∑K

k=1 L
NOIL
mk (N− ej)× Smk

Smk +
∑K

k=1 L
′
mk(N− ej)× Smk

, Smk > 0 (3.19)

where: Smk is the mean service demand (non-zero) of chain k at server m.

After applying these changes, rupper is found using

rupper =











qlower
i (1−NIRmj)

Si(N−1)
N > 1

0 N = 1
(3.20)

3.2.3 Testing the Improved Solution

This section enumerates all cases of split interlocks, which frequently occur in LQN

models, to verify the approximation presented in the previous section. Test cases

include a simple split interlock without external contentions, a split interlock with an

external contention, and a split interlock with mixed flows and external contention.

All the models are solved analytically by using LQNS without any interlock cor-

rections, with the previous interlock adjustment, and the new interlock adjustments

discussed in this chapter. All the results [135] are compared to simulations using their

error rates. All simulations were run with confidence intervals of 95%,±1.0%. The

models presented in this section are models where interlocking effects have serious
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impacts.

3.2.3.1 Split Interlocks

Figure 3.6 shows the percentage difference in the waiting time and throughput using

the new and old interlock calculation for the model shown in Figure 3.1a. These

results show that the waiting time difference between tasks c0 and s0 (the upper

submodel) is much smaller with the new method; the maximum difference of about

4% occurs when there are two clients. With the old technique, shown in Figure 3.3,

the difference varies from too big by 24% to too little by −12%. At the processor (the

lower submodel) the old technique consistently underestimates the waiting time; its

maximum error of−37.6% occurs with two customers. The new method overestimates

the waits at only 4% with seven customers. Finally, the difference in throughput at

task c0 is underestimated by roughly 1% with the new method. The old technique

overestimates by 2.5% on average.
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Figure 3.6: Comparing the new interlock correction with simulation (Figure 3.1a
model).

Table 3.2 shows the mean and standard deviation in the error rates (compared

to simulations) from using no interlock calculation, the previous correction, and new
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calculation when randomly varying the service time and call rates by ±100% from

their values, shown in Figure 3.1a, and varying the number of customers between 1

to 4. The new algorithm’s results are consistently better when compared to the old

approach.

Table 3.2: Results of the Figure 3.1a model with randomized parameters.
Method Error Rates

none lqns new
λ Wc0,s0 Ws0,p1 λ Wc0,s0 Ws0,p1 λ Wc0,s0 Ws0,p1

mean −9.16 21.94 3.08 2.91 8.38 −31.72 2.35 −4.09 −8.19
sdev 3.69 18.67 10.14 1.05 11.98 3.83 1.03 4.96 1.25

3.2.3.2 Split Interlock with External Contention

Table 3.3 shows the difference in the results of the throughput from the two client

tasks, the utilization of the interlocked processor, and the waiting time along one

path for the model shown in Figure 3.4a for 100 randomly parameterized models.

The service demands and rates were chosen from a range of ±100% from the original

value. The number of customers at c0 was chosen from 1 to 4. The solution of this

model using the original interlock algorithm resulted in an infeasible utilization of

the processor p2 (Up2 > 1). The new algorithm is clearly superior to the old one for

all performance measures. Furthermore, the utilization of the interlocked processor

Table 3.3: Results of the Figure 3.4a model with randomized parameters.
%∆ λc0 λs2 Up1 Wc0,s0 Ws0,p1 Ws2,p1

model4.none
mean −9.69 11.53 −0.23 16.81 12.29 −18.35
sdev 4.95 4.13 0.11 12.01 19.43 7.36

model4.lqns
mean 0.59 51.70 23.65 6.39 −8.68 −57.79
sdev 0.69 28.23 15.10 7.03 5.03 25.08

model4.new
mean −0.18 −2.42 −1.04 0.21 −0.85 4.22
sdev 0.58 1.44 0.61 3.02 1.30 2.52
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Figure 3.7: Model with external contention to a common entry.

is no longer infeasible.

3.2.3.3 External Contention to a Common Entry

Figure 3.7 shows an interlocked model where one of the interlocked paths receives

additional flow from another source. To account for interlocking, the flow from c0

must be separated from c1.

Table 3.4 shows the difference in the throughput, waiting times and utilization

for solutions with no interlock corrections, the old algorithm, and the new algorithm

when compared to simulation. The service demands and rates were chosen from a

range of ±100% from the values shown in Figure 3.7. The number of customers

from clients c0 and c1 was randomly chosen from a range of 1 to 4. Again, the new

algorithm is superior to the old one. However, it too produces larger errors for the

results on the interlocked path with contention (c1, s1, p1), though these results are

still better than those for the old interlock algorithm.

All the results of these test cases show that the improved solution is able to

produce more accurate results than the previous solution.
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Table 3.4: Results of the Figure 3.7 model with randomized parameters.
%∆ λc0 λc1 Wc0,s1 Wc1,s1 Ws1,p1 Ws2,p1 Up1

model7-1.none
mean −5.26 −22.69 28.22 82.94 87.33 68.75 −18.50
sdev 0.84 5.71 13.61 43.42 91.26 86.43 4.08

model7-1.lqns
mean −1.70 −14.94 13.67 56.73 25.25 30.12 −11.68
sdev 1.84 5.72 8.19 30.46 39.23 51.27 3.92

model7-1.new
mean 0.37 −9.60 0.54 34.32 4.34 −2.53 −7.20
sdev 2.09 2.71 5.09 17.27 2.86 3.85 1.75

3.3 Sending Interlocks

The section focuses on sending interlocks, which were recognized previously in Wood-

side’s solver [220] and Franks’ solver [81]. Sending interlocks refer to interlocks whose

intermediate server(s) and the common source make requests to the same interlocked

server in the same submodel. In terms of sending interlocks, the common source

is also referred to as parent task and an intermediate task server as a child task.

The model in Figure 3.8 is a simplified sending interlock. Sending interlocks occur

quite often in LQN models, for example, a software task which requires some services

from another task and both of these tasks are executing on the same processor. Like

other interlocking effects, sending interlocks have extraneous queueing delays among

interlocked flows, which result in underestimated throughput and server utilization.

The reason why sending interlocks have to be singled out is that parent and

child client chains double the amount of traffic arrived at the interlocked server,

because both parent and child are client tasks in the same layer, and they generate

flows individually. Therefore, sending interlocks cause impacts to those flows from

the client chains irrelevant to them (external contentions) as much as to themselves.

Consequently, the way to correct sending interlocks by applying the improved solution

(discussed in the previous section) needs to be specified explicitly.
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Figure 3.8: A LQN model of a sending interlock.

3.3.1 Types of Sending Interlocks

Three types of interlocking effects caused by sending interlocks are described here.

1. Type1 sending interlocks were recognized and partially handled by Woodside et

al.’s solver [220] and Franks’ solver [81], which have a form shown in Figure 3.8.

Type1 sending interlocking effect is significant when the common source has a

small number of customers, for example, one or two customers only.

2. Type2 sending interlocks have the same form as Type1, but the parent task

of Type2 has a medium number of customers, for example, 20-30 customers.

A large error rate in the parent task’s queueing delay is the sign of Type2

sending interlocks. The interlocking effects do not decrease as the number of

the customers of the common source increases.

3. Type3 sending interlocks refer to the sending interlocks whose common source

is a common task. The common task can provide multiple services by multiple

LQN entries, and these entries generate traffic individually to the interlocked

server through multiple paths. For example, once one of the entries is blocked by

its included service, the other entries may be blocked as well if the parent task

is a single threaded task. Type3 sending interlocks were not handled previously.
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Figure 3.9: Results without corrections and with the previous interlock approximation
for the Figure 3.8 model.
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Type1 interlocking effect decreases rapidly as the number of customers of the par-

ent task increases. Figure 3.9a shows all the queueing delays related to the interlocks

as well as the throughput of the common client (the parent task). For the model in

Figure 3.8, the error rate of the results (without any corrections) is less than 5% when

the parent task has four customers. Type1 interlocks effect were handled previously;

the server utilization and throughput of the common source were accurately calcu-

lated. However, calculating the queueing delays along interlocking flows is a weakness

of the previous solution. The interlocking effects on queueing delay are reduced by

half only using the previous solution, which error rates are up to -20∼-30%, shown

in Figure 3.9b.

Type2 interlocking becomes significant after the number of customers is greater

than 10 in the model in Figure 3.8. Furthermore, both Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show

the existence of Type2 interlocks. The previous solution does not have any correction

for them. Type2 sending interlocks demonstrate the fact that interlocking effects are

not only significant in the models with a small number of customers.

Since Type3 sending interlocks have not been handled yet, it will be discussed in

the following section.

3.3.2 Improvements on Sending Interlocks

This section explains how to apply the improved solution to handle all types of sending

interlocks, and includes the case with external contentions.

3.3.2.1 Type1 and Type2 Sending Interlocks

By applying the improved solution, the interlocking effect between a parent and

child client chains of a sending interlock can be reduced by using equation (3.7) in

Section 3.2.1.3. For this case, the interlocking relationship irj,k between the parent

and a child is 1. However, the calculation of Pr(IL) in (3.4) may not be suitable
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Figure 3.10: Results with the new solution for the Figure 3.8 model.

for the parent of a sending interlock, because the upper layer queueing delay of the

parent task is not related to this sending interlock. Therefore, Pr(IL) is set to 1
np×nc

for both parent and child client chains, in which np and nc are the multiplicities

of the parent task and child task respectively. Although the same rate is used by

the previous solution, the new solution does not overestimate the interlocking effect.

The reason is that in the new solution, Pr(IL), is applied to the queue length with

one customer removed (Lmk(N − ej)) rather than at the queue length at the full

population. Therefore, the flow being removed in the new solution is smaller than

the one by the previous solution.

The new interlock solution corrects both Type1 and Type2 interlocks. The re-

sults from solving the model in Figure 3.8 by the improved solution are shown in

Figure 3.10. All the error rates (against to simulation) are less than 10%, which are

more accurate than the previous solution, shown in Figure 3.9.

Table 3.5 shows the results from solving the model in Figure 3.8 with randomized

values for the number of customers n of task s0, service demands of tasks s0, s1 and

s2, and the number of visits to s1 and s2 from s0. All of the queueing delays are

improved between 50-90% when compared to the previous solution. The error rates

of tasks’ throughput (around 1.6%) are slightly higher than those by the previous
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Table 3.5: Results of the Figure 3.8 model with randomized parameters.
%∆ λs0 λs1 λs2 Us2 We0,e1 We1,e2 We0,e2

Method None
mean −6.10 −6.06 −6.03 −6.02 10.16 9.67 11.62
sdev 2.83 2.80 2.80 2.84 6.84 24.06 14.13

Method: lqns
mean 0.87 0.92 0.95 0.96 5.06 −19.85 −21.73
sdev 1.24 1.18 1.19 1.21 4.25 9.78 8.95

Method: New
mean 1.55 1.60 1.62 1.64 −3.07 −7.25 1.09
sdev 1.01 0.96 0.97 1.01 1.78 4.57 5.21

e3
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s3

(1)

(1) (1)

s1

e1
[1]

(1)

s2

e2
[1]

s0 {$n}

e0
[1]

Figure 3.11: A LQN model of a sending interlock with an external contention.

solution (around 0.9%).

3.3.2.2 Sending Interlocks with External Contentions

The model in Figure 3.11 is a sending interlock with an external contention (issued

by task s2). The results in Figure 3.12 are produced by the previous solution with

corrections (lqns) and without any interlocking corrections (none). These results show

that:

1. Without any interlocking corrections, there are large errors of throughput (in

Figure 3.12c) and queueing delays (in Figure 3.12a) among the interlocked flows.
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2. Using the previous solution, large errors appear on the side of non-interlocked

flows (the external contentions), due to the same reason explained in the previ-

ous section. For example, the throughput is shown in Figure 3.12c and queueing

delays in Figure 3.12b) of the task s3.

With the existence of external contention, the impacts of sending interlocks to

their irrelevant chains are hidden more deeply and are easy to be neglected. Since

parents and children double the amount of flow to the interlocked server, it makes the

customers from other client chains (irrelevant to both the client chain of the parent

and the child) see more customers than they are supposed to see, as the consequence.

The new solution treats the service demands of all children (appeared in the same

submodel) as the surrogate delay at the parent. This surrogate delay consumes its

time at its own processor. Therefore, the flow from the parent does not contain the

flows of its children anymore. Sending interlocks can be corrected using the same

method with split interlocks.

The new interlock solution corrects queueing delays on both interlocked flow and

non-interlocked flow. The results are shown in Figure 3.13. The error rates of all the

performance results are less than 10%.

Table 3.6 shows the results of the model in Figure 3.11 with randomized values

on the number of customers n of task s0, service demands of tasks s0, s1 and s2,

and number of visits to s1 and s2 from s0. All the results are much better than

the previous solution, with improvements between 2-10 times. The error rates of the

tasks’ throughput are less than 2% and for the queueing delays are less than 6%.

3.3.2.3 Type3 Sending Interlocks

The model in Figure 3.14 is an example of Type3 sending interlock and combines other

forms of interlocking, such as a split interlock, a multi-layered sending interlock, and

external contentions.
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Figure 3.12: Results with the previous interlock corrections and without corrections
for the Figure 3.11 model.
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Figure 3.13: Queueing delays and throughput (by the new solution) for the model in
Figure 3.11.

Table 3.6: Results of the Figure 3.11 model with randomized parameters.
%∆ λs0 λs1 λs2 λs3 Uproc We0,e1 We1,e2 We0,e2 We3,e2

Method none
mean −8.33 −8.36 −1.12 5.92 −1.09 15.41 12.04 14.11 −10.35
sdev 2.77 2.77 1.77 2.23 1.77 8.72 19.60 17.74 2.52

Method lqns
mean −1.03 −1.06 8.57 18.14 8.60 10.17 −7.94 −9.72 −39.38
sdev 2.05 2.05 4.03 5.31 4.04 5.12 5.11 6.04 19.40

Method new
mean −0.18 −0.21 2.11 3.78 2.14 −2.73 1.75 5.87 −6.16
sdev 2.11 2.11 0.77 2.10 0.77 2.22 5.94 4.72 3.89
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Figure 3.14: A LQN model of a type3 sending interlock.

The parent task has multiple entries, and some of the entries do not directly re-

quest service from the child task server but may also be blocked by the child task.

Type3 sending interlocking is significant when the parent task has only a single thread.

Like Type1 interlocks, Type3 sending interlocking effects decrease rapidly as the num-

ber of parent tasks increases. For the model in Figure 3.14, if the number of customers

of the parent task s1 increases to two, s1 is a Type1 sending interlock, also, s1 may

become a sub-chain dependent client task.

To recognize Type3 interlocks inside the LQNS solver is essential to solve Type3

sending interlocks. Since the PathFinder [72] does not consider Type3 as an interlock,

the PathFinder in the improved solution is also modified to recognize Type3 sending

interlocks. As a result, the interlocking relationship (iri,j) between chains i and j,

which correspond to the entries s0 and e2, becomes 1. The interlocking probability

and interlocking ratio are also set to 1.

Table 3.7 shows the results by using the improved solution. The RMS error rates of
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Table 3.7: Results of the Figure 3.14 model.
RMS error none lqns new
Waiting 24.53 19.26 11.30
Service 12.86 6.60 2.15

Throughput 13.96 21.85 4.63
Proc. Util. 3.36 8.66 1.17
Proc. Wait. 33.87 22.21 15.07

throughput and utilization are reduced 3∼4 times. The RMS error rates of the mean

service times (of entries) are reduced 3∼5 times. The RMS error rates of queueing

delays are reduced 0.5∼2 times.

3.4 Interlocking Effects on Second-Phase Servers

This section focuses on how to handle the interlocks that appear in models with

two-phase servers and clients.

3.4.1 Second-Phase Technique

The second-phase technique also refers to the second-phase of service [221], aggressive

reply or early reply [79, 80]. Second-phase service is the deferred service, which is

performed after the reply is sent back to the client. For example, during database

write operations, some of the disk operations can be performed after the log file has

been written.

In the second-phase technique, Overtaking [79] is when a request arrives, the server

is executing the phase two service of the previous request. The overtaking event is

shown in Figure 3.15a while Figure 3.15b is for a non-overtaking event.

3.4.1.1 Performance Advantages of Second-Phase Technique

The send-receive-reply pattern [79] (using single phase service), also known as a syn-

chronous request, is a major pattern of inter-process communications and commonly
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Figure 3.15: Second-phase server events.

used in systems with a client-server architecture. The second-phase technique uses

early replies to reduce the overall blocking duration to clients. Therefore, second-

phase services increase concurrency and reduce blocking time. By how much the

second-phase technique can improve the response time of a synchronous request de-

pends on the following three factors: [79].

1. The ratio of the second-phase service against the total service demand, α. A

larger ratio of the second-phase service has less blocking than a smaller ratio. If

the ratio is zero, requests are served as synchronous requests while if the ratio

is one, requests are served asynchronously without any blocking to senders.

2. The server utilization. Early replies may have the most improvement in terms

of response time on lightly loaded servers, but almost no effect with heavily

loaded servers.

3. The number of clients. A large number of clients reduce the effect of second-

phase services.
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Figure 3.16: A three-tiered LQN model with a two-phase interlocked server.

3.4.2 Interlocking Effects

From the discussions of previous sections, the previous LQNS solution is over-estimating

interlocking effects by over reducing the amount of impossible flow at the lower level,

especially when there are only two customers in the system. Nevertheless, LQNS

presents accurate estimation on client throughput and server utilization. Without

the interlocking correction, LQNS overestimates queueing delays and underestimates

server utilization.

These interlocking effects also appear in LQN models with second phase services.

Because of the nature of second-phase services, the number of customers (or to-

kens) moving around in a system increases with the presence of second-phase servers.

Therefore, in general, the second-phase technique reduces the amount of interlocking

effect.

In order to figure out the impacts of second-phase services on interlocks, a simpli-

fied three-tiered model, shown in Figure 3.16, is used to enumerate the interlocking

effects related to second-phase services. In the figure, the two intermediate servers s0

and s1 both make requests to the common interlocked server t1, and both tasks s0

and s1 run on their own processors. Multiple executions of this model were performed

with the existence of second-phases service on the client, the intermediate servers or
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Figure 3.17: Results by the previous solution for the multi-phase client model.

the interlocked server, in order to study the interlocking impacts on any of these

tasks.

3.4.2.1 Multi-Phase Clients

In this case, only the client c0, in Figure 3.16, has a second-phase service. In the

experiments, the model varied the number of customers from one to seven and was

solved by the previous LQNS solution with and without interlock corrections. Fig-

ure 3.17 shows the results of two solutions, in which are labelled as ‘lqns’ and ‘none’

respectively. In these figures, the largest error rates occurred when there are two cus-

tomers. Similar to the models with a single-phase service only, LQNS overestimates

the interlocking effects and results in the underestimated queueing delays at the in-

terlocked server. The error rates at the interlocked server are around -15∼-25%. But

LQNS produces reasonably accurate results of server utilization and client through-

put, and their error rates are less than 5%, shown in Figure 3.17b. While without

interlocking corrections, the error rates of throughput and utilization are up to -20%

in the cases of one and two customers. As the number of customers at the common

source client increases, the interlocking effect decreases rapidly.

Therefore, the results of the experiments show that:
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Figure 3.18: Results by the previous solution for the Figure 3.16 model.

1. A multi-phase common source client does neither worsen nor improve interlock-

ing effects compared to single-phase models, like the model in Figure 3.1a.

2. The ratio of the second-phase service at the client does not affect the interlocking

probability.

3. The severe interlocking effects still occur when there are only two customers

in the system because the previous LQNS solution handles interlocks with one

customer at the common source perfectly.

3.4.2.2 Multi-Phase Interlocked Server

Since a second-phase server actually increases the number of tokens concurrently

executing in the system, the two-phase interlocked server dilutes the interlocking

effects, which is indicated by the results without interlocking corrections, shown in

Figure 3.18. However, the case with only one customer from the common source needs

to be reconsidered, since a phase-one request may have to wait for the completion

of either its own phase-two service or a second-phase request from the other client

chain.

Figure 3.18 shown the results solved by both the previous solutions. They are
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the two cases that have the most severe interlocking effects, with one customer (Fig-

ure 3.18a) and two customers (Figure 3.18b) in the system. These results show that:

1. The previous correction slightly underestimated the queueing delay at the in-

terlocked server, even in the case of one customer.

2. The ratio of the second-phase service, α has an observable influence on the

interlocking effects. As the ratio α decreases, the error rates for both solutions

increase because the interlocked flow dominates the entire flow.

3. The upper-level queueing delay does not have significant errors.

3.4.2.3 Multi-Phase Intermediate Server

The third case is where only the intermediate servers, s0 and s1 in Figure 3.16, have

second-phase services. In LQN, any phase within an entry is able to make requests

to some lower level server. Thus, the interlocked server receives flows (including both

phase-one and phase-two requests) from the intermediate tasks. Phase-one requests

are interlocked as in the case of single-phase models. Phase-two requests, on the

other hand, have fewer dependencies with others, since they are extra customers in

addition to those from the common source.

The dependencies rely on the second-phase service demand required by an inter-

mediate task (and excludes the included services), as well as the ratio of second-phase

services (and includes the nested services). The first factor reduces the dependency

between a phase-one request and its successive phase two request, which makes the

phase-two request behave more randomly. The second factor affects the total amount

of the impossible flow since the impossible flows hidden in the phase two requests are

smaller than those in the phase-one requests.

Figures 3.19 show the results found by both the previous solutions for the case of

one customer (3.19a, and 3.19b) and the case of two customers (3.19c and 3.19b). The
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Figure 3.19: Results of the previous solution for the multi-phase intermediate tasks
model with one and two customers.
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results show that the ratio of phase-two services has a considerable influence to the

interlocking effects. As the phase-two ratio decreases, the error rates grow larger. The

reason is that, in the previous LQNS solution, the interlocked rates are considered

as 1
n+1

on requests from any phase, in which n is the number of customers. The

reason for (n+ 1) is that the second-phase client increases the number of customers.

However, as the ratio decreases, the interlocked flows are gradually dominating the

entire flow which arrives at the interlocked server. Thus using the fraction of 1
n+1

as

the interlocking probability produces larger errors when the ratio is smaller.

In general, in both of cases (multi-phase interlocked server and intermediate

servers), the queueing delays at an interlocked server are underestimated. One-

customer models once again are back to attention since there are additional customers

appeared internally in the systems. Now, models with only one customer can produce

errors since there an addition customer instead to the system due to phase-two.

3.4.3 Improvements

The main reason of underestimation of the queueing delays at the interlocked server

is that the previous solution used the sample ratio 1
n
and 1

n+1
(n is the number of

customers from the common source) as interlocking probabilities. The ratio 1
n
is for

the interlocks with single-phase service while 1
n+1

is for multi-phase models. These

interlocking corrections had some effects in reducing interlocking effects, but cannot

reflect the impacts of the ratio of second-phase services.

For the models only with a multi-phase common source client, since second-phase

requests from the common source, do not have any influence on interlocking ef-

fects, the interlocking probability Pr(IL) is found by using the equation (3.4) in

Section 3.2.1.1. Therefore, this section focuses on finding suitable interlocking proba-

bilities Pr(IL) for the other two cases with second-phase services in order to improve

the solution.
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3.4.3.1 Multi-Phase Interlocked Server

At a multi-phase server, the mean residence time of requests is found by (3.21)

from [79].

Wm = sm1 + Pr{OT}msm2 + smLm(N − 1) + (1− Pr{OT}m)Um2(N − 1) (3.21)

In this equation, the first term is the mean service demand required by the phase-one

service itself. The second term is for the mean queueing delay caused by waiting for

the completion of the previous phase-two service (it is executing). This is a case of an

overtaking; Pr{OT}m is the probability of an overtaking occurring. The third term

is the queueing delay because of the blocking by other servers. The last part is the

correction of the third term because of overtaking. The details of this equation can

be found in [79].

If interlocked flows exist and arrive at the multi-phase server m, the queue lengths,

Lmk(N − ej), in the third term need to be adjusted by multiplying the interlocking

probability Pr(IL) based on phases.

Since a multi-phase interlocked server dilutes interlocking effects, the interlock

probabilities of phase-one requests decrease in a much faster speed compared to single-

phase models, as the number of customers from the common source increases. In the

experiments, squares of the corresponding interlocking probabilities in single-phase

model,Pr(IL)s, are found as a good approximation of Pr(IL)ph1, which denotes the

interlocking probability of phase-one requests. Therefore, Pr(IL)ph1 is used to adjust

Lmk(N − ej) for the flows arriving at the phase-one server and is estimated using

(3.22), where Pr(IL)s is estimated by (3.4) in Section 3.2.1.1.

Pr(IL)ph1 = Pr(IL)2s (3.22)
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During the execution at a phase-two server, there is an extra token appeared in the

system. The interlocking probabilities for the flows arrived at the phase-two server

are smaller than those at the phase-one server. Therefore, using the similar idea of

the previous solution, the interlocking probability at a phase-two server, Pr(IL)ph2 is

estimated by (3.23).

Pr(IL)ph2 =
1

n+ 1
Pr(IL)ph1 (3.23)

On the other hand, the importance and necessity of the upper-level adjustments

decrease. From the discussions in Section 3.2.2, the purpose of the upper-level ad-

justment is removing some part of queueing delay in the included (nested) services

(in terms of MRL) that are invisible to the upper-level requests. With the exis-

tence of second-phase services, the queueing delay at a multi-phase interlocked server

consists of the waiting for the completion of its previous phase-two service and the

blocking by the requests from other client chains, either in phase-one or phase-two

service. Among these delays, only the blocking caused by the phase-one services may

be partially visible or completely invisible, and the probabilities of the invisible nested

queueing delays are the probability that all the customers arrive at the same inter-

mediate server task, which is explained in Section 3.2.2. Consequently, the fraction

of the interlocked queueing delay, which is not visible to the upper-level requests,

becomes very small comparing with the ones in single-phase models.

3.4.3.2 Multi-Phase Intermediate Servers

The key point for handling interlocks, in this case, also is differentiating the inter-

locking probabilities of phase-one requests and phase-two requests arriving at the

interlocked server. However, when solving the LQN submodels, the flows from a

multi-phase client are not distinguished in the MVA solutions. Eq.(3.24) is used to

break down the queue length of a client chain based on phases, by using the ratio of
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a phase-two service, α.

K
∑

k

Sm,kLmk(N− ej) =
K
∑

k

((1− α)Sm,kLmk(N− ej) + αSm,kLmk(N− ej)) (3.24)

When a request arrives at the interlocked server, it sees requests from other client

chains, either as phase-one requests (the first term in (3.24)) or as phase two re-

quests (the second term in (3.24)). Therefore, the two terms in (3.24) need to be

adjusted differently. First, the interlocking probabilities between a phase-one request

with the incoming request can be found by using the same approximation, (3.4) in

Section 3.2.1.1, for single phase models (Pr(IL)s). Since phase-two requests are gen-

erated by an additional customer, the interlocking probability between the phase-one

and a phase-two request is estimated by (3.26), similarly, (3.27) is for two phase-two

requests.

Pr(IL)ph1,ph1 = Pr(IL)s (3.25)

Pr(IL)ph1,ph2 =
1

n+ 1
Pr(IL)ph1,ph1 (3.26)

Pr(IL)ph2,ph2 =
1

n+ 2
Pr(IL)ph1,ph2 (3.27)

Then, by applying these interlocking probabilities Pr(IL) to (3.24), the total inter-

locking probabilities of the arriving phase-one and phase-two request are found using

(3.28), which is used to replace the Pr(IL) in (3.7) when calculating the lower-level

adjustment, rlowermk .

Pr(IL)ph1 = (1− α) Pr(IL)ph1,ph1 + αPr(IL)ph1,ph2

Pr(IL)ph2 = (1− α) Pr(IL)ph1,ph2 + αPr(IL)ph2,ph2

(3.28)

However, there is a situation that needs to be considered especially, which is when

there is only one customer at the common source. Since phase-one requests from all
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Figure 3.21: second-phase clients and interlocked servers.

intermediate servers are completely interlocked, they do not see each other in the

server queue. But a phase-one request may queue after a phase-two request which

is being served currently. However, as for phase-two requests, there are different

situations, which depend on the phase-two client service demand, s′m2, required by an

intermediate task. Here, the phase-two client service demand, s′m2 excludes its nested

service’s demand. These situations are shown in Figure 3.20 and 3.21.

In Figure 3.20, if s′m2 is large enough, and some phase-one requests arrive prior to

the release of that phase-two request. Therefore, phase-two requests may see a phase-

one request (at c in the figure) or another phase-two request (at d in the figure) in

front of it. In this case, the interlocking effects on the queueing delay of phase-two

requests can be corrected using (3.28).

On the other hand, if the phase-two service demand is small, then the probability
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for other phase-one requests (from any other client chains) arriving at the server

before the corresponding phase-two request is released, is also small, which is shown

in Figure 3.21. This case means that phase-two requests have a little chance to wait for

the completion of a phase-one request. One extreme example of this kind of behaviour

is in LQN device submodels. Since all the service demands (excludes nested services)

of a task, regardless of being phase-one or phase-two, eventually consume time at

its device (a LQN processor). In device submodels, phase-two requests are always

released before phase-one requests from other client chains since there is only one

customer from the common source. Therefore, all the phase-two requests do not have

any queueing delays at their processor. The probability of a phase-one request from

a client chain k arriving at the server before the phase-two request of the client chain

j is released is estimated by the fraction of the second-phase client service demand

and the think time of the arriving phase-one customers.

3.4.4 Results

In this section, all the models in Section 3.4.2 are re-solved by using the improved

solution. To verify the effectiveness of the improved solution, all the results were

compared with the corresponding results found by the previous solutions with and

without interlocking corrections. The comparisons of these three analytic solutions

are against the simulation results (with a confidence interval of 95%) found by LQSIM.

3.4.4.1 Multi-Phase Interlocked Server

The model used in this section is the same model shown in Figure 3.16. The model

was re-solved by the new solution by varying the number of customers at the common

source client c0 from 1 to 10. The set of figures, Figure 3.22a ∼ 3.22c show the results.

The maximum error rates of the queueing delays (at both a lower level and an upper

level) by the new solution are around 5 ∼ 8%, which is only one-third of the error
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Figure 3.22: Results from new solution and previous solutions for the Figure 3.16
model.

rates by the previous solutions.

Since the ratio of the second-phase services (α) has an influence on the interlock

effects, the model was also re-solved by varying the ratio of the second-phase service α

from 0 to 1 by a step of 0.1, with one customer and two customers only. Figure 3.23a

∼ 3.23c show the case of only one customer at the common source, and Figure 3.24a

∼ 3.24c, demonstrate the case of two customers. The results by the new solution in

both cases are much better than the previous solutions. For the one customer case,

results of the new solution are almost perfect.
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Figure 3.23: Results from the new solution and the previous solutions for the Fig-
ure 3.16 model with one customer.
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Figure 3.24: Results from the new solution and the previous solutions for the model
in Figure 3.16 with two customers.
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Figure 3.25: Results for the multi-phase intermediate server model by varying the
number of customers.

3.4.4.2 Multi-Phase Intermediate Server

The model in Section 3.4.2.3 is re-solved by the new solution. Figures 3.25a ∼ 3.25c

show the results from changing the number of customers at the common client from

1 to 10. Figures 3.26a ∼ 3.26f show the case of two customers and varying the ratio

of the second-phase services.

3.4.4.3 Randomized Model with Second-Phase Services

First, the experiment model used in this section is a model where all the tasks have

second-phase services, shown in Figure 3.27. This model can demonstrate the inter-

locking effects for combining the multi-phase client, intermediate server and inter-
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Figure 3.26: Results comparison for the multi-phase intermediate server model by
varying the ratio of the second-phase services at the populations of one customer and
two customers.
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Figure 3.27: A simplified LQN model with second-phase client and servers.

locked server. Again, the most severe cases of interlocking effects are when there are

one customer and two customers at the common client. Figures 3.28a ∼ 3.28f show

the results of these two cases when compared to simulations, the figures on the left for

the one customer case. These results show that the queueing delays at the interlocked

server and intermediate servers are all improved.

Experiments were also performed on this model with one hundred sets of ran-

domized parameters, on the number of customers at the common source, the service

demands at intermediate task s0 and s1, the number of visits from the common

source c0 to the intermediate tasks s0 and s1, and the ratio α. The average errors

from solving the model using the previous approximations with and without inter-

locking corrections, and the new approach, are shown in Table 3.8. All the results by

the improved solution are much better than the previous results.

3.5 Verification

This section presents two relatively more complex interlocking models to verify the im-

proved solution (integrating all the modifications) discussed throughout this chapter.

All the models are solved analytically by using LQNS without any interlock correc-

tions, with the previous interlock adjustment, and the new interlock adjustments. All
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Figure 3.28: Results comparison for the model in Figure 3.27
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Table 3.8: Results from solving 100 different versions of the model in Figure 3.29.
Methods %∆ λc0 Sc0,ph1 Sc0,ph2 Wc0,s0,ph1 Wc0,s0,ph2

mean 12.16 −12.67 −11.80 −7.84 −5.73
None sdev 3.13 2.49 2.38 1.22 1.79

mean 17.34 −17.29 −16.54 −15.86 −13.93
Lqns sdev 2.67 1.71 1.56 1.01 0.59

mean 5.76 −6.92 −5.51 3.91 7.49
New sdev 2.02 1.98 1.79 1.02 0.98

Methods %∆ Ss0,ph1 Ss0,ph2 Ws0,e1,ph1 Ws0,e1,ph2 Ue1

mean −11.65 −9.79 −19.13 −16.64 10.67
None sdev 3.25 2.61 4.61 3.77 2.08

mean −16.85 −14.59 −27.76 −25.00 15.63
Lqns sdev 2.00 1.49 2.14 1.54 2.04

mean −7.09 −6.37 −11.69 −10.78 5.20
New sdev 2.45 1.89 3.60 2.77 1.63

the results were compared by using their error rates, which are against simulations.

Again, all the simulations were run with confidence intervals of 95%± 1.0%.

3.5.1 The Combined Model

The model in Figure 3.2 (Section 3.1) combines most of the identified forms of in-

terlocking effects but excludes Type2 and Type3 sending interlocks. The model is a

system where a number of tasks (s0, s1, s2, s3, s4 and c4) are executed on a processor

(p0). In which tasks s4 and c4 are invoked internally, are background services. Task

c4 has included service s3. The tasks s0, s1 and s2 are invoked by the client tasks

c0, c1 and c2, which are executed on their own processor.

Table 3.9 shows the mean RMS error rates (compared to LQSIM results) of the

new solution and the previous solution with and without corrections. The mean RMS

error rates of the improved solution are around 1-2%, except call waiting. The RMS

error rates of call waiting are reduced by 40%.
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Table 3.9: Results of the Figure 3.2 model.
RMS error none lqns new
Call Waiting 15.85 14.04 8.19
Entry Service 5.75 8.03 2.39
Throughput 7.36 10.38 1.09
Processor Util 4.95 8.63 0.90

Processor Waiting 5.94 9.36 1.16
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Figure 3.29: A Complex Model with Interlocking Effects.

3.5.2 Deeply Layered Interlocking Model

This model in Figure 3.29 appeared in [72]. It is a synthetic model which emphasizes

a complicated case of split interlocking impacts. The difference between this model

and the previous model in Figure 3.2 is that this model is deeply layered, which

complicates the process of recognizing interlocking relationships and the calculation

of interlocking probabilities.

Table 3.10, shows the mean RMS error rates (compared to LQSIM results) of the

new solution and the previous solution with and without corrections. All the RMS
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Table 3.10: Results of the Figure 3.29 model.
RMS error none lqns new
Call Waiting 34.03 26.55 7.19
Entry Service 12.81 8.82 3.83
Throughput 12.02 8.58 4.04

Processor Util. 12.04 8.58 4.11

error rates are reduced by 50∼80% by the improved solution.

Table 3.11 shows the execution time of solving these two models using the previous

solver (with and without corrections) and the improved solution. The results show

that the improved solution did not increase the execution time significantly.

Table 3.11: The execution time of two models in this section.
Model Execution Time (S)

None Previous New
The combined model
(in Section 3.5.1) 0.028 0.031 0.032
The deeply layered interlocking model
(in Section 3.5.2) 0.022 0.024 0.026

3.6 Summary

This chapter has shown that solving a Layered Queueing Network using the method

of decomposition can lead to large errors if the effect of interlocking is not considered.

The previous solution of the Layered Queueing Network Solver has handled some

cases, but also can suffer from large errors due to the following:

1. The distribution of the waiting time from contention at the interlocked server

in the lowest submodel was not distributed properly among the layers of the

input model.

2. The calculation of Pr(IL) was näıve in that it was a simple ratio based on the

number of customers in an interlocked path.
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3. The interlock adjustment did not properly account for external contention.

The new approximation presented in this chapter reduces the amount of error in

each of these three cases.

1. The interlock adjustments are performed both at the lowest level submodel and

the upper level submodels.

2. The new approximation corrects for interlock when there is one less customer

j in the queue (Lmk(N − ej)) rather than at the full customer population

(Lmk(N)).

3. The new approximation takes into account of the impacts of external contentions

and mixed flows.

4. The new approach estimates the interlock probability (Pr(IL)) far more accu-

rately than the previous approach used by LQNS.

In this section, addition to improving some cases, such as split interlocks and sending

interlocks, which are handled previously, some interlocking effects cases are newly

identified and handled in the improved solution. Furthermore, the impacts of the

second-phase services on the interlocking effects were also reduced.

All the models presented in this chapter are all severely affected by interlocking

dependencies. All the identified interlocking effects are covered (enumerated) by these

models. The results from solving these models using the new algorithm are always

superior to the results found using the previous approach. Furthermore, the new

calculation does not produce infeasible utilizations, unlike the previous approach.

The improved solution was tested by regression tests in order to prevent the

occurrence of undesired side effects. Furthermore, the improved solution does not

adversely affect the efficiency of the LQN analytic solution.



Chapter 4

Sub-Chain Dependencies

This chapter describes the phenomenon of sub-chain dependencies in which traffic

from multiple independent clients share a common intermediate server then diverges

to lower level servers. The existing LQN solution often gets the queueing delays at

the servers in the model wrong. The problem is corrected in this work by limiting the

maximum possible number of customers issued by each client sub-chain in the MVA

solutions.

4.1 Sub-Chain Dependencies

In many systems, multi-threaded tasks are used to run services concurrently, to im-

prove the responsiveness of systems by reducing clients’ response time. A multi-

threaded server task may serve customers from different independent sources, such

as regular user requests or administration operation requests. These services can be

implemented by separate functions within a task or module, rather than by individual

tasks or modules. In LQN, these services are modelled as entries within a server task.

Administration operations, such as book-keeping or backups, generally only have a

few customers, which are much less than the regular system users.

Sub-chain dependent problems arise when solving an LQNmodel using the method

103
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Figure 4.1: A LQN model with a sub-chain dependency.

of decomposition when the number of customers from one source is less than the

number of server threads, while the number of customers from another source is

not. Sub-chain dependencies occur in two situations: one is when the administration

operations make further requests to some other server tasks to complete the entire

process; the other situation is in the device submodels of multi-threaded server tasks

with multiple services.

For example, Figure 4.1 shows a LQN model with a sub-chain dependency in which

two customer classes, c0 and c1 are interacting with a common intermediate server

t0 which, in turn, makes requests to two lower-level server tasks t1 and t2. Client c0

only introduce one customer into the system, while there might be a maximum of five

customers from client c1 in the system simultaneously. The intermediate multi-server

task t0 has two entries which segregate the calls from c0 and c1. The number of

clients that are making requests to these two entries in Submodel1 are imbalanced.

4.1.1 Impacts of Sub-Chain Dependencies

Sub-chain dependency occurs when customers from independent routing chains at

upper submodels are blended at a common entity when this entity is acting as a

source of customers to lower layer submodels. Without accounting for this problem,

significant errors can appear, especially when the number of clients from different
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Figure 4.2: Submodels from Figure 4.1.

sub-chains are imbalanced.

Figure 4.2 shows why a sub-chain dependency occurs by showing the two sub-

models used to solve the overall model using the method of decomposition. Task t0

is acting as a server in Submodel1 (Figure 4.2a) and as a client in Submodel2 (Fig-

ure 4.2b). When t0 is acting as a client, it is represented by exactly one chain in the

corresponding queueing model. Although the number of threads of t0 is six (five for

entry e0b, and one for entry e0a), there can only be exactly one customer making a

request from entry e0a to the entry e1 (task t1). The reason is that entry e0a only

accepts requests from the reference task c0 in the Submodel1, which can only ever

have one customer. Therefore, in Submodel2, the requests from c0 ‘bleed into’ the

call from e0a to e1 due to the common routing chain.

This phenomenon has a significant impact on the accuracy of the LQN analytic

solution especially with models like the model in Figure 4.1 when the “lightly-loaded”

entry (e0a) of the common routing chain only has one customer. Figure 4.3 shows

the results from solving the model in Figure 4.1 using the current analytic solution

(LQNS) and simulation. The number of customers from client c1 varies from 1 to 10

while the number of customers from client c0 is fixed at 1. The problems that exist

in LQNS indicated by the results are as follows.

1. The queueing delay of the entry e0a at the server task t1, which is labelled as

e0a(old) in Figure 4.3a, is between 0.2∼0.15 from using the analytic solution

while they are zeros as found by simulation (e0a(sim) is overlapped with the
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Figure 4.3: Results from solving the model in Figure 4.1.
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X axis in the figure). So, this queueing delay is completely extraneous.

2. The queueing delay of the lightly-loaded client entry e0a at the processor p0

is problematic too. LQNS produced the same queueing delays (with values

between 4.90∼13.76 in Figure 4.3b) for both entries e0a and e0b at processor

p0. For entry e0b, these results are quite accurate. However, for entry e0a, the

difference between LQNS and simulation (with values only between 0.365∼4.80)

are very significant. The error rates of the mean queueing delay of entry e0a

at the processor ( sim−lqns
sim

× 100) are greater than 200%, (shown in Figure 4.3d

on the left Y axis). The error rate is inversely proportional to the number of

customers at the lightly-loaded entry.

3. The throughput of the top level client task c0, which is related to the sub-chain

of entry e0a, also has rather large errors, shown in Figure 4.3c. Its error rates

are around 40%, shown in Figure 4.3d using the right Y axis.

The reason that the current LQN analytic solver is failing to handle this case is

that the current solver is using the multiplicity of the sub-chain dependent client task

as Nk, for the number of customers in chain k in the population vector (N), during the

MVA solution. The fraction of Nk−1
Nk

is used to estimate the mean queue length with

one customer removed from chain k, L(N − ek), in (2.4), based on Bard-Schweitzer

AMVA [15, 186]. Bard-Schweitzer AMVA assumes that the mean queueing delay is

proportion to the total mean queue length with one customer removed. The number

of customers Nk from a client chain k has a direct impact on the queueing delay. To

correct the number of customers, especially for lightly-loaded sub-chains, the maxi-

mum number of customers of an entry, denoted as MC, is used in the approximate

MVA solutions and is explained in the next section.

Using MC instead of Nk, the extraneous queueing delay can be eliminated, since

fewer customers are waiting in a queue before they are served. The extraneous queue-
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ing delay of a lightly-loaded sub-chain can be estimated by a ratio of queue lengths,

(
Qlqns−Qnew

Qlqns
). Since the queue length of one customer removed is estimated by using

Nk−1
Nk

L(N) previously, and by MC−1
MC

L(N) in the new solution. The ratio r is the frac-

tion of the extraneous queueing delay among the total queueing delay produced by

the current LQNS, and it is estimated by (4.1).

r ≈
(1− 1

Nk
)− (1− 1

MC
)

1− 1
Nk

=
Nk −MC

(Nk − 1)×MC
; (Nk > 1) (4.1)

Equation (4.1) can be used only when the number of customers from a client chain

is more than one customer, (Nk > 1). If there is only one customer from that client

chain, then no queueing delay occurs, since there is no contention among the requests

from that particular client chain. When MC is close to Nk, the difference between

( 1
MC

− 1
Nk

) in (4.1) is small, so the current solver can produce results with good

accuracy. However, when MC is much smaller than Nk, the ratio r becomes inversely

proportional to MC. The latter case indicates that the queueing delay produced by

the current LQNS solver contains a significant portion of the extraneous queueing

delays in this case. When MC is one, the ratio of the extraneous queueing delay is

one too.

4.2 Improved Chain Calculation

In this section, the maximum possible number of customers at an entry, MC, is

introduced into the approximate MVA solution as the population of a sub-chain, to

handle sub-chain dependencies.

4.2.1 The Maximum Number of Customers

In order to correct the number of customers that arrive from a sub-chain, the maxi-

mum possible number of customers of an entry is used to replace its multiplicity in
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the analytic solver. The MCc,e of any client entry e and MCs,e′ of any server entry e′

are constants among solution iterations. Therefore, they need to be calculated only

once during the entire solution.

In the submodels, the maximum possible customers MC of a client entry is found

by (4.2), while (4.3) and (4.4) are used for server entries.

MCc,e =











min(MCs,e, ni) For a normal client entry e;

ni For a reference client task i entry e;
(4.2)

MCs,e,i = min(
∑

e′∈P

MCc,e′ , ni); (4.3)

MCs,e =
∑

e′∈Q

MCs,e,i; (4.4)

where:

MCc,e: the maximum number of customers of a client entry e;

ni: the multiplicity of the owner task i;

MCs,e: the maximum number of customers that can come to a server entry e from
all sources;

MCs,e,i: the maximum number of customers of a server entry e from a client task i;

P: is the set of entries that issue requests to the server entry e and owned by a client
task i;

Q: is the set of client tasks that issue requests to the server entry e.

If a client entry e belongs to a reference task i, its MCc,e is the multiplicity ni of its

owner task i. Otherwise, for a normal client entry e, (both acting as a server entry in

a submodel and as clients in some lower layer submodels), its MCc,e is the minimum

number between the multiplicity ni of its owner client task i and MCs,e of the very

same entry e when it acts as a server.

For a server entry e, MCs,e,i is the total number of customers from a client task i

that can arrive at this server entry e. So, MCs,e,i includes all customers from all the
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client entries in the set of P to the server entry e. The maximum value of MCs,e,i is

the multiplicity ni of the client task i, shown in (4.3). Finally, the maximum possible

customers of the server entry e, MCs,e is the sum of MCs,e,i from all client tasks in

the set of Q by (4.4).

Finding MCc,e is trivial after MCs,e is found. Algorithm 1 is used for finding

the total number of possible customers to every server entry owned by a server task

or processor (aServer). Table 4.1 shows the MCs of every client and server entry

appearing in the model in Figure 4.4, found by Algorithm 1. For example, the server

entry s1 e2 in Figure 4.4 accepts requests from client tasks c0 and s0. From task s0,

client entries s0 e1 and s0 e2 both issue requests to the server entry s1 e2. MCc,s0 e2

of the client entry s0 e2 is one because it accepts requests from the reference task c1

with only ONE customer all the time. MCc,s0 e1 of the client entry s0 e1 is three

since task s0 is not able to generate more than three customers although the server

entry s0 e1 has four customers when it is a server. Consequently, the server entry

s1 e2 has eight customers at most, in which three customers are from the client task

s0, and the other five customers are from the client task c0. On the other hand, server

entries s0 e2, s1 e3 and s3 e1 have only ONE customer at most.

4.2.2 Applying MC to Approximate MVA Solutions

After obtaining MC for every client and server entry in all the LQN submodels, the

maximum number of customers MCs,e,i, at a server entry e from a client task i, is

passed into the corresponding queueing model and is known as Cm,se,k. In MVA

solutions, Cm,se,k denotes the maximum number of customers from a client chain k to

a server entry se owned by a server station m, and was set by Algorithm 1 (line 17).
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Algorithm 1 Finding the maximum customers of aServer

1: ServerStation aStation = aServer.serverStation();
2: for each se in aServer.entries() do
3: unsigned totalCustomers=0;
4: for each taskj in clients() do
5: unsigned total=0;
6: if aStation.hasServerChain(taskj) then
7: unsigned k=taskj.getChain();
8: for each client entry ce of taskj do
9: if se is called by ce then

10: total+= ce.getMaxCustomer();
11: end if
12: end for
13: if total> taskj.population() then
14: total= taskj.population() ;
15: end if
16: totalCustomers += total ;
17: aStation.setMaxCustomer(se, k, total);
18: end if
19: end for
20: se.setMaxCustomer( totalCustomers ) ;
21: end for
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Figure 4.4: An example model for MC calculations.
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Table 4.1: MCs of all client and server entries in the model in Figure 4.4.
Maxmium number of Customers

Entries Client Entry Server Entry
(MCc,e) (MCs,e)

c0 5 n/a
c1 1 n/a
c2 4 n/a
c3 1 n/a
s0 e1 3 4
s0 e2 1 1
s1 e1 2 5
s1 e2 2 8
s1 e3 1 1
s2 e1 1 2
s3 e1 1 1
s4 e1 1 7
p0 se1* n/a 3
p0 se2* n/a 1
p1 se1* n/a 2
p1 se2* n/a 2
p1 se3* n/a 1

4.2.2.1 Applying MC to Bard-Schweitzer AMVA Solutions

Based on the Arrival Theorem [189], when a customer arrives at a server station m,

it sees customers from its own client chain j, and from all other client chains. The

mean number of these customers is the mean queue length with one customer removed

from chain j, Lm,k(N− ej) (1 ≤ k, j ≤ K), in Bard-Schweitzer AMVA [15, 186]. The

estimation of Lm,k(N−ej) is based on the assumption that Lm,k(N−ej) and Lm,k(N)

are proportional to the number of customers.

The improvements to the Bard-Schweitzer AMVA solution by applying MC are:

1. Cm,se,k is used to replace Nk in the population vector N where Cm,se,k and Nk

are different;

2. Distinguishing the sub-chain that has the incoming customer from the other

sub-chains owned by the client chain j, which is the client chain having the
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incoming customer;

3. The calculation of queue lengths with one customer removed, Lm,e,k(N− ej) is

now done at the sub-chain level. So the customers from a particular sub-chain

(with fewer customers) can be differentiated.

In the case of sub-chain dependencies, if the client chain j with the incoming

customer has sub-chains, the arriving customer at a server entry se1 sees:

1. at most Cm,se1,j − 1 customers from its own sub-chain;

2. either at most Cm,se2,j − 1 customers from another sub-chain if Cm,se2,j = Nj.

3. or at most Cm,se2,j customers from another sub-chain, if Cm,se2,j < Nj ;

4. at most Nk customers from any other client chain k (k 6= j).

Based on these observations, the estimation of the mean queue length with one

customer less at a sub-chain level, Lm,e,k(N−ej , je) is found by (4.5). Lm,e,k(N−ej , je)

denotes a queue length with one customer less from the client chain k at the server

entry e (owned by a station m) when the incoming customer is from the sub-chain js

(of the client chain j) arriving at the server entry je.

Lm,e,k(N− ej, je) =



































Cm,e,k−1

Cm,e,k
Lm,e,k(N); (k = j) and (e = je)

Cm,e,k−1

Cm,e,k
Lm,se,k(N); (k = j), (e 6= je) and (Cm,e,k = Nk)

Lm,e,k(N); (k = j), (e 6= je) and (Cm,e,k < Nk)

Lm,e,k(N); (k 6= j)

(4.5)

where: j is the chain with incoming customer;

je is the server entry who accepts the incoming customer from the sub-chain js.

In order to demonstrate how the estimation using 4.5 improves the MVA solution

compared to the previous LQNS, two sub-chain dependent cases are presented. Fig-

ure 4.5 shows the submodels of these two cases. The sub-chain dependent client t0
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Figure 4.5: Two types of sub-chain dependent submodels.

in both the submodels in the figure have THREE customers, and MCs of sub-chains

are given as 1 and 2 for Type 1 and 1, 2, and 3 for Type 2 respectively.

Case 1: Server entry se1 is the only entry of the server station t1 accepting

requests from the client chain t0. When a customer from chain j arrives at se1, it

sees at most Ct1,se1,j − 1 customers from its own sub-chain e1 in front of itself. Since

Ct1,se1,j is one, the arriving customer will see nothing in front of it. The mean queue

length, Lt1,se1,j(N − ej, je = se1), shown in (4.6), for server entries se1 found by

(4.5-1), shows the fact.

Similarly, the arriving customer at server entry se2 only sees customers from its

own sub-chain e2, which has a maximum two customers. Therefore, Lt2,se2,j(N −

ej, je = se2) is found by (4.5-3) and shown in (4.6). On the other hand, server

entry se3 receives requests from both sub-chains e1 and e2, so the total number of

customers might arrive at se3 is three, which also is Nj. Then the queue length

Lt3,se3,j(N− ej, je) is found by
Nj−1

Nj
.

Ct1,se1,j = 1 : Lt1,se1,j(N− ej, se1) = 0× Lt1,se1,j(N); by(4.5− 1)

Ct2,se2,j = 2 : Lt2,se2,j(N− ej, se2) =
1
2
× Lt2,se2,j(N); by(4.5− 3);

Ct3,se3,j = 3 : Lt3,se3,j(N− ej, se3) =
2
3
× Lt3,se3,j(N); by(4.5− 2);

(4.6)

In contrast, the old solution for Lm,e,j(N−ej) is shown in (4.7), where the factor was
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found to be 2
3
.

Lt1,se1,j(N− ej) =
Nj−1

Nj
× Lt1,se1,j(N) = 2

3
× Lt1,se1,j(N);

Lt2,se2,j(N− ej) =
Nj−1

Nj
× Lt2,se2,j(N) = 2

3
× Lt2,se2,j(N);

Lt3,se3,j(N− ej) =
Nj−1

Nj
× Lt3,se3,j(N) = 2

3
× Lt3,se3,j(N);

(4.7)

Case 2: Multiple server entries are accepting requests from multiple sub-chains

of a sub-chain dependent client chain. This case is a typical model for devices. In

LQN models, every task has a device server which represents the physical devices

(CPU or disks). A device server has pseudo entries corresponding to all the entries

which physically executing at this device. In Figure 4.5b, suppose a customer from a

sub-chain e1 arrives at the server entry se1:

1. It sees at most Cm,se1,k(< Nk)− 1 customers from its own sub-chain e1.

2. It may see at most Cm,se2,k(< Nk) customers from another sub-chain e2; since

this client chain could have three customers, apart from the arriving customer,

the other two customers may stay in the server queue on behalf of the sub-chain

e2.

3. It may see at most Cm,se3,k(= Nk)− 1 customers from another sub-chain e3.

Therefore, the mean queue lengths with one customer removed are found using

(4.8).

Lm,se1,j(N− ej, se1) =
Cm,se1,j − 1

Cm,se1,j

× Lm,se1,j(N) = 0; by(4.5− 1) (4.8)

Lm,se2,j(N− ej, se1) = Lm,se2,j(N); by(4.5− 3) (4.9)

Lm,se3,j(N− ej, se1) =
Nk − 1

Nk

× Lm,se3,j(N)

=
2

3
× Lm,se3,j(N); by(4.5− 2) (4.10)
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In contrast, the old solution for Lt1,e1,j(N− ej) is shown in (4.11).

Lt1,se1,j(N− ej) =
Nj−1

Nj
× (Lt1,se1,j(N) + Lt1,se2,j(N) + Lt1,se3,j(N)) (4.11)

Finally, the total queue length with one customer removed at the server entry e is

the sum of Lm,e,k(N− ej) from all client chains, which is found by (4.12) and (4.13).

Lm,e,j(N− ej) =
∑

je Lm,je,j(N− ej, je)

= Lm,je,j(N− ej, je) +
∑

e6=je Lm,e,j(N− ej, je)
(4.12)

∑

k

Lm,e,k(N− ej) = Lm,e,j(N− ej) +
∑

k 6=j

Lm,e,k(N− ej) (4.13)

The residence time Wm,e,k(N) can be found by (4.14) for a FCFS server queue or

by (4.15), for a PS (processor sharing) queue respectively.

Wm,e,k(N) = Se,k +Se,k=j ×

(

Lm,e,j(N− ej, je) +
∑

e6=je Lm,e,j(N− ej, je)

)

+Se,k ×
∑

k 6=j

∑

e Lm,e,k(N− ej, je); FCFS server

(4.14)

Wm,e,k(N) = Se,k ×

(

1 +Lm,e,j(N− ej, je) +
∑

e6=je Lm,e,j(N− ej, je)

+
∑

k 6=j

∑

e Lm,e,k(N− ej, je)

)

; PS server
(4.15)

Equations (4.5) and (4.12) for the estimation of queue lengths with one customer

removed and (4.14)∼ (4.15) for residence times Wm,e,k(N) are used in the Schweitzer

Core algorithm, shown in Listing 2.1 in Section 2.3.2.

4.2.2.2 Linearizer AMVA Solution

Linearizer MVA [43] is generally more accurate than Bard-Schweitzer MVA [186].

Linearizer needs to run the Schweitzer Core algorithm multiple times with full client

populations N and populations with one customer less (N − ej) from a client chain
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j (1 ≤ j ≤ K, and K is the number of client chains). The aim of using a population

with one less customer is to find the mean queue length Lm,e,k(N) at a population

(N− ej) to replace the Lm,e,k(N− ej) at a full population N.

In the execution of the Schweitzer Core algorithm at a full population, Lmk(N−ej)

is estimated using (4.5). However, for the solution of a population of one customer less,

with the existence of a sub-chain dependent client, the number of possible customers

may not be unique. In fact, the possible number of customers from a sub-chain might

be Cm,se1,j or Cm,se1,j − 1. For example, the server entry se1, in Figure 4.5a, accepts

requests from the sub-chain e1, which is the only client chain (task t0). When the

full population is N= {1}, and the population with one less customer is not just

(N− ej) = {0}. In this case, the server entry still might have customers. Therefore,

by considering probabilities and the estimation of all the possible combinations of

queue length Lmk(N − ej), the computational costs are increased depending on the

number of sub-chains with dependencies and the number of client chains.

Using Bard-Schweitzer AMVA, the accuracy of the new solution is significantly

better. Therefore, Bard-Schweitzer AMVA is used to solve the submodels with the

sub-chain dependencies or interlocks in the LQNS, since Linearizer also has problems

in handling interlocks with external contentions. In order to maintain the accuracy

of an entire LQN model, Linearizer is used to solve all other submodels without

traffic dependencies. Therefore, the corrections made to Bard-Schweitzer AMVA are

sufficient to improve the accuracy of the entire solution.

4.2.3 Verification

To verify the improved solution, two experiments [134] were used to demonstrate

the improvements. First, the model in Figure 4.1 with same parameters used in

Section 4.1 was re-solved by using the improved solution. Figures 4.6a ∼4.6c show the

new results compared with the previous results from LQNS and simulation. The new
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Figure 4.6: New results from solving the model in Figure 4.1 (varying c1).
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solution produces correct queueing delays (zeros) of the lightly-loaded entry e0a at the

server entry e1 (task t1), shown in Figure 4.6a (in the figure, both lines for ‘e0a(sim)’

and ‘e0a(new)’ overlap the X axis). Also, the throughput of top layer client task c0

(in Figure 4.6c) and the processor waiting time of the entry e0a (in Figure 4.6b)

are greatly improved. The error rate of entry e0a’s processor waiting time from the

new solution is around 10%, which is a significant improvement compared with the

previous results by LQNS. For throughput, the error rates of the new solution are

around 5%, while the error rates of the previous solution are around 25∼35%. Since

this is the most severe sub-chain dependency case when a sub-chain only has one

customer while the others have multiple customers, the new approach handles the

case well.

Table 4.2 shows the results of the same model, but with randomized parameters.

The number of customers of client and client1 are uniformly distributed between

2∼4 and 2∼6 respectively. (Since the previous LQNS solution produces non-zero

queueing delays when client and/or client1 have one customer, the error rates in

these cases are infinity and make the averages infeasible). The error rates rapidly

decrease as the number of customers increases. Finally, the mean service demands of

entries e0a, e0b, e1, and e2 are random values with normal distributions, as are the

mean number of visits to entries e1 and e2 from entries e0a and e0b.

Table 4.2: Results for the Figure 4.1 model with randomized parameters.
%∆ λclient λclient1 Se0a Se0b We0a,e1 We0b,e2 PWe0a PWe0b Uproc

Method lqns
mean −0.07 −5.52 0.16 6.72 6.51 23.84 10.28 10.28 −4.08
sdev 2.02 3.41 2.21 4.74 21.21 21.72 10.23 10.23 2.54

Method new
mean 2.65 −0.02 −2.72 −0.00 −33.96 −7.39 0.38 0.38 0.66
sdev 2.17 1.03 2.27 1.13 9.58 5.02 2.21 2.21 1.11

The second experiment was done using the same model in Figure 4.1, except the

sub-chain dependent client task t0 has a finite number of threads, and the number
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Figure 4.7: New results from solving the model in Figure 4.1 (varying t0 and c1).
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of customers of client c1 varies from 1 to 7. Figures 4.7a ∼4.7c show the new results

compared with the results found by LQNS and simulation. Again, the new solution

removes the extraneous queueing delay of the lightly-loaded entry e0a at server entry

e1, shown in Figure 4.7a. The maximum error rates of the entry e0a’s processor

waiting were reduced from 700% to less than 20%, and the error rates of c0 throughput

were reduced from 40% to 20%.

Similarly, Table 4.3 shows the results of the second experiment model with ran-

domized parameters. The mean service demands of the entries and the mean number

of visits were randomized in the same way. The number of threads for task t0 was

randomly chosen between 2 and 4. Client1 has 2-6 customers and the number of

customers at client was fixed at two. The results of both experiments show that

Table 4.3: Results for the randomized model with a finite number threads.
%∆ λclient λclient1 Se0a Se0b We0a,e1 We0b,e2 PWe0a PWe0b Uproc

Method lqns
mean −1.15 −7.57 −7.20 −1.16 99999.00 2.01 −1.16 −1.16 −6.87
sdev 2.95 3.64 6.06 5.14 0.00 14.73 12.06 12.06 3.32

Method new
mean 1.49 −6.74 −11.70 −1.57 0.00 −1.21 −1.86 −1.86 −5.85
sdev 3.50 4.41 6.16 3.52 0.00 7.40 9.23 9.23 4.15

the improved solution has a much better accuracy than the previous solution. The

improved solution correctly removed the extraneous queueing delays from the lightly-

loaded client entries, consequently, the throughput related to these lightly-loaded

entries are also improved significantly.

Table 4.4 shows the mean execution times of solving these two sets of randomized

models by using the previous solver and the improved solution. The results show that

the improved solution increases the execution time by 10%.
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Table 4.4: The execution time of two randomized models.
Model Mean Execution Time (s)

Previous New
The first set 0.0073 0.0085
The second set 0.0076 0.0086
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Figure 4.8: An LQN activity model with a sub-chain dependency.

4.3 Sub-Chain Dependency in Parallel Executions

In addition to multi-threading, parallel executions are also modelled in LQN models

by activities within tasks and second phases within an entry. LQN Activities are used

to model internal concurrency and synchronization while second phases are used to

increase concurrency and reduce the blocking time of senders.

An imbalanced number of customers arriving at a multi-threaded task (referred to

as a multi-server task in LQN models) with activities, also results in sub-chain depen-

dencies, which shown in Figure 4.8. Reducing the impacts of sub-chain dependencies

to parallel executions in LQN models is described in this section. First, the use of
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Figure 4.9: Precedence Schema of Activities. From LQN user manual [77]

LQN activities is described; then, how to correct the number of maximum possible

customers in the improved solution is explained. Finally, the improved results are

presented.

4.3.1 LQN Activities and Their Precedences

LQN tasks may have activities which model the sub-events inside tasks, for example,

the model in Figure 4.8. LQN activities [78] are used to model internal concurrency

with behaviours of fork-join, or internal loops within a task. Activities may happen

sequentially or concurrently. The order of the execution of activities is modeled by

‘precedences’ in LQN models, which are used to connect LQN activities.

The precedences in LQN models, shown in Figure 4.9 from [77], are:

1. Sequential precedences are defined as pre and post, which are used to link the
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activities in a sequential execution order.

2. AND (&) precedences are defined as ANDFork (&) and ANDJoin (&). ANDFork (&)

leads to multiple concurrent activities. ANDJoin (&) synchronizes two or more

activities before the successor activity starts.

3. OR (+) precedences are defined as ORFork (+) and ORJoin (+). ORFork (+)

branches executions with probability. The successive activity after ORJoin (+),

starts when any of these forked activities completes.

4. Loop precedence Loop (*) repeats activities for a given times.

Loop and OR do not appear in the model in Figure 4.8. The dashed line with an

arrow in the figure is a reply. The details about activities and their precedences can

be found in [77].

In the model of Figure 4.8, the intermediate server task t1 has two entries and

four activities. Entry e2 is a regular entry like the entries shown in the figures in

previous sections, while the entry e1 is dedicated for starting activity a1. Activity

a1 is followed by two activities b1 and b2 which are running concurrently. This is

defined by the ANDFork (&) precedence between activity a1, b1 and b2. Finally, the

precedence ANDJoin (&) makes sure that both b1 and b2 have to be completed before

activity c1 executes.

A sub-chain dependency exists in this model because the server task t1 is multi-

server with a multiplicity of 2, and both its client tasks client and client1 have

exactly one customer. Therefore, the intermediate task t1 is a sub-chain dependent

client task when task t1 makes further requests to the lower level servers, e.g. tasks

d1, d2, d3 and d4. Consequently, inside task t1, activities b1 and b2 are sub-chain

dependent too. The requests from activity b1 to entry d1, from b2 to entry d2 and

from entry e2 to entry d4 do not have any queueing delays. However, the results

are found by the existing LQN analytic solver, shown in Figure 4.8, present non-zero
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values on these three calls (the numbers without brackets cross the arcs) and indicate

that the existing solver fails to handle this situation.

4.3.2 Improvements and Results

As discussed previously, the key point of solving the sub-chain dependency with the

existence of activities, is correcting the number of customers of a sub-chain dependent

client. First, MC s for every client entries, which include the activity starting entry

(e.g. entry e1 in Figure 4.8) and all regular entries (e.g. entry e2), need to be

calculated using (4.2)∼(4.4) in Section 4.2.1.

Then, the maximum number of customers arriving at all of the activities within

the sub-chain dependent task need to be corrected. Corrections start from the activity

starting entry, then follow the sequence of precedences to change MC s of all activities

if necessary. All activities have a same number of customers with their starting entry

except those activities after join precedences. The steps are:

1. For the activity right after its starting entry, assign its MC with the same value

of the starting entry’s MC ;

2. For a sequenced activity, assign its MC with the value of its predecessor activ-

ity’s MC ;

3. For the activities after a fork (either ANDFork or ORFork), their MC s all have

same value of their predecessor activity before the fork;

4. For an activity after a join, for example, activity a, if all the predecessor ac-

tivities joining into activity a are originated from the same starting entry, then

activity a also has the same MC as the starting entry. Otherwise, the total MC

for the multiple starting entries, which are involved in this join, need to be found

first. Then the smaller value between this total and the task’s multiplicity, is

assigned to the activity a as its MC.
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Table 4.5: Results comparison for the model in Figure 4.8.

$N
Extraneous waiting Percent relative error

by LQNS e2 to d4 waiting client throughput
b1-d1 b2-d2 LQNS new LQNS new

1 0.103 0.156 ∞ 0 −9.51 −1.05
2 0.081 0.122 43.55 11.05 −9.96 −3.95
3 0.061 0.091 17.67 8.17 −10.26 −6.25
4 0.047 0.069 9.55 5.95 −11.46 −8.77
5 0.038 0.038 6.0 4.44 −12.86 −10.99

To verify this correction, the model in Figure 4.8 was re-solved by varying the

number of customer of client1 (one of the reference tasks) from 1 to 5. All of the

results found by the improved solver were compared to the results found from using

the previous solver and simulations with a 99% confidence interval. Table 4.5 shows

the comparison of the queueing delays at server entries d1, d2 and d4.

The non-zero queueing delays at server entries d1 and d2 produced using the

existing LQNS solver in columns 2 and 3, and are completely removed in the new

solution. The error rates of the queueing delay at server entry d4 from the previous

and new solutions are shown in columns 3 and 4. Finally, the error rates of client

throughput for both solutions are shown in the last two columns. The results in this

table show that the new solution is able to produce much better results than the

previous one.

4.4 Summary

The sub-chain dependent problem is another type of traffic dependencies in layered

queueing networks and occurs when a multi-service server has an imbalanced number

of customers arriving at its provided services and the server makes further requests

to some lower layer servers. The decomposition method used by the LQN analytic

solver makes this kind of traffic dependency inevitable. The phenomena of sub-chain

dependent problems result in extra queueing delays to the sub-chains with the least
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number of customers.

The key point of removing the impacts caused by sub-chain dependent clients, is

finding the correct number of customers from a sub-chain dependent client, referred

to as the maximum possible customer, MC. The corrected MC s are used to estimate

the queue length with one customer removed in Bard-Schweitzer AMVA. Errors are

substantially reduced and in some cases eliminated altogether.



Chapter 5

Case Study: An Online Bookstore

The purpose of this case study is to evaluate the improved solution in handling traffic

dependencies using an online bookstore application system named RADSBookStore.

RADSBookStore has both interlocking and sub-chain dependencies, and the exis-

tence of these traffic dependencies has severe impacts on the accuracy of performance

evaluation.

5.1 RADSBookStore

RADSBookStore is a hypothetical online bookstore used to study the creation of

performance models from requirements [168] and from traces of execution of a proto-

type [105]. RADSBookStore is a typical three-tier application. The top tier has two

classes of clients, the users who are visiting and interacting with the book store, and

the administrator who performs maintenance, for example, backing up all the trans-

actions periodically. The intermediate tier is the application tier, and implements the

business model and includes typical e-commerce functionality. The bottom tier is the

database tier, which stores all the information of the bookstore, including product

categories, inventory, user accounts, and order transactions.

Figure 5.1 shows the LQNmodel of RADSBookstore. Clients are modelled as tasks
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(Customer and Administrator) running on their own processors generating requests

to the application via a load balancer labelled RADSbookstore. The application tier

runs on the processor BookstoreProc and consists of the following operations:

1. general processing of all customer requests, done by task Server;

2. checkout and billing, fulfilled by task ShoppingCart;

3. user account management, performed by task CustAccMgr;

4. inventory management, managed by task InventoryMgr; and

5. back order management, achieved by taskBackorderMgr,

The database tier consists of two databases, inventory and customer account database,

which are running on processor DatabaseProc.

5.1.1 Traffic Dependencies in RADSbookstore

5.1.1.1 Sub-chain dependency

The load balancer, RADSbookstore, located between the client and application servers

is a common strategy in designing web services to distribute incoming requests to a

number of application servers. It is implemented as an infinite server with two en-

tries, BStore E1 and BStore E2, to forward user requests and administration requests

respectively. However, incorporating the load balancer into the model introduced sub-

chain dependencies into the model, because there is only one administrator while there

are multiple ordinary customers. So the load balance becomes a sub-chain dependent

client. When using the existing solver, extraneous queueing delay occurs at server

entry BOMgr E2 (task BackorderMgr) from entry BStore E2 due to sub-chain depen-

dencies. Since the entire back order operation has a total service demand with a mean

of 5250 ms, the extraneous queueing delay is significant, which is around 500 ms. This
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Figure 5.1: An online bookstore model From [105].
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Figure 5.2: The submodel of server InventoryMgr (the 4th layer).

extraneous queueing delay seriously affects the accuracy of the prediction of the server

which processes the user requests.

5.1.1.2 Interlocks

The RADSbookstore model is heavily interlocked. First, there exists a deeply layered

sending interlock in the system. Figure 5.2 show the submodel of the fourth layer.

At this submodel, clients BStore E2 and BOMgr C1 and server entries IVMgr E7 and

IVMgr E8 construct a sending interlock. Entry BStore E2 is the common entry and

the parent of BOMgr C1 through BOMgr E2. Since BStore E2 has only one customer,

the requests arrive at server entry IVMgr E7 and IVMgr E8 cannot see each other in

the server queue. Meanwhile, in the lower submodel at the DB server, all the client

tasks IVMgr C1∼IVMgr C5 originating from task InventoryMgr, and going through

the server entries, DB E1∼DB E6 (exclude DB E2) construct a split interlock. The

client entry IVMgr E2 and server entry DB E1 is a Type3 sending interlock. Since the

common source task InventoryMgr has only one thread, all the requests arrive at the
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Table 5.1: The error rates of the queueing delays at server InventoryMgr
Client Server Percent relative error
entry entry old new

BStore E2 IVMgr E7 215.77 −33.56
SE1 IVMgr E1 90.25 −5.26
SE2 IVMgr E2 180.46 39.15
SE3 IVMgr E3 108.01 3.34
SE4 IVMgr E4 105.84 2.26

BOMgr C1 E1 IVMgr E8 1122.82 40.08
SC E3 IVMgr E5 529.41 69.63
SC E3 IVMgr E6 528.76 69.46

interlocked server, Database, are not able to see each other. There is no queueing

delay at all for any requests.

Since the entire application tier is running on the processor BookstoreProc, and

the load balancer RADSbookstore originates all the requests, the processor BookstoreProc

is also an interlocked server.

5.1.2 Evaluation

The improvements first focus on queueing delays at the servers involved in the back

order operations, e.g. BOMgr E2, BOMgr C1 E1 IVMgr E7 and IVMgr E8. The extrane-

ous queueing time at server entry BOMgr E2 is reduced from 489 to 2.93 [134]. The

queueing delay of BOMgr E2 and BOMgr C1 E1 at server InventoryMgr are improved.

Furthermore, all the queueing delays at server task InventoryMgr are improved; the

relative errors compared to simulation, (t−tsim)
tsim

× 100, for the old and new algorithms

are shown in Table 5.1. In all cases, the new algorithm is superior.

Table 5.2 shows the relative error of the service time of the entries that serve

administrator or bookstore customers and Table 5.3 shows the relative error of the

throughput for the two customer classes. Finally, Table 5.4 shows the root of the

mean of the difference squared (RMS) for all of the performance results of the model.

These tables indicate that the results found using the new algorithm are superior to
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old algorithm.

Table 5.2: The error rates of service time

Entries
Percent relative error
old new

Administrator R 3.10 0.42
BStore E2 61.13 7.67
BOMgr E2 100.38 5.59

BOMgr C1 E1 100.33 5.62
Customer RefE 2.00 0.34

BStore E1 60.30 10.09
SE1 25.75 2.42
SE2 119.66 27.68
SE3 101.85 3.14
SE4 99.82 2.11
SE5 145.12 4.87
SE6 0.55 0.61

Table 5.3: The error rates of throughput

Entries
Percent relative error
old new

Administrator −3.01 −0.42
Customer −1.97 −0.34

Table 5.4: RMS error compared to simulation of the RADSbookstore model.
Result Old New

Queueing Time 665.41 32.44
Service Time 6.78 0.80
Throughput 2.16 0.34

Processor Utilization 2.01 0.34

5.2 Conclusions

In LQN networks, a sub-chain dependency occurs when an intermediate server both

serves more than one class of customers, has more processing threads than potential

customers arriving at one of its service entry points and makes further requests to

some lower layer servers. The sub-chain dependent problem causes extra queueing
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delays to the sub-chains with the lower number of customers, and in some cases re-

sults in queueing delays where none actually exists. RADSBookstore is a hypothetical

model of an e-commerce book store. The sub-chain dependency in the RADSBook-

store model is the most significant source of errors which severely affect the accuracy

of the analytic solver. The response times of the regular users and the administrator

client task were overestimated by up to 60%, due to the load balancer. The rea-

son is that the load balancer is a sub-chain dependent task. Applying the improved

solution, the extraneous queueing delay that is hidden in the response time of the

administrator client task is eliminated up to 99% (at server entry BOMgr E2, the time

is reduced from 489 to 2.93).

Interlocks also cause problems to RADSBookstore with the solution. In the model,

the server tasks InventoryMgr and Database and the processor BookstoreProc are

all interlocked servers. Split interlocks and sending interlocks occur at several loca-

tions in the RADSBookstore system. The sending interlocks cross multiple layers and

also include Type3 sending interlocks. After applying the improved solution, the error

rates of the queueing delays at the interlocked server InventoryMgr are substantially

reduced by a factor of 20 times. Overall, all the results found by the new approach

are much better than the previous solution.



Chapter 6

Modelling Decisions in LQN

This chapter describes how the LQN model was extended to accommodate decisions

by simulation and the method of dynamic parameter substitutions (DPS). Four non-

trivial decision patterns are described, and methods to solve them analytically using

LQX are demonstrated. In addition, the four LQN decision patterns are implemented

in the LQN simulator, LQSIM. The results produced by LQSIM were verified by

GreatSPN [7, 47, 48], a Petri net solver. As a result, the simulator, LQSIM, is able

to provide results which are used to verify those results found analytically by the

method of DPS.

6.1 Decisions in LQN

The decisions described here are restricted to exceptions handling within the context

of resource allocations in distributed systems. A LQN decision is made at a branching

point, with an unknown probability to each of multiple execution paths, which is to

be determined based on dynamic execution performance results.

Figure 6.1 shows a general scenario of a decision in resource allocation, using a

UML [158] sequence diagram, which is widely used to represent scenarios of dynamic

behaviours of systems. This scenario is that a resource-acquiring request is sent
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alt

sd: decision

:cleanup:requester :aResource

Acquire_resource
[P(succ)]

«reply»

[P(fail)] cleanup_operations

«reply»

Figure 6.1: A decision scenario of an exception handling in resource allocations.

to aResource, if aResource is available, the resource is allocated to the request;

otherwise, this request fails. Exceptions, which arise when resource allocations fail,

can be handled in several ways:

1. discarding messages or requests immediately. This is common in communica-

tion networks. The probabilities of dropping messages for open arrivals can be

handled by the current LQN solution.

2. wait for some time and then give up.

3. wait for some time and then make another attempt. The number of retries may

be finite or infinite.

4. perform some necessary clean-up operations before leaving. These clean-up op-

erations may be required, for example, to release resources a request is holding.

These operations are modelled as extra delays.

The scenario in Figure 6.1 can be modelled by the LQNmodel shown in Figure 6.2a

if the probabilities of successful resource acquisition, Psucc, and unsuccessful resource

acquisition, Pfail, are known. In Figure 6.1, resource is a queueing server, while the
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Figure 6.2: LQN model for a decision scenario.

task abort is a delay server. The client entry requester makes requests to server

entries aResource and delay with routing probabilities of Psucc and Pabort.

Using the current LQN solver, input parameters are not allowed to be changed

as the solver runs. However, both the probabilities of success Psucc and failure Pfail

depend on the dynamic execution of a system and are unknown initially. To accom-

modate decisions with unknown branching probabilities, a new LQN model element,

Decision, is defined. The newly defined notation of a decision is a shaded parallel-

ogram which is placed on the arc of the success path of a decision and is shown in

Figure 6.2b. The letter in the shaded parallelogram is one of ‘A’, ‘T’, ‘I’, and ‘R’,

which stand for Abort, Timeout, infinite-retry and finite-retry decisions, respectively.

The number of execution paths of a decision may be two or three, depending on the

type of decision. In the notation, Psucc and Pabort are dynamic parameters instead of

pre-defined inputs. The LQN decision patterns are discussed in the following section.
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6.2 LQN Decision Patterns

This section defines five LQN decision patterns; four of them are from Wu’s decision

patterns in [224], and the fifth is a new pattern, timeout. The four patterns defined

by Wu are:

1. The queue pattern is essentially “no exception”, because the requester waits

forever until it is successful.

2. The abort pattern ends a caller’s request prematurely.

3. The infinite-retry pattern keeps trying until the resource request is successful.

4. The finite-retry pattern makes a fixed number of retries before giving up.

The fifth decision pattern, timeout, is a common decision widely used in distributed

systems. A request may time out either on its queueing delay or on the response time.

The timeout pattern considered here is confined to the timeouts on the queueing

delays. A timeout on response time should be defined as another individual decision

pattern, because what happens when a timeout occurs in the middle of execution is

quite a system specific decision.

In each of the following sections, a LQN decision pattern is defined as well as the

input file template.

6.2.1 Queue Pattern

Wu’s queue pattern is not considered further here, because no decision needs to be

made. LQN, as well as other queueing-based formalisms, are able to handle this case

without any difficulties.
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6.2.2 Abort Decision Pattern

Scenario Description.

The abort pattern arises when a request for a resource fails, in which case the requester

simply gives up. Failure may require some necessary cleanup operations during the

procedure of exception handling. The scenario of a LQN abort pattern is shown in

Figure 6.3.

alt

sd: abort

:abort_delay:requester :aResource

Acquire_resource
[P(succ)]

«reply»

[P(abort)] Abort_step

«reply»

Figure 6.3: Abort decision scenario.

Use of Pattern.

This pattern is used for handling the requests for locks or some resources with a

limited queue size when some cleanup operations are required along the exception

path.

Input Parameters.

1. Tabort(≥ 0) is the mean service demand required by the clean-up operations.

2. The location of the decision is specified by the associating entry.

3. Two execution paths, the success path and the abort path, are specified by the

calls, which are bound to the decision paths.
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Output Parameters.

Psucc and Pabort are the probabilities that requests are succeed or aborted, with Psucc+

Pabort = 1.

6.2.3 Infinite-Retry Decision Pattern

Scenario Description.

The infinite-retry pattern arises when an application keeps trying to request a resource

until it succeeds. If a request fails, the application will sleep (or suspended) for Tsleep

units of time before it tries again. Figure 6.4 shows the sequence of events for this

pattern.

sd: infinite retry

loop

:requester :aResource :retry_delay

Acquire_resource

break

«reply»[unavailable]

«reply»

sleep

Figure 6.4: Infinite-retry decision scenario.

Input Parameters.

1. Tsleep (> 0) is a fix amount of delay before retrying. If Tsleep =0, it is a normal

queue model without any decision.

2. The location of the decision: the associating entry.
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3. The calls are bound to the two execution paths, the success path and the retry

path.

Output Parameters.

nretry (≥ 0) is the mean number of retries before a resource is allocated successfully.

Since a request keeps retrying until allocation is successful, the probability of success

Psucc always is one.

6.2.4 Finite-Retry Decision Pattern

Scenario Description.

The finite-retry pattern arises when an application only makes a finite number of

requests for a resource. If a request fails, the application will sleep for Tsleep units

of time before it tries again. If the maximum number of retries is reached and the

allocation is not successful, the abort path is taken and the request fails. Figure 6.5

shows the sequence of events for this pattern.

sd: finite−retry

loop

:requester :aResource :abort_delay:retry_delay

Acquire_resource

«reply»[unavailable]

break

opt

[n>Mretry]

[n<=Mretry]

sleep

«reply»

Abort

«reply»

Figure 6.5: Finite-retry decision scenario.
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Input Parameters.

1. Tsleep (> 0) is a fixed amount of delays before retrying. If Tsleep = 0, it is an

abort decision pattern. Since all the retry request retries arrive at the same

moment when the resource is busy, the request is definitely aborted.

2. Mretry is the maximum number of retries allowed before a request is aborted.

3. Tabort (≥ 0) is the mean service demand required by the clean-up operations.

4. The location of the decision is specified by the associating entry.

5. Three execution paths, the success path, fail path, and the retry path are spec-

ified by the calls bound to the paths.

Output Parameters.

1. Psucc and Pabort are the probabilities of the success path and the abort path,

with Psucc + Pabort =1 ;

2. nretry (≥ 0) is the mean number of retries for all requests either succeed or

aborted.

3. n′
retry (≥ 0) is the mean number of retries before it succeeds.

6.2.5 Timeout Decision Pattern

Scenario Description.

The timeout pattern arises when the response time for a service exceeds some value,

Ttimeout. The scenario of a LQN timeout decision pattern is shown in Figure 6.6.

Use of Pattern.

This case is widely used in web-based systems and communication protocols, like

TCP.
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opt
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[timeout]

Abort_step

«reply»

{
T
} «reply»

Acquire_resource

Figure 6.6: Timeout decision scenario.

Input Parameters.

1. Ttimeout (> 0) is the time limit for a timeout decision.

2. Tabort (≥ 0) is the mean service demand required by those clean-up operations.

If Tabort = 0, a timed out request is simply discarded.

3. The location of the decision is specified by the associating entry.

4. Two execution paths, the success path and the timeout path, are specified by

the calls, which are bound to decision paths.

Output Parameters.

Psucc and Ptimeout are the probabilities of normal executions and timeouts;

6.2.6 LQN Decision Schema

LQN models are composed using three different schemas, which describe LQN models,

LQN submodels, and LQN components. To accommodate decisions in LQN models,

the top-level schema was modified by adding a decision element, shown in Figure 6.7.

LQN decisions are defined as a primary LQN model element.
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Figure 6.7: Top level schema of LQN models.

Figure 6.8 shows the schema of the LQN Decision element. Based on the defini-

tions of LQN decision patterns, LQN Decisions have four types (PatternType), which

are abort, timeout, infinite-retry, and finite-retry. In addition to the name and type,

a LQN DecisionType may have attributes: abort (for clean-ups), timeout, sleep, and

max-retries, depending on its PatternType. Each decision has two or three execu-

tion paths, namely success, fail (timeout or abort) and retry, which are defined by

DecisionPathType in Figure 6.8. Currently, each DecisionPath is bound to a pair of

entries, fromEntry and toEntry. With this definition, decisions are able to access all

the performance parameters of the related tasks via their entries.
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Figure 6.8: Schema of the LQN Decision.

6.2.6.1 Pattern Template in LQN Input Model

Any of LQN decisions can be defined using this template in LQN input files by

specifying the necessary parameters. For example, Listing 6.1 shows a finite-retry

decision. It specifies that the location of the decision (by the attribute fromEntry)

and its three execution paths, as well as the input parameters, Tsleep, Tabort, and

Mretry.
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Listing 6.1: XML file template for a finite-retries decision.

1 <decision name="aFiniteRetry" type="retry"

2 sleep="0.5" abort="0.1" max -retries="3"

3 fromEntry="requesterEntry"

4 decision -entry ="finiteRetryEntry">

5 <path type="success" toEntry="resource"/>

6 <path type="retry" toEntry="retryDelay"/>

7 <path type="abort" toEntry="abortDelay"/>

8 </decision >

Abort, timeout and infinite retries decisions use similar templates but with only

two execution paths. The attribute timeout with a positive value is required for a

timeout decision, and a negative value is used for the attribute max-retries for an

infinite-retry decision.

6.3 Decisions in LQSIM

In this section, the four LQN decision patterns are generalized into two decision

patterns, timeout/abort decisions and retry decisions. An abort decision is regarded

as a special case of timeout decision, where the timeout threshold is zero. An infinite-

retry decision is also a special case of finite-retry, which the max-retries is infinite.

Therefore, only these two general decisions are implemented in the simulator by two

newly created LQSIM tasks, Timeout Decision task and Retry Decision task [137].

The results of LQSIM are verified by the results of GreatSPN, a Petri net solver, and

some other existing simulation results from [224].
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6.3.1 Timeout/Abort Decisions

Both the timeout and abort decision patterns were implemented by the Timeout Decision

task in LQSIM. A Timeout Decision task consists of a queue task and timeout worker

tasks. A Timeout Decision task itself is a queue task (described in Section 2.4.4.1),

which receives requests and dispatches these requests to the associated (resource)

server task whenever the server is available; otherwise, the request at the front of

the queue waits at the Timeout Decision task. If the waiting time of the request at

the Timeout Decision task reaches the timeout threshold Ttimeout, it is dispatched to

one of the available timeout workers to perform the clean-up operations required by

handling exceptions.

If the timeout threshold Ttimeout is zero, the timeout decision is an abort decision.

All requests arriving when the resource server is busy are forwarded to the timeout

workers immediately. These timeout workers are used to consume the time Tabort,

which simulates the cleanup operations of timed-out requests; as many of the workers

are created as needed. Figure 6.9 shows the translated model of a Timeout Decision

task in LQSIM. The reason for using forwarding calls is that replies are sent to the

original sender of requests instead of the Timeout Decision task after the services of

the associated (resource) server or timeout workers are completed.

Users {10}

(P_succ)

timeout_worker {inf}resource_task

resource
[0.3]

(1) (P_timeout)

timeout_worker
[T_abort]

requester
[0.1]

timeout_decision

timeout_decision
[0]

Figure 6.9: Translated model of Timeout Decision in LQSIM

A Timeout Decision task has three ports, std port, ready port and worker port,
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Timeout_worker
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timeout msg

msg_in

server ready

msg_indepatched

Resource server

Figure 6.10: Message movements of a Timeout Decision task.

which are shown in Figure 6.10. Figure 6.10 also shows how messages move in and out

of a Timeout Decision task through these ports. The requests from a sender task are

delivered to std port to enter the server queue. Both ready port and worker port

are used to receive ‘ready’ messages from the associated server and timeout workers.

Ready messages indicate the server or timeout workers are available and ready to re-

ceive requests. The algorithm of the Timeout Decision task is shown in Listing 6.2.

For all successful requests, the waiting times which occur at the Timeout Decision

task are accumulated as the mean queueing delay of the requests on the success path

of the decision. The waiting times of any timed-out requests at the Timeout Decision

task are Ttimeout and they are counted as an extra service demand in addition to Tabort

for the clean-up operations. The probability of taking the success path, Psucc, is the

fraction of the number of the requests successfully dispatched to the resource server,

Nsucc, against to the total number of requests Nreq arriving at the Timeout Decision
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Listing 6.2: Timeout Decision task routine.

1 while (true) {

2 msg msg_in = receive(std_port , -1);

3 wait= ps_now -msg_in.timestamp;

4 timeout=Ttimeout -wait;

5 if (timeout <0) timeout =0;

6 if (receive(ready_port , timeout )){

7 send(server.std_port , msg_in );

8 }else{

9 msg worker_ready=receive(worker_port ,0);

10 send(worker_ready.reply_port , msg_in );

11 }

12 }

task, by (6.1), in which both Nsucc and Nreq are accumulated during simulation.

Psucc = Nsucc

Nreq
;

Pabort = 1− Psucc

(6.1)

6.3.2 Retry Decisions

Both infinite-retry and finite-retry decisions were implemented by a Retry Decision

task. A Retry Decision task has a queue task and an infinite number of retry

workers. It is also paired with an associated resource server task and an abort server

task (an infinite queue task), shown in Figure 6.11.

Unlike a Timeout Decision task, a Retry Decision task does not queue any

requests. A request arriving at the Retry Decision task may be dispatched to the

resource server task if the resource is available; otherwise, it is either dispatched to

one of retry workers or is dispatched to the abort server if the number of retries

exceeds the maximum number (Mretry) allowed to retry.

Retry workers are used for holding unsuccessful requests for a fixed amount of

time. Requests that come back from any retry worker are retry requests and are

delivered to the std port of the Retry Decision task to again make another attempt.
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Figure 6.11: Message movements in a Retry Decision task.

Figure 6.11 also shows how messages move in and out of a Retry Decision task. All

messages in the simulation carry a time stamp when they are sent. Retry requests are

distinguished from the initial requests (from the sender) through the time stamps. If

a time stamp does not equal the current time when the message arrives, this message

must be a retry request because no queueing delay occurs at the Retry Decision

task. Like Timeout Decision tasks, successful requests and aborted requests are

dispatched using forwarding, so that replies are sent to the sender of requests directly.

The algorithm for the Retry Decision task is shown in Listing 6.3.

For a finite-retry decision, Psucc is the fraction of the number of successful requests

(Nsucc) against to the total number of initial requests (Nreq), which includes both
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Listing 6.3: Retry Decision task routine.

1 while (true)

2 {

3 msg msg_in = receive(std_port , -1);

4 wait= ps_now -msg_in.timestamp;

5 nRetries=wait/T_sleep;

6 if (receive(ready_port , 0)){

7 send(server.std_port , msg_in );

8 }else{

9 nRetries +=1;

10 if (max_retry !=-1) && (nRetries >max_retry ){

11 send(abort.std_port , msg_in)

12 }else{

13 msg worker_ready=receive(worker_port ,0);

14 send(worker_ready.reply_port , msg_in );

15 }

16 }

17 }

successful and abort requests. The probabilities Psucc and Pabort are found by (6.2).

Nreq = Nsucc +Nabort;

Psucc =
Nsucc

Nreq

;

Pabort = 1− Psucc =
Nabort

Nreq

;
(6.2)

R

Delay

abortstep
[T_abort]

Retry

sleep
[T_sleep]

Uppertask {10}

requestr
[0]

(P_abort)(P_succ)

webresource

[S_succ]

(Y_retry)

aResource

Figure 6.12: A LQN models for a finite-retry decision.
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A LQN model of a finite-retry decision is shown in Figure 6.12. In the figure, nretry

is the mean number of retries of all requests, found by (6.4), and it is the fraction

of the total number of retry requests Nretry over the total number of initial requests

Nreq. In (6.3), Nretry consists of the retry requests by successful requests and abort

requests. In a finite-retry decision, every aborted request has the number of Mretry

attempts before it aborts while a successful request may have the number of Ni retries

before it succeeds, which Ni has a range from zero to Mretry, inclusive. By combining

(6.3) and (6.4), nretry can be split into two parts, which are caused by successful

requests or aborted requests in (6.5). n′
retry explicitly denotes the mean number of

retries by all the successful requests, found by (6.8). Therefore, the mean number

of retries, nretry and n′
retry can be calculated from each other using the probabilities

Psucc and Pabort based on (6.7).

Nretry =

Mretry
∑

i=0

i×Ni +Mretry ×Nabort; (6.3)

nretry =
Nretry

Nreq

; (6.4)

=

∑Mretry

i=0 i×Ni

Nreq

+Mretry ×
Nabort

Nreq

; (6.5)

=

∑Mretry

i=0 i×Ni

Nsucc

×
Nsucc

Nreq

+
Mretry ×Nabort

Nreq

;

=

∑Mretry

i=0 i×Ni

Nsucc

× Psucc +Mretry × Pabort; (6.6)

nretry = n′
retry × Psucc +Mretry × Pabort; (6.7)

n′
retry =

∑Mretry

i=0 i×Ni

Nsucc

(6.8)

where: Ni is the number of requests that have retried i times.

The mean residence time of successful requests Wsucc and aborted requests at the
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decision are found by (6.9) and (6.10).

Wsucc = Ssucc + nretry × Tsleep; (6.9)

Wabort = Tabort +Mretry × Tsleep; (6.10)

A negative Mretry (line 10 in Listing 6.3) indicates that an infinite number of

retries are permitted. Therefore, all the requests will succeed eventually and no

requests will be aborted, so Psucc is 1 and Pabort is 0. Equations (6.3) ∼ (6.8) become

(6.11), (6.12) and (6.13). The mean residence time of successful requests Wsucc at the

decision is also found by (6.9).

Nretry =
∑∞

i=1 i×Ni; (6.11)

nretry = Nretry

Nreq
=

∑

∞

i=0 i×Ni

Nreq
; (6.12)

nretry = n′
retry (6.13)

6.3.3 LQSIM Results Verification

In this section, first, the results produced by LQSIM were verified by GreatSPN [7,

47, 48], a Petri net solver. Then, the results of LQSIM were compared with some

other existing results of simulations which were from Wu [224].

6.3.3.1 Verification Through GreatSPN

The verification through GreatSPN is using a simplified web server model with an

abort, timeout, infinite-retry and finite-retry decisions respectively. The LQN model

of this web server model with an abort decision is shown in Figure 6.13, and the other

three decision models are very similar. These LQN models with decisions were solved

by the simulator LQSIM and their corresponding Petri net models were solved by

GreatSPN.
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Users {100}

request
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(P_abort)(P_succ)
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webresource

aResource
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Figure 6.13: The LQN model of the simplified web server model with an abort deci-
sion.

1. Timeout Decision Task

LQSIM Timeout Decision tasks are used to model both abort decisions and timeout

decisions. First, the Petri net model of this abort decision is shown in Figure 6.14.

This GSPN model was analytically solved using GreatSPN. The number of customers

was varied from 1 to 10 by a step of 1. Figures 6.15 show the probability of abort

and the throughput of users from GreatSPN and the simulator LQSIM. These figures

show that LQSIM produces results comparable to those from GreatSPN.

P3 P4

User

web server

queueingthinking in service

abortedcleanup

Figure 6.14: The Petri net model of an abort pattern.
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Figure 6.15: Results from LQSIM and GreatSPN of a simple abort pattern.
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Figure 6.16: The Petri net model of a timeout pattern.
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Next, Figure 6.16 shows the corresponding Petri net model of this simplified web

server model with a timeout decision. Similarly, the number of customers is also

varied from 1 to 10 by a step of 1. Figure 6.17 shows the probabilities of abort and

the throughput of users found by using GreatSPN and LQSIM. Again, the results

found by LQSIM compare quite favourably with GreatSPN.
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Figure 6.17: Results from LQSIM and GreatSPN of a timeout pattern.

2. Retry Decision Task

Both the infinite retry decision and finite retry decision were verified by GreatSPN [7,

47, 48], also through this simplified web server model.

First, the Petri net model of this web server model with an infinite-retry decision

is shown in Figure 6.18, and this Petri net model was analytically solved using Great-

SPN. In this Petri net model, transition t3 is fired when a request succeeds while t6

is fired when this request has to retry. Therefore, the mean numbers of retries npn
retry

were found by the throughput ratio of transitions t6 and t3, using (6.14).

npn
retry =

λt6

λt3

(6.14)

Figure 6.19 shows the results from GreatSPN and the simulator LQSIM, in terms

of the mean number of retries and the throughput of users. LQSIM produced the
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results comparable to those found using GreatSPN.

P4P3

web server
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thinking retry queueing in service
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t4t7 t3

Figure 6.18: A Petri net model of an infinite-retry decision.
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Figure 6.19: Results from LQSIM and GreatSPN for the infinite-retry decision pat-
tern.

The Petri net model of the web server model with a finite-retry decision is shown

in Figure 6.20; this model was also solved using GreatSPN.

Similarly, the mean number of retries and the probabilities of success and abort

had to be calculated manually through the throughput of transitions. The probability

of success P pn
succ was found by the ratio of transitions T4 and T3 using (6.15). The

probability of abort P pn
abort can be found by P pn

succ or the ratio of transitions T5 and T3

using (6.15).

P pn
succ =

λT4

λT3

(6.15)
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Figure 6.20: The Petri net model of a finite-retry decision.(Mretry = 3)

P pn
abort = 1− P pn

succ

P pn
abort =

λT5

λT3

(6.16)

The mean number of retries, npn
retry, requires the throughput of transitions t7, t12,

t14, and t10. The transitions t7, t12, or t14 are fired when the server is available after a

request has made 0, 1 or 2 retries, respectively. Transition t10 is fired when the server

is still not available after the request has made a maximum number of retries; this

request then moves to the abort path. The mean number of retries npn
retry was found

by (6.17).

npn
retry =

λt7 × 0 + λt12 × 1 + λt14 × 2 + λt10 × 2

λT3

(6.17)
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Figures 6.21 show the results found using GreatSPN and the simulator LQSIM in

terms of the mean number of retries, the probability of abort and the throughput of

users. Again, LQSIM produces results that compare favourably with GreatSPN.
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Figure 6.21: Results from LQSIM and GreatSPN of a finite-retry decision.

6.3.3.2 Verification Through CSIM

Because of the state explosion problem of Petri net solutions, GreatSPN has difficul-

ties in solving moderately sized systems. In order to test the capability of LQSIM for

solving moderate or large-scale systems and verify the accuracy of the LQSIM results,

Wu’s database model [224] was used here. This model is a web server system with a

database, which is shown in Figure 6.22a, and has an emphasis on the database lock.

In this model, the web server task (10 threads) and database server task (5 threads)
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are deployed on two separate server machines. The services query and update pro-

vided by the database are modelled by a LQN task dbWorker with two entries. A

single task dblock models the lock of the database with a zero service time. The

task dbControl in the figure acts as a pseudo source of all the requests arriving at

the database. All the update requests from dbControl have to get the lock first in

order to update the database while the query requests are served by the entry query

immediately. All the disk operations required by reading or writing the database are

modelled by a task disk with an entry diskop.

This database model with an abort decision (Figure 6.22a), infinite-retry (exclud-

ing the abort task in Figure 6.22b) and finite-retry (Figure 6.22b) decisions were

solved by Wu using his hybrid approach HPMM [224] and simulations (CSIM). In

this section, this database model was re-solved using LQSIM, and the results from

LQSIM were compared with Wu’s simulation results. Since Wu did not handle time-

out decisions, only the results of abort, infinite-retry and finite-retry decisions were

compared here.

1. Abort decision pattern

The model with an abort decision shown in Figure 6.22a, in which, the entries dbReq,

dblock and abort form an abort decision. The experiments were performed by

varying the number of customers (the reference task user) from 2 to 30 by a step of

2.

Figure 6.23 shows the results from LQSIM and CSIM from [224], which include

the probabilities of lock acquiring, Psucc, and the mean holding time of dblock in the

abort decision model.
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Figure 6.22: LQN models with decisions.
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Figure 6.23: Results from LQSIM and CSIM [224] for an abort pattern.

2. Infinite-retry decision pattern

Similarly, this web-based database model with an infinite-retry decision shown in

Figure 6.22b (excluding the abort task), and the entries dbReq, dblock and sleep

form the infinite-retry decision. The experiments were also performed by varying the

number of customers (the reference task user) from 2 to 30 by a step of 2.

Figure 6.24 shows the results from LQSIM and CSIM regarding the mean number

of retries nretry and the mean holding time of dblock in this infinite-retry decision.
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Figure 6.24: Results from LQSIM and CSIM [224] for the infinite-retry pattern.

For both abort and infinite-retry decisions, the differences between these two sim-

ulators are quite small.
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Figure 6.25: Results from LQSIM and CSIM [224] for a finite-retry pattern.

3. Finite-retry decision pattern

This web-based database model with a finite-retry pattern has both sleep and abort

tasks along with dbReq and dblock tasks to construct the finite-retry decision, which

is shown in Figure 6.22b. The maximum number of retries Mretry in this decision is

set to 3. The number of customers of task user was also varied from 2 to 30 by a

step of 2 when this model was solved by LQSIM.

Figure 6.25 shows the results from LQSIM and CSIM, which include the probabil-

ities of lock acquiring Psucc, the mean number of retries nretry, and the mean holding

time of dblock in this finite-retry decision. Note that results from CSIM for more

than 24 customers were not shown in [224].
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Both GreatSPN and CSIM validate the accuracy of LQSIM. Therefore, LQSIM

results are used to verify the results found by the analytic solution (DPS ) in the

following section.

6.4 Dynamic Parameter Substitutions Using LQX

Dynamic parameter substitution (DPS ) is the process of mapping dynamic param-

eters to certain performance results, which are obtained by MVA solutions. This

section explains how to substitute dynamic parameters for each decision pattern us-

ing LQX. DPS functions have been developed only for three patterns: abort, timeout

and infinite-retry, so far.

6.4.1 Method of Dynamic Parameter Substitutions

The probabilities of all the execution paths of decisions or the number of visits of an

execution path in retry decision patterns are modelled as dynamic parameters in LQN

models. Thus, these parameters can be changed based on the performance results as

a model is being solved.

The Layered Queueing eXperiment language, LQX [150], presents a way to per-

form dynamic parameter substitutions outside the LQNS solution iterations. DPS

happens in the outermost iterations (the four iterations of LQX were described on

Page 39) because the value stored in any dynamic parameter does not change inside

solve(). A complete model is solved, then its results are used to compute new values

for dynamic parameters after which the model is then solved again. This is equivalent

to hybrid performance modelling since this approach solves the model to completion

each time solve() is invoked. However, with LQX, there is no requirement to solve

a model to completion before changing parameters. Therefore, compared to hybrid

approaches, DPS through LQX has reduced I/O processing and execution time due
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to only using a single solution space.

The DPS algorithms used in LQX for these three LQN decision patterns are de-

scribed in the following sections; Table 6.1 lists the parameters used in these sections.

Variables Descriptions
wq The mean queueing delay at resource, excludes the service de-

mand and nested delays at any lower layer resources required by
resource.

Lq The mean queue length of requests on the success path, excludes
the one in service. Lq = wqλsucc.

L The mean queue length of requests at resource. L = (Ssucc +
wq)λsucc.

Ssucc The mean service time on the success path, includes all the queue-
ing delay at lower levels.

λsucc The throughput of resource.

P
(n)
succ The probability of going to the success path in the nth iteration.

Table 6.1: The performance parameters used in DPS algorithms.

6.4.2 Abort Decision Pattern

Figure 6.26 shows a LQN model of an abort decision pattern. A request from the

task users to resource aborts if it has to queue at the resource, and then goes to

the task Abort Delay. The probabilities of success and abort, Psucc and Pabort are

determined iteratively through the dynamic parameters, $ysucc and $yabort.

Assume that any requests going to the abort path would wait in the queue of

aRresource if they were not aborted immediately. Therefore, the probability of

abort, Pabort, is related to the likelihood of requests staying in the queue. The value

of the dynamic parameter $yabort is found from the ratio of the mean service demand

of the resource entry aRresource (Ssucc) and the mean queueing delays (wq) at the

resource by using (6.18).

$yabort =
Lq

L
= wq

S+wq

$ysucc = 1− $yabort

(6.18)

Listing 6.4 shows the LQX algorithm for calculating the probabilities of LQN
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Figure 6.26: A LQN model for an abort decision pattern.

abort decision patterns. In Listing 6.4, the dynamic parameters $ysucc and $yabort

start with initial values of 1 and 0, respectively. They are recalculated using (6.18) in

each LQX iteration, and the new values are fed to the next invocation of the function

solve() at line 14. During the iterations, as $yabort increases, the mean queueing

delay wq at aRresource decreases, which also results in the reduction of $yabort in the

next iteration.

The for loop controls convergence, which the criteria of convergence is that the

square of the difference of $yabort between two successive iterations is less than 5×10−5.

call(), phase(), entry(), and task() are LQX built-in functions to access the

attributes and results of these LQN elements. The purpose of line 19 is to prevent

$yabort from making large oscillations, especially in the first several iterations.

The abort decision model in Figure 6.13 was re-solved by using this algorithm. The

results of DPS, shown in Figures 6.27, were compared with the results by LQSIM and

GreatSPN. In Figure 6.27a, the abort probabilities are very accurate. The execution

times of DPS, GreatSPN and simulation are shown in Figure 6.27b, the execution
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Listing 6.4: LQX-DPS algorithm of a LQN abort decision

1 function abort_prob_calculation(

2 request_name , /* string */

3 resource_name /* string */ )

4 {

5 $y_succ = 1.0;

6 $y_abort = 0.0;

7 last_y1 = 2;

8 last_y2 = 2;

9 succ_path_call = call(phase(entry(requester_name ),1),

10 resource_name );

11 resource_phase = phase(entry(resource_name ),1);

12
13 for ( delta = 1; delta >= 0.00005; ){

14 solve (); /* invoke the LQNS solver */

15 w_succ = succ_path_call.waiting;

16 s_succ = resource_phase.service_time;

17 prob = w_succ /( w_succ +s_succ );

18
19 $y_abort = ($y_abort +4.0* prob )/5.0; /* favour to prob*/

20 $y_succ = 1-$y_abort;

21 delta = (last_y2 -$y_abort )**2;

22 last_y1 = $y_succ;

23 last_y2 = $y_abort;

24 }

25 }
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times of DPS are less than GreatSPN in most of the cases. The average execution

time of DPS is 8 ms and the maximum execution time is less than 20 ms. However,

the maximum execution time of GreatSPN is 36 ms when there are 30 customers in

the model.
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Figure 6.27: Results of DPS comparing with LQSIM and GreatSPN of an abort
pattern.

6.4.3 Timeout Decision Pattern

A timeout occurs when the queueing delay at a resource server is too long. The

timeout decision pattern is solved by DPS in two ways, referred as Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 2.

6.4.3.1 Algorithm 1

Figure 6.28 shows a general LQN model for a timeout decision pattern. At resource

server aResource, requests have a mean queueing delay wq, and mean queue lengths

Lq (in the queue, but not in service), defined in Table 6.1 on Page 165. The mean

service demand of the task Timeout Delay is the sum of Ttimeout and Tabort because

all timed out requests have spent Ttimeout in the queue before going to the timeout

path to do the clean-up operations.
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Figure 6.28: LQN model for the timeout decision pattern.

When wq > Ttimeout, those requests with queueing delays larger than the timeout

threshold have to go to the timeout path. So, the value of Lq − Ttimeout × λ is the

mean number of requests that have wait longer than Ttimeout in the queue of resource.

Therefore, the fraction of requests being moved from the queue of resource to the

timeout path is:

f =
Lq − Ttimeout × λ

L
=

wq − Ttimeout

wq + Ssucc

. (6.19)

After some requests are moved to the timeout path, the total number of requests

arriving at aResource is reduced. Consequently, the mean queueing time wq at

aResource is also reduced. If wq < Ttimeout in any of the iterations after the first

iteration, it indicates that too many requests have been moved to the timeout path,

so some requests have to be moved back to aResource. Finally, wq reaches Ttimeout

after the algorithm converges.

Similarly, the probability of timeout Ptimeout is calculated iteratively through the

dynamic parameter $ytimeout. The process of finding $ytimeout is as follows. In the

solution, the lower bound (Bl) and the upper bound (Bu) of $ytimeout are used to

reduce the number of iterations by shrinking the bounds. Initially, $y
(1)
succ and $y

(1)
timeout
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are set to 1 and 0, and the lower bound and the upper bound of $ytimeout are set to 0

and 1 respectively. The evolution of the two bounds, Bl and Bu, is shown by (6.20).

The dynamic parameter $ytimeout at the n+1th iteration is found by (6.21), in which,

f is the fraction of requests to be moved to the timeout path at the current iteration,

which is found by (6.19). The dynamic parameter $ysucc for the probability of Psucc

can be found easily by (6.21) at the n+ 1th iteration.

At the n+ 1th iteration:











Bl = $y
(n)
timeout; wq > Ttimeout

Bu = $y
(n)
timeout; 0 < wq < Ttimeout and $y

(n)
timeout > 0

(6.20)

$y
(n+1)
timeout =























$y
(n)
timeout + f ; wq > Ttimeout

Bu+Bl

2.0
; 0 < wq < Ttimeout and $y

(n)
timeout > 0

0; 0 ≤ wq ≤ Ttimeout and $y
(n)
timeout = 0

$y
(n+1)
succ = 1− $y

(n+1)
timeout

(6.21)

In (6.21), if wq=0, no requests wait in the queue of aResource, so no requests will

time out. If 0 ≤ wq ≤ Ttimeout in an iteration and $ytimeout is zero, then no requests

will time out. When any of these two cases occurs in the first LQX iteration, there

is no need to iterate further. Otherwise, the value of wq may approach Ttimeout from

both sides of Ttimeout during the iterations, and the two bounds of $ytimeout approach

towards each other at the same time. When the two bounds meet, the solution

stops. Therefore, dynamic parameters $ytimeout and $ysucc at the final iteration are

the desired probabilities Ptimeout and Psucc of the timeout decision.

Listing 6.5 shows the LQX function for calculating the dynamic parameter $ytimeout

of LQN timeout decisions using the Algorithm 1. This algorithm loses accuracy when

Ptimeout is less than 0.1 because the queueing delay wq is a mean value and can be
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Listing 6.5: LQX function of Algorithm 1 for timeout decisions

1 function timeout_prob_calculation (

2 requester_name , /* string */

3 resource_name , /* string */

4 T_timeout /* double */ )

5 {

6 $y_succ =1.0;

7 $y_timeout =0.0;

8 lowerBound =0.0;

9 upperBound =1.0

10 last_y1 =2;

11 last_y2 =2;

12 succ_path_call=call(phase(entry(requester_name ),1),

13 resource_name );

14 resource_phase=phase(entry(resource_name ),1);

15
16 for ( delta =1; delta >=0.00005; ){

17 solve ();

18 w_succ= succ_path_call.waiting;

19 s_succ= resource_phase.service_time;

20
21 if (w_succ >T_timeout ){

22 lowerBound= $y_timeout;

23 prob=(w_succ -T_timeout )/( w_succ+ s_succ );

24 $y_timeout=$y_timeout +prob;

25 }else if ($y_timeout >0.){

26 upperBound=$y_timeout;

27 $y_timeout =( upperBound+lowerBound )/2.0;

28 }else{

29 last_y1=$y_succ;

30 last_y2=$y_timeout;

31 }

32 $y_succ =1- $y_timeout;

33 delta =(last_y1 -$y_succ )**2

34 +(last_y2 -$y_timeout )**2;

35 last_y1=$y_succ;

36 last_y2=$y_timeout;

37 }

38 }
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smaller than Ttimeout. Nevertheless, a small number of timed out requests may exist

but are drowned out by the majority of non-timeout requests. Therefore, Algorithm

2 for timeout decisions was developed, shown in the following section.

6.4.3.2 Algorithm 2

A timeout decision also can be modelled in another way, shown in Figure 6.29. This

transformed model uses an abort decision to model a timeout decision. To construct

the abort decision, an intermediate multi-threaded task is added between the source

entry requester and the destination entry aResource on the success path of the

timeout decision. The intermediate task, referred to as non timeout client, repre-

sents a pseudo source to issue all the success requests to the resource.

Users {$n}

requester
[5]

A

non−timout−requester
[0]

Pseudo−clients {$m} Timeout_Delay

cleanup_ops
[T_abort]

(P_succ) (P_timeout)

resource {m_res}

aResource
[0.5]

aTask

nested−op
[0.05]

nested operations
a sub−system for

(1)

Timeout Decision

(1)Wq−lower

Wq−upper

Figure 6.29: Another LQN model for LQN timeout decisions.

This pseudo source non timeout client has zero service demand. Its multiplicity

is a dynamic parameter $m, which is the ceiling of Ttimeout divided by the total service

time of the resources Ssucc, shown in (6.22). In (6.22), the capacity of the resource
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mres, for example, the size of buffer, is also taken into account.

$m = ⌈
Ttimeout

Ssucc

×mres⌉ (6.22)

During the LQX iterations, $m may either be a constant or a variable, which depends

on whether the particular resource has nested queueing delays or not. If the value of

$m is properly chosen, it ensures that the queueing delays of the requests from the

pseudo source non timeout client must be less than Ttimeout. Any requests queued

at non timeout client should be timed out. Therefore, the original requester, the

pseudo source non timeout client, and task timeout Delay form an abort decision.

Consequently, the probability of abort at non timeout client becomes the proba-

bility of timeout at the resource. Therefore, the dynamic parameter $ytimeout, for the

probability of timeout Ptimeout, can be found by (6.18) in Section 6.4.2, but wq in

(6.18) is the queueing delay at the pseudo source non timeout client rather than

the delay at the resource.

Both $m and $ytimeout have to be calculated iteratively using Algorithm 2 in

Listing 6.6. Initially, $m has the same value as the multiplicity of the requester,

so no requests queue at the pseudo task. The calculation of $ytimeout starts from

the second iteration after $m is recalculated until the algorithm converges. Finally,

the probabilities Ptimeout and Psucc are the values of $ytimeout and $ysucc at the last

iteration.

6.4.3.3 Discussions

A web server system with a timeout decision, shown in Figure 6.30, is used to com-

pare these two algorithms. The results, shown in Figure 6.31 were found by these

two algorithms as well as by the LQN simulator, LQSIM. Both Figure 6.31a and

Figure 6.31b show the probabilities of timeout, Ptimeout of the system. The latter is
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Listing 6.6: LQX function of Algorithm 2 for the timeout decision in Figure 6.29.

1 function timeout_prob_calculation2 (

2 requester_name , /* string */

3 resource_name , /* string */

4 pseudo_task_name , /* string */

5 T_timeout /* double */)

6 {

7 $y_succ =1.0;

8 $y_timeout =0.0;

9 lowerBound =0.0;

10 upperBound =1.0;

11 last_y2 =2;

12 $m=$n;

13 i=1;

14 succ_path_call=call(phase(entry(requester_name ),1),

15 pseudo_task_name );

16 pseudo_task_phase =phase(entry(pseudo_task_name ),1);

17 resource_phase=phase(entry(resource_name ),1);

18
19 for (delta =2; delta >0.000005 or i<=2;

20 delta =(last_y2 -$y_timeout )**2)

21 {

22 last_y2=$y_timeout;

23 solve ();

24 s_resource= resource_phase.service_time;

25 w_succ=succ_path_call.waiting;

26 s_succ=pseudo_task_phase .service_time;

27 $m=ceil(T_timeout/s_resource );

28
29 if (w_succ >0.0){

30 lowerBound=$y_timeout;

31 $y_timeout += w_succ /( w_succ+s_succ );

32 } else if(i>1) {

33 upperBound=$y_timeout;

34 $y_timeout =( upperBound+lowerBound )/2.0;

35 }

36 $y_succ =1- $y_timeout;

37 i+=1;

38 }

39 }
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Figure 6.30: A webserver system with timeout.

an enlarged view of Figure 6.31a with the number of customers between 400 and 600.

Figure 6.31c shows the computation costs required by both algorithms, in terms of

the number of invoking the function wait() (in SchweitzerCore).

Overall, Algorithm 1 has the same level of accuracy compared with Algorithm 2,

except when the number of customers is between 400 and 600. However, Algorithm

2 incurred more computational effort (around 2 ∼ 4 times) than Algorithm 1, shown

in Figure 6.31c. Therefore, a trade-off has to be considered.

6.4.4 Infinite-Retry Decision Pattern

An infinite-retry pattern occurs when requests for a resource fail then make retry

attempts until the requests succeed. No unsuccessful requests leave the system, so

they may visit the retry path several times before the resource is successfully allocated

to them. Therefore, the mean number of requests visiting the retry path, yretry,

depends on wq, and can be found by (6.23).

yretry =
wq

Tsleep

(6.23)

nretry = yretry × (1 +
S

S + wq

) =
wq

Tsleep

× (1 +
S

S + wq

) (6.24)
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Figure 6.31: Results from the two DPS algorithms for a timeout decision.
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Listing 6.7: LQX function for infinite-retry decisions.

1 function infRetry_prob_calculation (requester_name ,

2 resource_name , T_sleep)

3 {

4 last_y2 =2;

5 $y_succ =1.0;

6 $y_retry =0.;

7 succ_path_call=call(phase(entry(requester_name ),1),

8 resource_name );

9 resource_phase=phase(entry(resource_name ),1);

10
11 for (delta =1; delta >=0.00005; delta =(last_y3 -$y_retry )**2)

12 {

13 solve ();

14 w_succ= succ_path_call.waiting;

15 s_succ= resource_phase.service_time;

16 last_y3=$y_retry;

17 $y_retry= w_succ /T_sleep;

18 n_retry= $y_retry *(1+ s_succ /( w_succ+s_succ ));

19 }

20 return (n_retry );

21 }

Because of the nature of queueing models, there are queueing delays at resource,

which are caused by the successful requests. Therefore, yretry is not same as the mean

number of retries nretry in DPS. The mean number of retries, nretry, is a product of

yretry and a factor of (1 + S
S+wq

), which is given by (6.24).

Listing 6.7 shows the LQX function for calculating the dynamic parameters, nretry

and yretry, of LQN infinite-retry patterns.

The infinite-retry decision model in Figure 6.13 was re-solved by using this algo-

rithm. The results from DPS and LQSIM and GreatSPN, are shown in Figures 6.32.

The mean numbers of retries are very accurate. The execution time of DPS, Great-

SPN and simulation are shown in Figure 6.32b.

As for the execution time, the algorithms of DPS in LQX are quite efficient. The

execution times of DPS, GreatSPN and LQSIM for the abort decision are shown in

Figure 6.27b while execution times for the infinite-retry decision are in Figure 6.32b.
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Figure 6.32: Results from DPS, LQSIM and GreatSPN for an infinite-retry pattern.

For the infinite-retry decision, in Figure 6.32b, the execution times of the simula-

tions are from 0.3 to 1.0 seconds as the number of customers increases from 1 to 10.

The solution times of GreatSPN are between 6∼16 ms. In the figure, the curve of

the execution times of DPS is accumulated execution time. In most of the cases,

the accumulated execution times of DPS are less than GreatSPN. The accumulated

execution time of DPS at the last (the tenth) experiment is 17 ms. Therefore, the

average execution time for these ten experiments is 1.7 ms. For the abort decision,

the average execution time of DPS is less than 8 ms. At the last experiment, when

there are 30 customers, DPS used less than 10 ms to solve the model while GreatSPN

used 36 ms. Most important thing is that the speed of increases for DPS is much

slower than GreatSPN as systems grow larger. Therefore, DPS is far more scalable

than GreatSPN and simulation.

6.4.5 DPS Demonstration

Again, Wu’s database model [224] was used to demonstrate the correctness of these

DPS algorithms in this section. The models and the processes of verifying the abort

pattern and the infinite-retry pattern were exactly the same with the corresponding
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LQSIM verification in Section 6.3.3.2.

6.4.5.1 Abort Pattern

The model with an abort decision shown in Figure 6.22a, in which, the entries dbReq,

dblock and abort are formed an abort decision. The dynamic parameters $y1 and

$y2 are the probabilities, Psucc and Pabort.

The results found by the DPS method were compared with both Wu’s HPMM

and simulations (CSIM) results from [224], which are presented in Figure 6.33. This

set of figures include the probabilities of lock acquiring Psucc, the mean holding time

of dblock, the utilization of the disk, the mean response time of web users, the

‘useful throughput’ (excluding the abort requests), and the computation costs of DPS

through LQX. Compared with Wu’s results, overall the method of DPS has a similar

accuracy of HPMM, but more accurate than HPMM for finding response time.

6.4.5.2 Infinite-retry Pattern

The model with an infinite-retry decision is shown in Figure 6.22b, but excludes the

abort task. In this model, the entries dbReq, dblock and retry are formed an infinite-

retry decision. The dynamic parameters $y3 is the mean number of visiting the retry

loop, yretry. The set up of the experiments are same with the abort decision model.

The performance results presented in Figure 6.34 are also similar to the abort

model, except, the mean number of retries, nretry (in Figure 6.34a) instead of the

probability Psucc in the abort model since requests never abort in an infinite-retry de-

cision. Compared with Wu’ HPMM, the method of DPS overall has a better accuracy

than the hybrid approach HPMM.
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Figure 6.33: Results of the model in Figure 6.22a with the abort decision.
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Figure 6.34: Results of the model with the infinite retries decision.
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6.4.5.3 Timeout Pattern

The model used to verify the DPS algorithms of timeout decisions, was the web

server model shown in Figure 6.30. This model has a large number of customers

(from 100 to 1000), so it cannot be solved by GreatSPN. (GreatSPN only can solve

this model with the number of customers up to 50.) This web server system has

a performance requirement that a request for retrieving a web page times out if it

has a queueing delay longer than one second at the task webserver. In this model,

the entries requestPage, retrievePage and timeout are formed a timeout decision.

The dynamic parameters $y1 and $y2 are used to calculated the probabilities Psucc

and Ptimeout.

The experiments of this timeout model were conducted by varying the number of

customers from 100 to 1000 using a step of 100. The results in Figure 6.35, include the

probabilities of timeout, Ptimeout, the mean response time of web users (the reference

task requestPage), the throughput of the web server, and the computation costs of

DPS through LQX. Since timeout decisions were not considered byWu’s HPMM [224],

the result comparison of timeout decisions was only between DPS and LQSIM.

Overall, the DPS approach has a high accuracy when compared with LQSIM.

The maximum error rates (DPS−LQSIM

LQSIM
× 100) of response times of web users are

less than 0.04% for both the algorithms of DPS. The maximum error rates of useful

throughput are less than 0.001% (Algorithm 1) and 0.0001% (Algorithm 2). The

maximum error rates of Ptimeout of the Algorithm 1 is 49%, occurs in a population

of 525, while for the Algorithm 2, it is 34% with a population of 500. They are

in the area of small timeout probabilities, which is mentioned in Section 6.4.3.3.

Beyond this area, the maximum error rates of Ptimeout are 9% (Algorithm 1) and 5%

(Algorithm 2).
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Figure 6.35: Results of the model with the timeout decision.

6.5 Summary

This chapter explained how to handle decisions in the LQN models through both

simulations and dynamic parameter substitutions. The decisions can be handled in

LQN models were defined using four LQN decision patterns: abort, timeout, infinite-

retry and finite-retry.

In LQN simulator, LQSIM, the Timeout Decision server task was developed to

handle both abort and timeout decisions while the Retry Decision server task was

for both infinite, finite retry decisions. The accuracy of LQSIM was verified first using
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GreatSPN, a Petri net solver, using a small size model (a simplified web server model).

Then, LQSIM was also verified by using an existing model borrowed from [224], which

was solved by simulation (CSIM). LQSIM produced results quite similar to GreatSPN

and CSIM. Therefore, LQSIM can provide results, which can be used to verify the

results found by the LQN analytic solution.

Dynamic Parameter substitution takes advantage of the very method used to

solve a layered queueing network analytically, which is an iterative, fast and scalable

solution. Dynamic parameter substitution extends this method to allow arbitrary

output to be fed back as input for subsequent iterations of the model. This method

was implemented using the LQX language. The DPS mapping functions using LQX

were developed for the three LQN decision patterns, abort, timeout, and infinite-retry

decisions.

The results of DPS were compared with GreatSPN and LQSIM, as well as Wu’s

HPMM [224] and simulation results. DPS is able to produce comparable results.

The DPS solution is quite efficient. Since all computation is performed within the

context of a single operating system process, no file input/output or process switching

is required. The execution time of DPS is less than GreatSPN. The scalability of the

LQN analytic solution makes the method of dynamic Parameter substitution superior

to state-based methods and hybrid methods like Wu’s HPMM.



Chapter 7

Analytic Solution of Fair Share

Scheduling

In this chapter, the DPS approach was adopted into LQN models to solving fair share

scheduling [116] analytically. First, the DPS approach is implemented by LQX, then

DPS is integrated into the LQN analytic solver LQNS.

7.1 Fair Share Scheduling

Fair Share Scheduling (FS) was introduced by Kay [116], to prevent allocating re-

sources inappropriately in a student computing center environment. In FS scheduling,

a value is assigned to each group of users who have the right to consume a resource.

This value specifies how much resource a group is allowed to have; an entitlement of

resources is referred to as a share. A FS scheduler distributes the usage of a resource

to each task or group based on its share. FS scheduling is intended to prevent tasks

or processes from consuming more resources than that they are supposed to, or even

to monopolize some resources [218].

Many algorithms to achieve the goal of the fairly sharing resource have been de-

veloped. Fair queueing [62, 152] and its variants [87, 156, 194, 201] are used in all

185
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sorts of communication networks (packets [29, 62, 152, 201] or wireless [176]). Pro-

portional share scheduling [211, 212], includes lottery scheduling [60, 212], stride

scheduling [6, 213] (deterministic allocation), Surplus Fair Share (SFS) [42], and

Completely Fair Share (CFS) [164]. Some other algorithms exist, such as the Bor-

rowed Virtual Time (BVT) [66] in virtual machine environments, and a discrete time-

limit vocation model [2].

FS scheduling has been supported in some operating systems, for example, Unix

type operating systems [97] supported it as early as 1984, and the CFS [164] scheduling

was adopted into the Linux kernel in the release of 2.6.23. The impact of FS scheduling

in virtual machine environments have been studied in [46, 66, 68, 216, 217].

Accommodating FS scheduling into LQN models was studied in [132], in which

CFS [164] was implemented in the PARASOL Simulation Engine [153] and the LQN

simulator, LQSIM. The principle of this implementation is:

1. Every group has a priority based on its share and how long its tasks have been

waiting already.

2. If a group occupies resources more than it is entitled to, all the tasks within the

group were suspended (forced to sleep) for an amount of time, in order to let

other groups consume some of the resources;

3. The amount of sleep time was proportional to the amount of the excessive

resources it consumed. Tasks in a suspended group re-enter the ready-to-run-

queue of the FS processor after the sleep time of the group is exhausted;

The solution in [132] was a simulation solution, so scalability is the main concern.

The study of a hybrid solution in the LQN solver [133] was initially motivated to

solve FS scheduling in the LQN solver faster than the simulation solution in [132].

In the hybrid solution, simulation was used to solve the particular submodel only,

where the processor with a FS scheduler resides; the rest of submodels are solved by
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the analytic solver LQNS. This approach works well if the FS processor is not an

interlocked server. Unfortunately, this is not a common case.

This chapter applies the DPS approach to handling FS scheduling analytically.

The DPS functions for a FS scheduler are developed based on the ideas of the CFS

scheduler used in [132], which were enumerated above. The probabilities of groups go-

ing to sleep are dynamic parameters that will be solved by using the DPS substitution

functions.

7.1.1 Group Shares

A share [116] is the entitlement of each task or group to use a resource, which aims to

prevent the group from monopolizing resources (channel or processor). In LQN mod-

els, all tasks using a processor with a FS scheduler are grouped into LQN groups [132].

Then, a group share (GSi) is assigned to each group i; and all the tasks within the

group i share or consume CPU time evenly.

Guarantee and cap [29, 30] are two kinds of group shares. A guarantee share

GS(g,i) defines the minimal amount of resources that a group i is allowed to use while

a cap share GS(c,i) specifies the maximum amount. If there are some extra resources,

the group with a guarantee share could consume more, but a group with a cap share

cannot.

In LQN models, group shares are specified as a percentage of a resource which

groups are allowed to use; the value of a GS is between 0 and 1 (inclusive). The total

share of all groups,
G
∑

i=1

GSi is 1, (G is the total number of groups scheduled by a

FS scheduler). Therefore, group shares may need to be normalized if the sum of all

group shares specified in an input file does not equal to 1. The normalization follows

the rules from [132]:

1. If the total group share,
G
∑

i=1

GSi from an input file is greater than 1, then all
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group shares scale down by multiplying a factor
1

∑G

i=1 GSi

, shown in (7.1).

Guarantee shares and cap shares are scaled in the same rate. This case is

treated as an error in an input file. Instead of stopping, the model is solved

with a warning message.

GS ′
i =

GSi
∑

GSi

,
∑

GSi > 1 (7.1)

where: GS ′
i is the group share of the group i after normalization.

2. If the total group share,
G
∑

i=1

GSi from an input file is less than 1, all the cap

shares GS(c,i) are not changed. Only the guarantee shares GS(g,i) are scaled

up by (7.2). Scaling guarantee shares in this way indicates that all the groups

with guarantee shares have rights to consume more resources, but the rights are

proportional to their original shares.

GS ′
(g,i) = GS(g,i) ×

1−
∑

GS(c,i)
∑

GS(g,i)
,

GS ′
(c,i) = GS(c,i),

∑

GSi < 1 (7.2)

where: GS ′
(g,i) and GS ′

(c,i) are group shares of the group i after normalization.

7.2 Dynamic Parameter Substitution Using LQX

In this section, the DPS approach was implemented by using LQX [150] functions,

which are referred to as LQX-DPS functions. The implementation of these LQX-DPS

functions demonstrates the principles of analytically solving fair share scheduling in

LQN models, and is the foundation of the implementation in LQNS.
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7.2.1 FS Processor Transformation

The pre-condition of using the LQX-DPS functions to solve LQN models with FS

processors is transforming a FS processor into a normal processor. Here, a normal

processor is a processor with FCFS or PS scheduling, which has a product-form

solution and can be solved by MVA.

client1 {8}

c1
[1]

(1.2)

client2 {10}

c2
[0.5]

(1)

s1_T

s1_E
[1.5]

s2_T

s2_E
[3]

ApplicCPU*

(a) The original model

client1 {8}

c1
[1]

(1.2)

client2 {10}

c2
[0.5]

(1)

s1_T

s1_E
[1.5]

($y1)

s2_T

s2_E
[3]

($y2)

ApplicCPU*

delaytask {inf}

delay_e1
[1.5]

delay_e2
[3]

(b) The transformed model

Figure 7.1: The model Transformation of a FS processor.

First, a FS processor (ApplicCPU in Figure 7.1a) is transformed into a normal

processor with a shadow task, shown in Figure 7.1b. This shadow task (delaytask

in Figure 7.1b) is a delay server and used to simulate the extra delays of the groups

that are forced to wait. It has the same number of service entries as the FS processor,

and each entry has the same service demand with its corresponding device entry of

the FS processor. The shadow task runs on its own processor, an infinite server. The

scheduling policy of the transformed processor can be FCFS or PS.

Dynamic parameters ($y1 and $y2 in Figure 7.1b), which represent the mean

number of visits to the entries of the shadow task, are assigned to the transformed

model. All calls originating from the tasks within the same group use the same

dynamic parameter. The mean number of visits is changed based on their group shares
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during the solver’s iterations. Therefore, the extra delays at the shadow task for each

group reflects the relationships between its group share and the actual consumption

of resources.

7.2.2 Mappings to Dynamic Parameters

Based on Little’s Law [139], the relationship between the FS processor and its trans-

formed processor can be expressed by (7.3), in which the subscripts ‘F’, ‘T’ and ‘D’

stand for the FS processor, transformed processor and the delay task respectively.

With the existence of the shadow delay task, the mean queue length L(F,i) of a group

i at the FS processor is the sum of the mean queue length at the transformed pro-

cessor, L(T,i), and the utilization of the shadow delay task by the group i. Since the

service demand of an entry of the delay task is same as the corresponding device entry

of the FS processor, the utilization U(D,i) of the delay server task is the product of the

utilization of the FS processor U(F,i) and $yi. The mean residence time W(F,i) of the

group i at the FS processor is the sum of the mean residence times at the transformed

processor, W(T,i), and all the delays at the delay task.

LF,i = LT,i + UD,i;

WF,i = WT,i + $yi × SD,i;

UF,i = UT,i;

UD,i = $yi × UT,i;

(7.3)

When the utilization of the transformed processor from a group i, U(T,i) is greater

than its group share GSi, the processor usage of this group has to be reduced by

increasing $yi, which increases the time the group spends at the shadow task. The

fraction
U(T,i) −GSi

U(T,i)

, is the ratio of the processor usage being reduced. Therefore, a

number of customers from the group i being moved to the shadow task is determined

by (7.4), and the increment of $yi, ∆yi is found by (7.5). Then, the new value of
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$yn+1
i in the next iteration is updated by (7.6).

∆L(T,i) =
(U(T,i) −GSgi)

U(T,i)

× L(T,i) (7.4)

∆yi =
∆L(T,i)

U(T,i)

=
U(T,i) −GSi

U2
(T,i)

× L(T,i) (7.5)

$y
(n+1)
i = $y

(n)
i +∆yi (7.6)

The utilization U(T,i) of a group i may be smaller than its group share GSi. This

may be caused by one of the following reasons:

1. Group i does not get enough usage because other groups have consumed more;

2. Group i does not have enough customers to consume the resource. This case is

the reason why surplus resource exists;

3. The oscillations of a group utilization as it approaches its group share in the

solution process.

The common characteristic of the first two cases is $yi = 0, which means they do

not spend any time at the delay server. For Case 1, the group i may get more usage

after other groups are limited by their shares in later iterations. For Case 2, the spare

share may be assigned to some other groups with guarantee shares. For Case 3, the

group utilization oscillates as it approaches its group share. For this case, $yi of the

next iteration is updated by (7.7), which calculates the decrement ∆$yi.

∆L(T,i) =
GSi − U(T,i)

U(T,i)

× L(T,i);

∆yi = min(
∆L(T,i)

U(T,i)
, $y

(n)
i );

$y
(n+1)
i = $y

(n)
i − ∆yi

2
;

(7.7)

The LQX-DPS algorithm is shown in Listing 7.1 (excluding line 30 and line 31).

This algorithm performs the substitutions of $yi without considering the surplus share
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Listing 7.1: LQX function of number of calls to the shadow task

1 function calls_to_shadow_task (

2 ngroups , /* int */

3 groups [] /* Group */ )

4 {

5 double $y[ngroups], diff , ql , last_y , delta;

6 double proc_utilization;

7 for(int g = 0; g < ngroups; g++){

8 $y[g]=0.0;

9 group[g]. currentShare = groups[g]. share;

10 }

11 for ( delta = 1; delta >= 0.00005; ){

12 solve ();

13 delta = 0.0;

14 proc_utilization = group [0]. processor (). utilization ();

15 for(int g = 0; g < ngroups; g++){

16 diff =1.0- group[g]. currentShare/groups[g]. utilization;

17 ql = groups[g]. waiting * groups[g]. throughput;

18 ql += groups[g]. utilization;

19 diff *= ql / groups[g]. utilization;

20 last_y = $y[g];

21
22 if(diff > 0)

23 $y[g] += diff;

24 else {

25 diff = min ((-1)*diff , $y[g]);

26 $y[g] -= diff / 2.0;

27 }

28 delta += ($y[g] - last_y )** 2;

29 }

30 if (delta < 0.005 && proc_utilization < 0.95)

31 new_share = share_redistribution (ngroups , groups , y);

32 }

33 }
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adjustment. In the algorithm, the model is first solved without any requests to the

shadow task (all $ys are set to zero). Then, $yi increases when U(T,i) > GSgi and $yi

decreases when U(T,i) < GSgi and if $yi > 0. After new values of $yi for all the groups

are calculated, the model is re-solved using these new values in the next iteration

by invoking solve() function. When the total change of $yi for all groups between

two successive iterations, is substantially small, the algorithm stops. The criteria

of convergence of the LQX-DPS algorithm is the sum of the squares of ∆$yi for all

groups between two successive iterations, ∆ in (7.8), is less than 5× 10−5.

∆ =
G
∑

i

(∆$yi)
2 (7.8)

Using this algorithm, the utilization of all the groups are eventually less than

their group shares when the algorithm stops. Therefore, this algorithm is sufficient

in solving the models:

1. which have cap shares only; or,

2. which have guarantee shares and the FS processor is fully utilized.

If the FS processor is fully utilized, the utilization of all groups cannot exceed their

shares even though they have guarantee shares. Therefore, guarantees have the same

effects as caps when the FS processor is fully utilized.

7.2.3 Redistributing Surplus Shares

If the FS processor has some spare resources, a group with a guarantee share may

have a chance to consume some extra resource. How many extra shares a group can
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get, is proportional to its original share using (7.9).

GS− =
i∈P
∑

i

(GSi − Ui) (7.9)

GS+ =
i∈Q
∑

i

GS(g,i) (7.10)

GS ′
(g,i) = GS(g,i) × (1 +

GS−

GS+
) (7.11)

where: GS− is the total surplus shares that can be redistributed;

GS+ is the total guarantee shares that can be increased;

P is a set of groups that are able to contribute their spare shares;

Q is a set of groups that may receive additional shares;

For any groups in the set P , their group shares can be either guarantees or caps

while all groups in the set Q have guarantee shares only. Also, all the groups in set P

have some spare shares and must not have any delay at the delay server ( $ygi∈P = 0).

Conversely, all the groups in set Q must have some delays at the delay server, which

indicates these groups definitely need more resources.

(7.9) gives the total surplus shares that can be redistributed, which is the total of

the differences between group utilization and group shares of all the groups in the set

P , while (7.10) gives the total guarantee shares of all the groups in set Q. Therefore,

the fraction of
GS−

GS+
in (7.11) defines how many extra shares a group may receive.

The surplus share is redistributed by using Listing 7.2, and it is invoked through

line 30 and line 31 in Listing 7.1. The condition at line 22 in Listing 7.2, and the

second condition at line 30 in Listing 7.1 are aimed to remove unnecessary executions

and reduce the total number of iterations. The condition at line 30 in Listing 7.1 also

makes sure that a converging trend appears in the execution of Listing 7.1 before it

enters the execution of Listing 7.2 to adjust some guarantee shares. This will prevent
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Listing 7.2: LQX function for surplus share redistribution

1 function share_redistribution (

2 ngroups , /* int */

3 groups [] /* Group */

4 y[] /* double */)

5 {

6 new_share[ngroups ];

7 share_can_increase = 0.0;

8 surplus_share = 0.0 ;

9 can_increase[ngroups ]; /* Boolean */

10 for(int g=0; g<ngroups; g++){

11 can_increase[g]=False;

12 new_share[g]= groups[g]. share;

13 if ( (groups[g]. utilization <groups[g]. share)

14 && (y[g]<=0) ){

15 surplus_share += groups[g].share -groups[g]. utilization;

16 }else if (( groups[g]. utilization >groups[g]. share)

17 && !( groups[g]. isCap) ){

18 share_can_increase += groups.share;

19 can_increase[g] = True;

20 }

21 }

22 if (share_can_increase > 0.05 ){

23 unit_share = surplus_share /share_can_increase;

24 for(int g=0; g<ngroups; g++){

25 if( can_increase[g] ){

26 new_share[g] = groups[g]. share *(1+ unit_share );

27 if (new_share >1)

28 new_share = 1.0;

29 }

30 }

31 }

32 return (new_share );

33 }
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the process from oscillation in large steps, which may lead to no convergence.

7.2.4 Verification LQX-DPS

This section presents three test cases to verify the two algorithms presented in the

previous section. The results found by DPS are compared with the results of simula-

tions, which run in the confidence interval of 95%,±2.0%.

All the test cases in this section use the same model. This model contains three

classes of clients, c1, c2 and c3, which make requests to one of server tasks s1, s2 and

s3. These server tasks are running at a FS processor ApplicCPU. Task s1 belongs to

Group1 while tasks s2 and s3 belong to the other group, Group2. The transformed

model of this model is shown in Figure 7.2.

client1 {4}

c1
[0.5]

(1)

client2 {3}

c2
[1]

(1.2)

client3 {2}

c3
[1.2]

(1.5)

s1_T

s1_E
[1]

($y1)

s2_T

s2_E
[1]

($y2)

s3_T

s3_E
[1]

($y2)

ApplicCPU*

delaytask {inf}

delay_e1
[1]

delay_e2
[1]

delay_e3
[1]

Figure 7.2: A test model with 3 tasks in two groups.

7.2.4.1 Case 1: Cap Shares

In Case1, all group shares are cap shares. The experiments are performed by varying

group shares GS1 and GS2 from (0.2, 0.8) to (0.8, 0.2) by a step of (0.2, -0.2). The

results of LQX-DPS are presented in Table 7.1. In the table, GU1 and GU2 are group
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utilizations of Group1 and Group2; PUs1, PUs2 and PUs3 are processor utilizations

of the server tasks s1, s2, and s3; and Uproc is the total utilization of the FS processor,

ApplicCPU. In Table 7.1, all the group utilizations are very close to their cap shares,

with a difference rate ( |GSi−GUi|
GSi

× 100)% less than 0.1%. Table 7.2 shows the relative

error rates (DPS−SIM
SIM

× 100)% of the throughput of the three client tasks against

simulations. All the relative error rates are less than 2%.

Table 7.1: Case 1: Group utilization.
(GS1, GS2) GU1 GU2 UProc PUs1 PUs2 PUs3

( 0.20, 0.80) 0.1977 0.7957 0.9934 0.1977 0.4058 0.3898
( 0.40, 0.60) 0.3969 0.5941 0.9910 0.3969 0.3007 0.2934
( 0.60, 0.40) 0.6003 0.4007 1.0010 0.6003 0.2014 0.1993
( 0.80, 0.20) 0.8001 0.2008 1.0009 0.8001 0.1006 0.1002

Table 7.2: Case1: Relative errors (%) compared to simulation.
(GS1, GS2) λc0 λc1 λc2

( 0.20, 0.80) −1.34 −1.76 0.82
( 0.40, 0.60) −0.84 −2.14 0.88
( 0.60, 0.40) 0.08 −0.10 0.99
( 0.80, 0.20) 0.11 1.27 −0.27

The results of Case1 in Table 7.1, clearly state the basic properties about FS

scheduling with cap shares:

1. The utilization of a group cannot exceed the cap share of this group.

2. Tasks within a group evenly divide the group share.

7.2.4.2 Case 2: Guarantee Shares Without Spare Resources

In Case2, all group shares are guarantees, and the experiments are carried out in

the same way as Case1. Table 7.3 presents a set of results which are exactly the

same as the results in Table 7.1 in the previous Case1. This is not surprising because

Listing 7.1 calculates and adjusts the number of visits to the shadow task to fit their
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group shares, and stops due to the processor is fully utilized. This test case shows

another fact that guarantees and caps have the same effects on a fully utilized FS

processor.

Table 7.3: Case2: Group utilization.
(GS1, GS2) GUs1 GUs2 UProc PUs1 PUs2 PUs3

( 0.20, 0.80) 0.1977 0.7957 0.9934 0.1977 0.4058 0.3898
( 0.40, 0.60) 0.3969 0.5941 0.9910 0.3969 0.3007 0.2934
( 0.60, 0.40) 0.6003 0.4007 1.0010 0.6003 0.2014 0.1993
( 0.80, 0.20) 0.8001 0.2008 1.0009 0.8001 0.1006 0.1002

7.2.4.3 Case 3: Guarantee Shares with the Existence of Surplus Re-

sources

In order to make some spare resource appear, the test model is changed slightly from

Case2. The number of customers of client c1 is reduced to 1, so Group1 is not able

to consume all the resources it is entitled to in some experiments. When GS1 ≥ 0.4,

some spare resources appear due to the low request rate to Group1. Group2 consumes

these surplus resources, and the two tasks s2 and s3 in Group2 consume the same

amount of the extra resource. Figure 7.3 shows group utilization found by DPS and

simulation. In the figure, there are quite a significant difference between DPS and

simulations after surplus shares appear.

The results in Figure 7.3 not only show the problem in the redistribution of surplus

shares but also shows the hint to overcome the problem. The redistribution of the

surplus shares not only results in some groups receiving extra shares but also increases

the priorities of these groups. Consequently, the groups contributing surplus share are

not able to obtain as many shares as before. For example, when Group1 has a share

of 0.6, the simulation results show that Group1 can get a utilization of about 0.5, but

the DPS results shows that Group1 only can get a utilization of about 0.4. These

results indicate that priority scheduling may be applied to the transformed processor
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Figure 7.3: Results of shares redistribution.

to maintain a higher priority of the contributing groups after they contribute surplus

shares.

7.3 Integrating DPS into LQNS

As stated previously, LQX-DPS iterations take place at the outermost iterations of the

LQNS analytic solution. In each LQX-DPS iteration, the entire model is (re)solved

by LQNS. By integrating DPS functions into LQNS, (referred to as LQNS-DPS [136]

functions), the LQNS-DPS functions are located in a certain LQN submodel. There-

fore, the LQNS-DPS iterations only take place when solving this particular submodel.

7.3.1 Mapping Dynamic Parameters in LQNS

The key point of handling FS processors is calculating the extra delays of the groups

because they have insufficient group shares. Inside the LQNS solver, the extra delays

of groups at a FS processor are modelled by surrogate delays [108] attached to LQN

phases, which belong to the client tasks in groups. The reason is that in LQN models,
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the behaviour of a task consuming a physical resource is modelled by its phases making

requests to the device entries.

All these extra delays are consumed at a special ‘think’ server, which is commonly

used by any client tasks who have think time or some surrogate delays within the

same submodel. This think server is equivalent to the shadow task in the LQX-DPS

approach in term of the FS processor. Therefore, the step of transformation of a FS

processor is not required in the LQNS solver.

The extra delay of each group becomes a dynamic parameter, $Di, whose value

equals the second term, $yi×SD,i, in (7.3.b), which is used in the previous LQX-DPS

approach. The mean residence time of a group at the FS processor plus its extra

delay, then becomes the true mean residence time at the FS processor.

Based on (7.4) ∼ (7.7), used in the previous DPS-LQX approach previously, the

substitution function for the dynamic parameter $Di then becomes (7.12) when Ui is

greater than GSi, and (7.13) when Ui is smaller than GSi (Case 3, Page 191).

∆Wi = (Ui−GSi)
Ui

×Wi

$D
(n+1)
i = $D

(n)
i +∆Wi

(Ui > GSi) (7.12)

Where: Wi and Ui are the mean residence time and processor utilization of a group

i at the FS processor.

∆Wi = min(GSi−Ui

Ui
×Wi, $D

(n)
i )

$D
(n+1)
i = $D

(n)
i − ∆Wi

2
;

(Ui < GSi) (7.13)

7.3.2 The Implementation in LQNS

To perform the substitutions of dynamic parameters in LQNS, two extensions are

made to the LQN analytic solution.

1. A new type of LQN submodel, FairShareSubmodel is created as a subclass of
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MVASubmodel and used to handle the DPS iterations in LQNS.

2. A new type of queueing station, FairShareServer is created as a subclass of

FCFS queue, and used to handle the priority issue of groups.

7.3.2.1 FairShareSubmodel

A FairShareSubmodel contains, at least, one FS processor. The algorithm for solving

a FairShareSubmodel is shown in Listing 7.3. The solution of FairShareSubmodel

consists of two separate iterations: DPS iterations and MVA iterations. The MVA

iterations are the inner iterations and are invoked in every DPS iteration. Therefore,

FairShareSubmodel is eventually solved by the MVA iterations, which it inherits from

MVASubmodel.

In each DPS iteration, which is shown in the lines 3∼7 in Listing 7.3, FairShare-

Submodel performs the substitutions of dynamic parameters using the substitution

functions (7.12) and (7.13). These substitution functions are similar to (7.4) ∼ (7.7),

used in the previous LQX-DPS approach, except the dynamic parameters for groups

are the extra delays instead of the mean number of visits to the shadow task. The

new values are used in the following MVA iterations. The results of an MVA solution,

including the utilization of all the groups, are saved and are fed into the substitution

functions to find out the extra delays of the groups in the next iteration. The DPS

iterations stop when the DPS convergence test is satisfied.

Since the values of the dynamic parameters are varied in every iteration during the

solution, the LQNS-DPS approach may have a convergence problem. In the LQNS

solver, the DPS iterations are controlled by LQNS-DPS() in line 4 in Listing 7.3. The

algorithm of controlling the DPS iterations is shown in Listing 7.4, which is a detailed

algorithm for Listing 7.3 from line 2 to line 7.

In the algorithm, the DPS iterations can be grouped into five steps:

1. Step 1 is the first DPS iteration. In this step, the submodel is solved like a
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Listing 7.3: FairShareSubmodel Solution Algorithm.

1 begin

2 reset groups;

3 do:

4 LQNS -DPS ();

5 Solve FairShareSubmodel s using MVA;

6 Save group utilization;

7 until{ DPS convergence}

8
9 Save waiting times for FairShareSubmodel s;

10 Set think times for submodel s+1;

11 end

regular MVASubmodel without any added-on extra delays. The intermediate

results of this step, i.e., the utilization of groups (first step util), determine

which groups need to be adjusted because they used more resource than they

are entitled.

2. Step 2 is the substitution step. The DPS substitution functions are invoked prior

to the MVA iterations. This step takes the most number of the DPS iterations.

This step is finished when the utilizations of all the groups, second step util,

are not greater than their group share (regardless of guarantees or caps). The

results of this step give the group utilizations when all groups are capped. On

the other hand, the results also show whether surplus shares exist. If no surplus

share exists, the DPS iterations stop. All guarantee shares have the same effect

as cap shares on a fully utilized resource. Otherwise, DPS iterations enter Step

3.

3. Step 3 is for redistributing surplus shares. The redistribution algorithm for

surplus shares is the same as the one used in the previous DPS-LQX approach.

According to the amount of surplus shares and the weights of their original

group shares, some groups will be assigned an increased group share. The

results of step 3 determine how much extra resource a group with a guarantee
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Listing 7.4: LQNS-DPS algorithm

1 begin

2 long dps_iter = 0; /* initialize */

3 double dps_delta =0.;

4 bool _dps_converage = false;

5
6 if (step != 5):

7 reset_groups ();

8 do:

9 dps_iter ++;

10
11 if (step == 2 or step ==4):

12 dps_delta += group_adjust () ;

13 else if (step == 3):

14 redistribute_share ();

15 group_reset ();

16 dps_delta += group_adjust () ;

17 endif

18
19 MVA_solve (); /* solve the submodel by the MVA iterations */

20
21 if (step ==1):

22 save first_step_util ;

23 else if (step == 5):

24 _dps_converage = true; /* stops the DPS iteration */

25 else:

26 _dps_converage = dps_converge_test ( dps_delta) ;

27 endif

28
29 step = check_dps_step (); /* update step */

30 until{ _dps_converge}

31 save MVA results;

32 save group utilization;

33 end
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share may obtain. Then DPS iterations enter Step 4.

4. Step 4 is also a substitution step, which is almost same as Step 2, except the

enlarged group shares are used in the substitution functions (7.12)∼ (7.13) in-

stead of their original group shares. Step 4 also ends when all group utilizations

are not greater than their increased group share. The results of Step 4 provide

the group utilizations which satisfy the increased group shares. At the end of

Step 4, if there still are some surplus shares remaining, the DPS iterations go

back Step 3 again. Otherwise, the DPS iterations enter Step 5.

5. Step 5 is the final step. In this step, all the DPS operations are disabled, and

all the dynamic parameters are not changed. FairShareSubmodel is solved as a

regular MVASubmodel. The purpose of this step is to assure the convergence

of the entire model.

7.3.2.2 FairShareServer

FairShareServer is a new type of queue which is specially used to handle the priority

issue of ‘contributing’ groups at a FS processor. It is a subclass of FCFSServer (a

FCFS queue) in the LQNS solver. The characteristics of a FairShareServer are:

1. FairShareServer is a FCFS queue when NO group is contributing its extra

share.

2. FairShareServer is a priority queue with preemption when one or more groups

are contributing their unused shares, AND some groups are consuming these

extra shares.

In the first case, all groups have the same priority when they queue at the resource,

therefore, tasks in any groups are served as a FCFS order.

In the second case, some surplus shares exist. The groups that are consuming the

extra share must have extra arrivals at the FS processor to use the remaining available
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resource. The extra arrivals may increase the queueing delays of the requests from the

contributing groups. Therefore, to eliminate extra queueing delays, the requests from

the groups contributing the extra share must have a higher priority than the requests

from the groups receiving the extra share. If a request (from the contributing groups)

arrives at the resource after these extra arrivals (from the consuming groups), the

request will preempt these customers that are in front of it.

In the LQN analytic solution, handling group priority is realized by applying the

‘maximum queueing delays’ to the contributing groups. In fact, the queueing delays

occurred when all groups are capped are the maximum queueing delays of all the

contributing groups. These maximum queueing delays can be found at the end of

Step 2 of the DPS iterations. These maximum queueing delays are passed into MVA

iterations in Step 4 of the DPS iterations as the bounds of the queueing delays to

limit the increment of the residence time of the requests from the contribution groups.

7.3.2.3 Convergence Control

DPS-LQNS may fail the convergence test or need a long time to converge if the

dynamic parameters are varied in every DPS iteration. The following measures for

convergence control prevent the failure of the convergence test and reduce the number

of iterations at different levels.

1. The convergence criteria for both Step 2 and Step 4 is that the sum of the

squares of ∆$Ui for all groups between two successive DPS iterations, ∆ in

(7.14), is less than 5× 10−5.

∆ =
G
∑

i

(∆$Ui)
2 ≤ 5× 10−5 (7.14)

This is the convergence test which is performed at each end of DPS iteration at

line 7 in Listing 7.3.
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2. Adding Step 5 ensures the convergence of the entire model. All the dynamic

parameters are using finalized values and all DPS operations are ignored. This

step can be reached from Step 2 and Step 4 after they converge. The condition

for entering Step 5 is that the sum of the squares of ∆$Ui for all groups between

two successive submodel iterations, ∆ in (7.14), is less than 5× 10−5.

7.3.3 Verification of the LQNS-DPS Approach

In order to verify the correctness of the LQN-DPS approach, two sets of models

are used in the section. First, the models in the previous section are resolved to

demonstrate that the LQNS-DPS approach overcomes the LQX-DPS approach to

solving the group priority issues when surplus shares exist. The second set of models

are randomly generated models, which represents a larger-scaled and more complex

case. Both sets of models show the correctness of the LQNS-DPS approach.

7.3.3.1 Resolving the Previous Model

In order to verify the correctness of a FairShareServer queue, the model in Sec-

tion 7.2.4.3 is resolved. The group shares vary from 0.1 to 0.9 (Group 1) and from

0.9 to 0.1 (Group 2). The model was solved multiple times under the following four

configurations:

(a) both groups have cap shares;

(b) both groups have guarantee shares;

(c) Group 1 has a cap share and Group 2 has a guarantee share;

(d) opposite to (c) only Group 2 is capped.

In this model, the FS processor has spare resources when Group 1 has a share more

than 0.5 because Group 1 does not have enough incoming traffic to consume the entire

share it is entitled to. On the contrary, Group 2 always consumes all the available

resource. In configurations (a) and (d), Group 2 is prevented from consuming the
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spare resource since it is capped. Therefore, a larger group share for Group 1 starves

the FS processor. On the other hand, in configurations (b) and (c), the FS processor

has surplus shares when Group 1 has a share more than 0.5. These surplus shares

are consumed by Group 2, then the FS processor becomes fully utilized again. The

experiments for this model are able to cover all the situations of the competitions

between these two groups at the FS processor.
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Figure 7.4: Results from LQNS-DPS and LQSIM.

The results for these four configurations by solving from the LQNS-DPS approach

are shown in Figure 7.4, as well as the results from the LQX-DPS approach and

simulation. The two analytic DPS approaches have the same accuracy when all

groups are capped or there is no surplus share existing for the groups with guarantee
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shares. Since LQX-DPS has a priority issue when surplus shares exist, which are the

cases when the share of Group 1 is more than 50% in the configurations of (b) and

(c), the results of the previous LQX-DPS are incorrect. The LQNS-DPS approach

overcomes the priority issue and produces much better results than LQX-DPS.

Table 7.4: The execution time of the LQNS-DPS and simulations.
Type of group shares LQNS-DPS execution (s) LQSIM execution (s)
both cap shares 0.012 4.236
both guarantee 0.010 3.667
group 1 capped 0.011 3.346
group 2 capped 0.009 3.787

The execution times of the LQNS-DPS and simulation are shown in Table 7.4,

which clearly state that the analytic method, LQNS-DPS, is significantly faster than

simulations.

7.3.3.2 Randomized Model

In this section, a randomly generated LQN model is used to verify the LQNS-DPS

approach. This random model was generated by lqngen [77], which is one of the LQN

tools. Using lqngen, random models can be generated by specifying the number of

layers, number of reference tasks, total number of tasks or processors, as well as the

shape of system models, such as pyramid (more servers at lower layers), funnel, etc.

The random model, which is shown in Figure 7.5, has three reference tasks (c0,

c1 and c2) and eight server tasks (t0 ∼ t7), which are located in three layers. These

server tasks are hosted by two processors, p0 and p1. All the input parameters are

also randomized, the input file of this random model (random model.lqnx) is in

Appendix 1 A.

The processor p1 is a FS processor and hosts six server tasks, t0, t3, t5, t7, and t1,

t2, which are in the two groups, Group1 and Group2. Two sets of experiments were

performed using the pairs of group shares (0.6, 0.4) and (0.2, 0.8). Each experiment
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c0 {inf} c1 {inf} c2 {inf}

c0 {$c_c0} Z=$Z_c0

c0
[$s_c0_1]

c1 {$c_c1} Z=$Z_c1

c1
[$s_c1_1]

c2 {$c_c2} Z=$Z_c2

c2
[$s_c2_1]

t1 {$c_t1}

e1
[$s_e1_1]

t2 {$c_t2}

e2
[$s_e2_1]

(1)
(1)

t0 {$c_t0}

e0
[$s_e0_1]

(1)

t3 {$c_t3}

e3
[$s_e3_1]

(1) (1)

t5 {$c_t5}

e5
[$s_e5_1]

t7 {$c_t7}

e7
[$s_e7_1]

p1 {$m_p1}

Group2 {$sh2}

Group1 {$sh1}

t4 {$c_t4}

e4
[$s_e4_1]

(1)

t6 {$c_t6}

e6
[$s_e6_1]

p0 {$m_p0}

(1)(1)

Figure 7.5: A randomly generated LQN model.

has 50 sets of random parameters.

The first set of experiments verifies the correctness of the LQNS-DPS approach

with all cap shares. In this set of experiments, two groups are capped and 50 different

parameters were used. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show the difference of the results of LQNS-

DPS compared to the simulation results with group shares (0.6, 0.4) and (0.2, 0.8)

respectively. All the simulation results found by LQSIM, are with a confidence interval

of 95% ± 2.0%. The values in the row labelled “mean” are the mean values of the

difference between LQNS-DPS and LQSIM; while the values in the row of “sdev” are

the standard deviations of these differences. The mean error rates on average are no

worse than 5% of the results found from simulation over 100 randomly parameterized
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models.

Table 7.5: Results for the random model with (CSGroup1 = 0.6, CSGroup2 = 0.4).
%∆ UGroup1 UGroup2 Proc Util

Group Share: (0.60,0.40 )
mean −1.61 4.91 0.84
sdev 3.07 7.41 3.52

Group1 Group2
%∆ Ut0 Ut3 Ut5 Ut7 Ut1 Ut2

Group Share: (0.60,0.40 )
mean −0.20 −2.16 −2.15 −2.16 3.41 3.49
sdev 3.55 3.18 3.15 3.19 13.20 6.39

%∆ λC0 λC1 λC2

Group Share: (0.60,0.40 )
mean −0.15 3.29 3.53
sdev 3.57 13.21 6.33

Table 7.6: Results for the random model with (CSGroup1 = 0.2, CSGroup2 = 0.8).
%∆ UGroup1 UGroup2 Proc Util

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean 2.65 2.80 2.72
sdev 5.10 0.59 1.10

Group1 Group2
%∆ Ut0 Ut3 Ut5 Ut7 Ut1 Ut2

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean 3.92 2.11 2.24 2.16 3.23 2.53
sdev 5.13 5.22 5.19 5.25 1.41 0.87

%∆ λC0 λC1 λC2

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean 3.98 3.22 2.55
sdev 5.11 1.35 0.91

The second set of experiments verify the LQNS-DPS approach with the existence

of spare shares, particularly for verifying the correctness of FairShareServer queues.

In this set of experiments, only Group2 is capped at 0.8, so Group1 has a guarantee

share of 0.2; the mean number of customers in Group2 is reduced. Therefore, Group2

may not have enough workload to consume its large share of 0.8, so a spare share

appears and can be consumed by Group1.
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Table 7.7: Results for the random model with (GSGroup1 = 0.2, CSGroup2 = 0.8).
%∆ UGroup1 UGroup2 Proc Util

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean −1.93 2.25 1.17
sdev 6.85 0.95 1.68

Group1 Group2
%∆ Ut0 Ut3 Ut5 Ut7 Ut1 Ut2

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean −0.47 −2.49 −2.38 −2.45 5.87 1.31
sdev 7.07 6.85 6.85 6.84 3.09 1.11

%∆ λC0 λC1 λC2

Group Share: (0.20,0.80 )
mean −0.56 5.86 1.31
sdev 7.10 3.05 1.12

Table 7.7 shows the mean error and standard deviation for comparing LQNS-DPS

and simulation over 50 different sets of parameters. The mean error rates of the group

utilizations and the processor utilization are around 2%. The maximum mean error

rate of task utilizations is 5.79 only at task t1, and for all the other tasks, the mean

error rates are around 2∼3%.

Table 7.8: The execution time of the LQNS-DPS and simulations.
Group shares LQNS-DPS (Sec.) LQSIM (Sec.)
(CSg1 = 0.6, CSg2 = 0.4) 0.1061 33.827
(CSg1 = 0.2, CSg2 = 0.8) 0.1178 47.969
(CSg1 = 0.2, GSg2 = 0.8) 0.1173 43.689

As for the computation effort, the average execution times of these experiments

on randomized models for LQNS-DPS and simulation are shown in Table 7.8. Again,

the analytic method, LQNS-DPS, is 400 times faster than simulations.

7.4 Summary

LQN models with processors with FS scheduling were handled only by the LQN simu-

lator previously. This chapter revisits these LQN models and solves them analytically
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by adopting the method of dynamic parameters substitution into LQN models by two

implementations. First, in order to apply the DPS method by LQX functions, a LQN

model with a FS processor has to be transformed into a model containing a ‘normal’

processor (FCFS or PS scheduling ) and a shadow delay task. The transformed pro-

cessor was solved by MVA (inside LQNS). The shadow task was used to simulate the

suspension of the groups after they exhaust their shares. The numbers of visits to

the shadow task were dynamic parameters, which were solved by DPS substitution

functions using LQX. This LQX-DPS algorithm produces accurate results when all

group shares are caps, or where a FS processor is fully utilized. However, when some

surplus shares appear, LQX-DPS has a group priority issue.

Next, the DPS method was integrated into the LQNS solver directly. The imple-

mentation was realized by a newly created FairShareSubmodel and FairShareServer

queue. This LQNS-DPS solution produced the same accuracy compared to the LQX-

DPS approach, when no surplus share exists. The LQNS-DPS solution solved the

group priority issue by using a FairShareServer queue, and produced accurate results

during the verification experiments.

The advantages of LQNS-DPS over the LQX-DPS are: first, the LQN-DPS iter-

ations are inside the submodel iterations. Therefore, the LQN-DPS iterations only

take place at certain submodels rather than over the entire model, like the LQX-DPS

functions do. Next, LQNS-DPS does not transform the FS processor, so LQNS-DPS

does not increase the number of tasks. Finally, LQNS-DPS is able to solve models

with surplus share redistribution.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

This research focused on improving the accuracy of the Layered Queueing Network

solver (LQNS) and enhancing the modelling power of LQN models to handle decisions.

In this section, conclusions of these two research activities are given in the order of

the contributions, listed in Chapter 1. Future work also is addressed.

8.1 Handling Traffic Dependencies in LQN

In general, the LQN analytic solution, LQNS, is an accurate, fast and scalable solution

to solve many distributed systems with a client-server architecture. However, with

the existence of traffic dependencies, the accuracy of LQNS is affected. The main

reason is that LQNS uses the method of decomposition to decompose the entire LQN

network into a set of submodels, then solve each of these submodels individually and

independently using MVA solutions. During the iterations, the results of the upper-

level submodels affect the lower-level model in terms of thinking time of the clients,

while the lower-level queueing delays are counted as a part of service demand of the

upper-level servers.

There are two major traffic dependencies, Interlocks and Sub-chain dependencies,

which may occur in LQN models. The follow sections conclude how these two kinds

213
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of dependencies were handled in LQN models to improve the accuracy of the LQN

analytic solution.

8.1.1 Interlocking

The previous analytic solution, LQNS, handled some forms of interlocking dependen-

cies. However, it can suffer from large errors due to the following:

1. The waiting time from contention at the interlocked server in the lowest sub-

model was not distributed properly among the layers; too much queueing delay

was introduced at the immediate servers, where the interlocked flows occur, and

insufficient delay to the interlocked servers.

2. The calculation of the Interlocking probability Pr(IL) was a simple ratio based

on the number of customers in an interlocked path.

3. The interlock adjustment did not properly account for external contention at

either the interlocked server (at the lowest level), or at any intermediate server,

referred to as mixed flows.

The new approximation presented in this work reduces the amount of errors in all

the cases, which were recognized and handled previously. The new approximation is

achieved by the following:

1. Interlock adjustments are performed both at the lower-layer submodel where the

interlock flows cause false contention and in the upper-layer submodels where

contention at lower-level submodels has too large an effect on the contention at

higher levels. This improvement is the essential way to correct the misdistribu-

tion of queueing delays among the layers.

2. The new approximation corrects for interlock when there is one less customer

j in the queue (Lmk(N − ej)) rather than at the full customer population
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(Lmk(N)).

3. The new approach estimates the interlock probability far more accurately than

the näıve approach used previously.

In addition to the impacts of external contentions, this research also recognized

more cases of interlocking dependencies, for example, the Type2 and Type3 sending

interlocking effects, which are hidden more deeply. The new approximation is also

able to correct these interlocking effects after they are properly recognized by the

solver.

Furthermore, interlocking effects in the models with second-phase services were

also addressed. Second-phase is used to model the aggressive servers with early replies

in LQN models. Although the existence of second-phase service, in general, dilutes

the interlocking effects, it also brought some new concerns, for example,

1. the influence of the ratio (α) of the second-phase service on interlocking effects;

2. the models with one customer at the common source have an additional cus-

tomer at their interlocked servers;

3. phase-two services may behave specially at their device submodel.

These matters were addressed in this research, during the explanations of these two

situations: the interlocked server has second-phase service and the intermediate tasks

have second-phased service. The calculations of interlock probabilities (Pr(IL)ph1

or Pr(IL)ph2) were re-evaluated depending on phases, but they are based on the

interlocking probabilities (Pr(IL)s) used in single-phase models.

The new solution was extended to incorporate these new approximations of inter-

locking probabilities at a multi-phased server. The integrated new approximation is

used to handle all cases of interlocking dependencies. The computational complex-

ity of the new approach does not increase much, so it does not adversely affect the

solution speed of the solver.
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To verify this integrated solution, this research enumerated all the identified in-

terlocking dependencies and discussed in the groups of split interlocks, mixed flows

and external contentions, sending interlocks and the interlocking impacts on the LQN

models with aggressive servers with early replies (second phase servers).

In the test cases presented in this research, the results from solving the model

using the new algorithm are always superior to the results found using the previous

approach. Furthermore, the new calculation does not produce infeasible utilizations,

unlike the previous approach.

8.1.2 Sub-chain Dependencies

The sub-chain dependency is another kind of traffic dependencies in layered queueing

networks, which arises when a multi-entry server has imbalanced loads to each of

its provided services, and the server has to make further requests to some lower-layer

servers to perform these services. The phenomenon of a sub-chain dependency results

in extra queueing delays to the sub-chains with fewer customers. The most significant

case is when a sub-chain, which belongs to a multi-server, has one customer only. The

impact of sub-chain dependencies decreases as the maximum number of customers of

a sub-chain is approaching to the multiplicity of its owner task.

The impacts of sub-chain dependencies were removed by finding the correct max-

imum possible number of customers from a sub-chain dependent client arriving at a

server station. The corrected maximum number of customers is used to estimate the

queue length with one customer removed in Bard-Schweitzer AMVA [186]. The new

approach for correcting sub-chain dependencies improves the accuracy of the mean

queueing delay at both task servers and processors. Furthermore, since LQN Activ-

ities are used particularly to model internal concurrency, an imbalanced number of

customers arriving at a multi-server task with activities, were also corrected.

Since the maximum number of customers for any sub-chain is calculated once,
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so the computational complexity of the new approach does not adversely affect the

solution speed of the solver either. All the results produced by the improved solution

had a better accuracy than the previous solution.

8.1.3 Case study

The case study presented in Chapter 5 is an online bookstore. This bookstore model

has many occurrences of both interlocking and sub-chain dependencies. The improved

sub-chain calculation and the new approximation were integrated and applied in this

bookstore model. The improved solution produced much better results.

8.2 Handling Decisions in LQN

Pure queueing-based solutions to handle the state-dependent decisions are not pos-

sible because all of the parameters to a queueing network must be known before the

model is solved. Consequently, state-based solutions, simulation, or combinations of

these two techniques with a queueing model have been employed in the past. Layered

Queueing Networks as an extended queueing network also have difficulties in handling

decisions.

The significance of addressing decisions in LQN is that allowing the LQN technique

to model and solve the performance models with state-based behaviour. Also, solving

decisions analytically using the DPS method, overcomes to many of other techniques

in terms of a fast and scalable solution. This research has shown how to handle

decisions in LQN models through dynamic parameter substitution, and simulation.

8.2.1 LQN Decision Patterns

This research was focused on the decisions that commonly made in exception han-

dling. These decisions are defined as five LQN decision patterns: queue, abort,
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infinite-retries, finite-retries and timeout patterns. The first four decisions were based

on Wu’s pattern [224]. Wu’s ‘queue’ pattern is a decision of waiting forever; therefore,

it does not make any decision during executions. ‘Queue’ pattern is not considered

further in this research. Additionally, the ‘timeout’ decision is defined as the fifth

LQN decision pattern. In reality, timeout decisions may be the most important and

used most commonly.

A template that is used in LQN input files was developed for all the LQN decision

patterns. Modellers use this template to specify LQN decisions by simply modifying

the values of the input parameters and names of the entries related to decisions.

8.2.2 Handle Decisions in the LQN Simulator

In the simulator LQSIM, these four non-trivial decisions were generalized further

into two decision patterns: Timeout and Retry. The reason is that an abort pattern

can be treated as a special case of a timeout pattern when the timeout limit is zero

while the infinite retry is a special case of finite retries patterns. Therefore, only two

generalized decisions were implemented in the simulator LQSIM.

The accuracy of LQSIM results was verified by a Petri net tool, GreatSPN [47, 48],

using a small sized web server model, first. Then, LQSIM was also verified by some

existing results of a larger web server database model from [224], which were produced

by simulation (CSIM). All the verification show that LQSIM can produce accurate

results on decision models with different sizes.

The implementation in LQSIM does not only enhance LQN models being able to

handle decisions, but also, it is able to provide accurate results which can be used to

verify the analytic solutions using DPS.
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8.2.3 Applying DPS Method to Handle Decisions

Dynamic Parameter substitution takes advantage of the very method used to typi-

cally solve a layered queueing network analytically: iterative solution among multiple

submodels. With this approach, the results of the solution of a submodel are used as

input to other submodels. Dynamic parameter substitution extends this method to

allow arbitrary output to be fed back as input for subsequent iterations of the model.

This method was implemented using the LQX [150] language for the three non-trivial

LQN decision patterns (exclude the finite-retries decisions).

Similarly, the results of the DPS method were verified by the results of the Great-

SPN using the same small web server model, first. Then, the DPS method was

compared against the existing results found using the HPMM [224] and simulation

(CSIM) for the exception patterns abort and infinite retry, upon the model which em-

phasized the exceptions while acquiring a lock on a web database. From the results

here, DPS performs as well as HPMM in solving the model. As for the timeout pat-

tern, DPS was compared to the simulation results from LQSIM. Again, the analytic

results compare favourably to simulation.

The DPS solution is quite efficient. Since all computation is performed within the

context of a single operating system process, no file input/output or process switching

is required. This could be of tremendous benefit if the hybrid approach’s solution is

dominated by overhead because the infinite-retry model required a substantial number

of ‘feedback’ iterations to reach convergence. DPS can be improved further by moving

the feedback process deeper into the solution hierarchy.

8.2.4 Using DPS to handle FS Scheduling

Processors with FS scheduling [116] in LQN models were previously handled by the

LQN simulator only in [132]. This research revisits these LQN models and solves

them analytically by using the method of dynamic parameters substitution. The
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DPS method for FS scheduling was implemented in two locations, LQX and LQNS,

which are referred to as LQX-DPS and LQNS-DPS respectively.

First, in the LQX-DPS implementation, a LQN model with a FS processor has

to be transformed into a model containing a ‘normal’ processor (with FCFS or PS

scheduling) and a shadow delay task. The transformed processor can be solved by

MVA used by the LQNS solver. The shadow task is to simulate the suspension (forced

sleep) of the groups after they exhaust their group shares. The numbers of visits to the

shadow task are dynamic parameters, which are solved by DPS substitution functions

using LQX.

This LQX-DPS algorithm produces accurate results when all the groups’ shares

are caps or guarantee shares with a fully utilized FS processor. However, with the

existence of surplus shares, the results found by LQX-DPS are quite different with

simulation results. The reason is that the algorithm of redistribution of surplus shares

actually increases the priority of every group which receives the extra shares. As a

consequence, the priorities of the groups contributing their surplus shares are implic-

itly lowered, so they cannot receive enough share as much as before they contribute.

The implementation inside LQNS, LQNS-DPS overcame the priority issues of the

‘contributing’ groups. In LQNS-DPS, a newly developed server queue FairShare-

Server is used to prioritize groups during the share redistribution. FairShareServer

ensures a higher priority to the ‘contributing’ groups by removing the extra waiting

time caused by the extra arrivals from the ‘consuming’ groups when they are con-

suming the addition resource. The dynamic parameter substitutions in LQNS-DPS

are performed in the FairShareSubmodel, a new type of the LQN submodels. Fair-

ShareSubmodel has DPS iterations that locate in between the submodel iterations

and MVA iterations. Therefore, DPS iterations only occur at the FairShareSubmodel

rather than the entire model, as LQX-DPS does.

The results of LQNS-DPS were verified by LQSIM results in the cases with and
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without surplus share using a random model. LQNS-DPS can produce accurate

results with less execution time.

8.3 Remarks

The previous solution of LQNS was able to produce accurate results on throughput

and server utilizations, and predicts the capacity of systems and quickly locates po-

tential bottlenecks. However, there are some misdistributed queueing delays caused

by traffic dependencies. Therefore, this research first focused on handling traffic de-

pendencies to improve the accuracy of the LQN analytic solution. This research and

the previous research indicate that traffic dependencies are inevitable when using the

method of decomposition. Therefore, this work has presented a fundamental idea

for handling traffic dependencies that may be required by other extended Queueing

Networks which are solved using the method of decomposition. LQNS used MVA to

solve the submodels and previously throughputs for corrections for interlocks. This

research showed that removing delay is superior other solution technique that also

solve models using decomposition.

This work also enhanced LON models to handle some state-based behaviours (for

example decisions made in exception handling) and some special system behaviours

(for example fair share scheduling policy). The significance of the research is that

it presents a mechanism to handle state-based behaviour in LQN models by using

the method of DPS which fully takes advantages of LQNS, i.e., it is both fast and

scalable.

Layered Queueing Network models become a generalized performance prediction

and evaluation technique with the capabilities of handling traffic dependencies and

solving state-based behaviours.
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8.4 Limitations and Future Work

8.4.1 Limitations

Regarding using the DPS method to handle decisions, the limitations are:

1. Currently, the DPS method is implemented through LQX, which is referred

to as LQX-DPS. This implementation of LQX-DPS prevents further improve-

ments to shorten execution times since the entire model has to be solved (run

to completion) in every DPS iteration. LQX-DPS also may have difficulties

in handling some special dynamic behaviours, for example, the priority issue

arises when using LQX-DPS to solve fair share scheduling during redistributing

surplus shares.

2. LQNS-DPS has a convergence control, which is described in Section 7.3.2. How-

ever, this convergence control is specially tailored for solving the FairShareSub-

model. A general strategy of convergence control needs to be considered when

extending LQNS-DPS to handle decisions, such as abort, timeout and retry de-

cisions. In particular, if there are multiple decisions in a LQN model, ensuring

that the solver is converging is a challenge.

3. This research only handled a subset of decisions, which are restricted in the

context of exception handling during resource allocations. These decisions also

have limitations, for example, timeout decisions are restricted to the timeouts

on queueing delays.

As for the LQN analytic solution using MVA, the calculation of queueing delays

at a server with multiple threads needs to be improved.
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8.4.2 Future work

This research only handled fair share scheduling and a subset of decisions commonly

made in exception handling. However, the method of DPS provides a possible way to

model and solve more complex system behaviours, which cannot be solved analytically

by queueing-based models at present. DPS uses feedbacks to alter intermediate results

during the solution. Therefore, future work can be focused on:

Develop general LQNS-DPS architecture. First, DPS needs to be integrated

into LQNS directly to handle general decisions. As the analytic solution for solving

LQN models using fair share scheduling demonstrated, it is feasible to develop an

analytic solution which accommodates the DPS method into LQNS directly. LQNS-

DPS does not only widen the scope of LQN models but also reduce the execution

time of DPS further. This method of DPS is implemented using the LQX language

for now, which means that DPS occurs in the outermost iteration. LQNS extensions

aim to integrate DPS into the inner iteration of the LQNS solver (between the Steps

2 and Step 3 on Page 39). The outermost iteration (used by LQX) will be removed.

Therefore, the extra iterations used by DPS only occur in solving the submodels with

dynamic parameters, not for solving the entire model, like the current LQX version of

DPS does. This should reduce the computation cost compared to the LQX algorithms.

Substituting dynamic parameters internally has to be done inside the LQNS solution,

which requires modifying the fundamental algorithms of MVA solvers.

Develop more DPS mapping functions to handle more decisions

1. Handling Timeout Decisions on Response Times. So far, the timeout decisions

handled in this research only regard queueing delays. The timeout decisions on

response time are also commonly used in many web-based systems. The chal-

lenging part of timeout decisions on response time is evaluating the probability

of the wasted resources by the timed out requests.
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2. Handling Finite-Retries Decision. Finite-retries decisions were handled only

in the simulation. The correct substitution function for finite-retries has not

been found yet. It is necessary to find out this substitution function to solve

finite-retries analytically in the near future.

3. More research int patterns which were not discussed here.
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Appendix A

Randomized Model

Listing A.1 shows complete XML input file of the random model used to verified the

LQN-DPS approach in Section 7.3.3.2. This model is shown in Figure 7.5.

Listing A.1: XML input file for webserver model in Figure.

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>

2 <!-- lqn2lqx -experiments =100 -customers =3 -think -time=3 -

service -time=1 -no-request -rate -lqx -output -->

3 <lqn -model name="" description="lqn2lqx 6.0 solution for 

model from: ." xmlns:xsi="http: //www.w3.org /2001/

XMLSchema -instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation ="/usr/

local/share/lqns/lqn.xsd">

4 <solver -params comment="lqngen --random --layers =3 --

clients =3 --tasks =8 --processors =2" conv_val="1e-05"

it_limit="50" underrelax_coeff="0.9" print_int="10"/>

5 <processor name="c0" scheduling="inf">

6 <task name="c0" scheduling="ref" multiplicity="$c_c0"

think -time="$Z_c0">

7 <entry name="c0" type="PH1PH2">

8 <entry -phase -activities >

256
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9 <activity name="c0_1" phase="1" host -demand -

mean="$s_c0_1">

10 <synch -call dest="e0" calls -mean="1"/>

11 </activity >

12 </entry -phase -activities >

13 </entry >

14 </task>

15 </processor >

16 <processor name="c1" scheduling="inf">

17 <task name="c1" scheduling="ref" multiplicity="$c_c1"

think -time="$Z_c1">

18 <entry name="c1" type="PH1PH2">

19 <entry -phase -activities >

20 <activity name="c1_1" phase="1" host -demand -

mean="$s_c1_1">

21 <synch -call dest="e1" calls -mean="1"/>

22 </activity >

23 </entry -phase -activities >

24 </entry >

25 </task>

26 </processor >

27 <processor name="c2" scheduling="inf">

28 <task name="c2" scheduling="ref" multiplicity="$c_c2"

think -time="$Z_c2">

29 <entry name="c2" type="PH1PH2">

30 <entry -phase -activities >

31 <activity name="c2_1" phase="1" host -demand -

mean="$s_c2_1">

32 <synch -call dest="e2" calls -mean="1"/>
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33 </activity >

34 </entry -phase -activities >

35 </entry >

36 </task>

37 </processor >

38 <processor name="p1" scheduling="cfs" multiplicity="$

m_p1" quantum="0.1">

39 <group name="group1" share="$sh1" cap="1">

40 <task name="t0" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t0">

41 <entry name="e0" type="PH1PH2">

42 <entry -phase -activities >

43 <activity name="e0_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e0_1">

44 <synch -call dest="e3" calls -mean="1"/>

45 </activity >

46 </entry -phase -activities >

47 </entry >

48 </task>

49 <task name="t3" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t3">

50 <entry name="e3" type="PH1PH2">

51 <entry -phase -activities >

52 <activity name="e3_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e3_1">

53 <synch -call dest="e5" calls -mean="1"/>

54 <synch -call dest="e7" calls -mean="1"/>

55 </activity >

56 </entry -phase -activities >
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57 </entry >

58 </task>

59 <task name="t5" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t5">

60 <entry name="e5" type="PH1PH2">

61 <entry -phase -activities >

62 <activity name="e5_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e5_1"/>

63 </entry -phase -activities >

64 </entry >

65 </task>

66 <task name="t7" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t7">

67 <entry name="e7" type="PH1PH2">

68 <entry -phase -activities >

69 <activity name="e7_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e7_1"/>

70 </entry -phase -activities >

71 </entry >

72 </task>

73 </group >

74 <group name="group2" share="$sh2" cap="1">

75 <task name="t1" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t1">

76 <entry name="e1" type="PH1PH2">

77 <entry -phase -activities >

78 <activity name="e1_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e1_1">

79 <synch -call dest="e4" calls -mean="1"/>
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80 </activity >

81 </entry -phase -activities >

82 </entry >

83 </task>

84 <task name="t2" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$

c_t2">

85 <entry name="e2" type="PH1PH2">

86 <entry -phase -activities >

87 <activity name="e2_1" phase="1" host -

demand -mean="$s_e2_1"/>

88 </entry -phase -activities >

89 </entry >

90 </task>

91 </group >

92 </processor >

93 <processor name="p0" scheduling="ps" multiplicity="$m_p0

" quantum="0.1">

94 <task name="t4" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$c_t4

">

95 <entry name="e4" type="PH1PH2">

96 <entry -phase -activities >

97 <activity name="e4_1" phase="1" host -demand -

mean="$s_e4_1">

98 <synch -call dest="e6" calls -mean="1"/>

99 </activity >

100 </entry -phase -activities >

101 </entry >

102 </task>
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103 <task name="t6" scheduling="fcfs" multiplicity="$c_t6

">

104 <entry name="e6" type="PH1PH2">

105 <entry -phase -activities >

106 <activity name="e6_1" phase="1" host -demand -

mean="$s_e6_1"/>

107 </entry -phase -activities >

108 </entry >

109 </task>

110 </processor >

111 <lqx><![CDATA[

112 $c_t0 = 1;

113 $m_p1 = 1;

114 $c_t1 = 1;

115 $m_p1 = 1;

116 $c_t2 = 1;

117 $m_p1 = 1;

118 $c_t3 = 1;

119 $m_p1 = 1;

120 $c_t4 = 1;

121 $m_p0 = 1;

122 $c_t5 = 1;

123 $m_p1 = 1;

124 $c_t6 = 1;

125 $m_p0 = 1;

126 $c_t7 = 1;

127 $m_p1 = 1;

128 $sh1 = 0.6;

129 $sh2 = 0.4;
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130 j = 0;

131

132 for ( i = 0; i < 10; i = i + 1 ) {

133 $c_c0 = poisson( 2 ) + 1;

134 $Z_c0 = gamma( 1.5, 2 );

135 $s_c0_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

136 $c_c1 = poisson( 2 ) + 1;

137 $Z_c1 = gamma( 1.5, 2 );

138 $s_c1_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

139 $c_c2 = poisson( 2 ) + 1;

140 $Z_c2 = gamma( 1.5, 2 );

141 $s_c2_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

142 $s_e0_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

143 $s_e1_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

144 $s_e2_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

145 $s_e3_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

146 $s_e4_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

147 $s_e5_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

148 $s_e6_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

149 $s_e7_1 = gamma( 0.5, 2 );

150 solve ();

151 j += 1;

152 g1_util =task("t0").proc_utilization

153 + task("t3").proc_utilization

154 + task("t5").proc_utilization

155 + task("t7").proc_utilization;

156

157 g2_util =task("t1").proc_utilization

158 + task("t2").proc_utilization;
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159 println_spaced( ", ", j,

160 $sh1 ,

161 $sh2 ,

162 task("c0").throughput ,

163 task("c1").throughput ,

164 task("c2").throughput ,

165 processor ("p1").utilization ,

166 task("t0").utilization ,

167 task("t3").utilization ,

168 task("t5").utilization ,

169 task("t7").utilization ,

170 task("t1").utilization ,

171 task("t2").utilization ,

172 task("t4").utilization ,

173 task("t6").utilization ,

174 g1_util , g2_util);

175 }

176 ]]>

177 </lqx>

178 </lqn -model >
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